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Liverpool, March 17.—It has transthat before coming to England,
Enter
tile
pired
With
Fight
marl
Iowa Republicans
dtflstorSthp
Williams, the man whoso arrest at MelOld Time Enthusiasm.
bourne led to the unearthing of the
William L. Putnam of Maine, first circuit.
FUNERAL OF JOHN BIRD.
Nathaniel Shipman of Connecticut, second cirbodies at Rainhill, was living at Sidney,
cuit.
Des Moines, Iowa, March 17.—The N. S. W.
Shortly after lie left that city,
George M. Dallas of Pennsylvania, third cirMany Rockland People Attend the Sim
cuit.
Republican state convention for the se- his wife and four children disappeared.
fourth
circuit.
Nathan Goff of West Virginia,
pie Services.
lection of delegates to the national con- It is
Andrew P. McCormick of Texas, fifth circuit.
supposed they followed Williams to
William H. Taft of Ohio, sixtli circuit.
vention assembled this morning. The se
The police expect to prove
England.
William A. Woods of Indiana, seventh circuit.
[Special to the Press.]
Walter H. Sanborn of Minnesota, eighth cir- lection of A. B. Cummings, a prominent that the bodies found
yesterday are
cuit.
anti-Proliibitionist, as temporary chair- those of the wife and children and that
Borland, March 17.—The funeral o:
Joseph McKenna of California, ninth circuit.
man was regarded as significant that both
the late John Bird occurred this after
Williams killed them to carry out his
The Senate spent four and a half hours
fnmily residence oi 1 in executive session considering the nom- factions are to he united for the national intention to marry Miss Mather without
noon, from the
Turpie campaign. Mr. Cummings in his address molestation. Williams did marry the
Broadway. It had been the wish of thi : inations. A speech by Mr.
of
the confirmation
Judge eulogized Secretary Blaine and referred
deceased to have a quiet.funeral,and as fa: against
lie took her to Melgirl in question.
Woods’s nomination occupied the larger
as possible, this was
obeyed. Then 1 part of the time. Several calls of the to the wise, steady and patriotic admin- bourne where lie killed her to marrv anG.
President
Harrison.
of
istration
ensure the
other girl.
Senate were necessary to
was a large attendance of relatives anc L
Today, the gardener who
was
unanimously lives next door to Dinham Villa where
When the roll Struble of Lamars,
friends. The procession which followec [ presence of a quorum.
cnairman.
a
ile
made
paid
permanent
the bodies were found, recognized the
was called it
appeared that Judge
the remains to the grave was one of thi
glowing' compiimentto Harrison’s admin- eldest body as that of a woman he had
The funeral ser
Woods, whose name stood first on the istration,
largest ever seen here.
of
mention
which was
the
seen in the back yard at Dinham Villa on
list, was confirmed by a bare majority,
vices were conducted by Kev. K. w. den
loudly applauded. He asserted that the August 9tli last.
On August 10th, he
kins of the Congregational church, ani
McKinley bill needed no defense. Its rebut paid no
llev. C. S. Cummings of the Methodis ; ly one more vote was added to the affirm- sults in low prices and reciprocity were heard the children screaming
ative, making the vote stand 24 to 22. sufficient. He said the man who made attention, thinking perhaps some of the
church. The floral display was magnifi
He never saw the
children were hurt.
The vote was strictly according to party
cent, there being many elegant and costl;
so
the
bill
perfect in its pro- woman or children afterward.
that Senator Peifer voted
offerings. Among these was a pyramie [ lines, except
James
G.
Blaine.
was
visions
Another man recognized the body as
against confirmation with the Democrat- He saw more clearly than any one else
from the Knights of Pythias and a col
that of Marie Deeming, who had been in
Senator Stewart was not
lection of cut flowers from the relative! ; ic Senators.
To
the
needed.
him
was
what
the employ of a Liverpool fishmonger.
present. Thus ended one of the most just
of the deceased’s first wife in Worcester
thanks were due. The Republi- Williams
married her under the name of
protracted struggles in recent years in- greatest
Mass.
can party, he declared, had a number of
Deeming, at that time describing himvolving Presidential nominations.
as candidates could succeed in
men
who,
self as a mining engineer. Williams and
Mr. Frye, from the committee on comIN COURT AT ROCKLAND.
November. Mr. Harrison was foremost his
wife, this man said, afterward went
merce, reported to the Senate a bill exthe number; James G. Blaine,
American coastwise vessels, pi- among
to Hull, where Williams was arrested
empting
Several Somewhat Noted Cases Consideres 1 loted by licensed masters or United second.
and convicted for forgery. He was senThe convention chose four delegates at
States pilots, from the obligation to pay
tenced to a year’s imprisonment and, on
Yesterday.
convention.
District
to the national
state pilots for services not rendered. large
being discharged, married a young womchosen
had
been
already
by an in Hull. He wished her to go abroad
delegates
The bill was placed on the calendar.
[Special to the Press.]
district caucuses during the recess. The but she declined and William deserted
resolutions adopted endorse the adminis- her and retured to Marie.
Rockland, Me., March 17—TheClarkAccompanied
FORTHE NEW NAVY.
tration of President Harrison, “who has
Williams went to Cape Town,
Pillsbury will case, which was befor<
made by his party, main- by Marie,
of
DemCriticism
kept
every
pledge
where he remained for a time. Then ho
Secretary Tracys Strong
the Supreme Court yesterday, was con
tained astound policy at home and nation- returned to Birkenhead and took
up his
ocratic Niggardliness.
eluded this morning, being carried ovei
al honor abroad, and surrounded himself
residence there, remaining some time.
in every departto the law court. This case concludes
Marie had three brothers and two sisters
Washington, March 17.—Secretary by a cabinet which has,
of the party and counin Birkenhead. The man believed Willthe civil business of the term and the Tracy does not regard the naval appro- ment, deserved well
laurels
and
try and added new strength
iams was the same individual who marcriminal docket was taken up before priation bill as reported by the House to
was
also
A
resolution
statemanship.”
ried a young lady named Matheson at
in
all
noon.
the
as
committee on naval affairs
Republicans
being quite adopted urging
in 1890, assuming the name of
to
state
of
the
man
indictee
unite, disregarding Beverely
parts
William Hall, the young
Harry ijawson. He then described himequal to the needs of the new navy. He local
of
naon
the
platform
for frightening women, pleaded guilty,
self as a largo farmer in Australia and
that the appropriation tional differences,
Republicanism, the maintenance gave a number of valuable presents to
but owing to the extreme youth of the says particularly
offender and it being his first offence, be for the naval rendezvous ought to be of protection, the es!. Aishment, of re- Miss Matheson. After the marriage to
was released on probation.
made this year, and the bill made to the ciprocity as tlie policy of the govern- Miss Matheson, he deserted her and abthe elevation and prosperity of
The Merchant-Black polygamy case amount of $250,000.
sconded to South America. Miss MatheHe does not be- ment,
Merchant pleader lieve that a smaller sum will be suffic- labor, the maintenance of abound cur- son swore out a warrant against him,
also came up today.
be
the
which
shall
him with the theft of presents
guilty to the charge, but it is understooe ient guarantee for the success of the rency, every dollar of
of every other
dollar, and the charging
that he will retract the plea. The jury
he had given her and he was arrested in
This gathering of our own equal
meeting.
white
American
Merchant’s
to
all
on
Mrs.
citizens,
are still out
(nee i new vessels and the vessels of foreign securing
to Hull and sent to
The Uruguay, brought
Black) case. L. E. Campbell, who wai powers at Hampton Koads, and after- or black, their equal legal rights.
jail for nine months. During the time
foi
then
to
the
convention
admitted
bar, appears
adjourned.
recently
he was in prison, it was ascertained he
ward in New York harbor he considers
Mrs. Merchant.
married and deserted a lady in Birkenan important preliminary to the opening
■

SPECIAL NOTICES.

CAUCUSES.
North Yarmouth.
The republicans of the town of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at their town house
on Saturday March 19,1892 at 2.30 p. m. for
the purpose of nominating candidates for municipal officers for the ensuing year. Also to
choose delegates to attend tne State Convention at Bangor, April 27,1892 and to choose a

Ter Order of Town Committee

in Liverpool newspapers as to
the murder of her daughter and the arThe despatches
rest of her son-in-law.
said that Williams hired, soon after his
arrival, a house in Windsor, a suburb of
Melbourne, and lived there a short time
with his wife. They seemed happy, and
Williams passed much of his timo at
home. Then his wife vanished and he
advertised to sublet the house. He had
decided to move to Sydney, he said. Immediately after finding tenants he left.
The new tenants sound that the floor of
the fireplace was in bad condition. It
was uneven, and showed that it had been
laid by an amateur hand. Workingmen

began mending

the floor noticed

m
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BISTEM THOROUGHLY PERMEATED,
YET

y
J

Dana's

Sarsaparilla wrought

a

Cure!

_

Mrs. Moody resides in Weston,
Aroostook Co., Me., and whose
STATEMENT WE PUBREMARKABLE

HARMON’S FORTY-FIVE CENTS.

LISH BELOW, IS WELL KNOWN AS ONE
44
SCHOOL
OLD
OF
THE
WHOSE WORD IS GOOD AS GOLD, ONE
OF THE THOUSANDS, WHOM THE SONS

WOMEN,’

Pine Tree State
the
of
MOTHER.
CALL
TO
PROUD

Beat the Town.

are

SHE

SAYS:—

441 have been

terribly afflicted

with Salt Rheum for over 20
*ip> as a? years. At times my head

I rib would be one mass of
so bad
eruptions. My bands were to
wear

they wouid hleed and I bad
kid gloves; and I could hardly see,
nffootml

mv AV'UU BA

hadlv.

doctored, tried other
Salves, Ointments, etc.

I doctored and

Sarsaparillas,

eating no butH B&fl
ter or fat rk la Eta U? meat, etc. But
could
I
no
to
get only temporary
avail,
relief, no permanent cure. For a few
vears past I have had no appetite,
could not sletep, and if I would look
would
up I would be so dizzy that I
fall. I also suffered with Indigestion.
I was hopeless T5J AT01 e™r
getting better as I B fiH B am 1
years old. Last Christmas I commenced
taking I)AKA’S SARSAPARILLA. The
first bottle did not seem to help me in the
least, but I persevered, and the result
was wonderful.
My hands and
eyes are perfectly well, a 5)petite good, indigestion cared, in
fact, Salt Rheum
does not trouble VMlk&w
It seems like
me in the least now.
a miracle to me.”
it
mav
concern:
whom
To
This is to certify that I am well acquainted with Mrs. Jane Moody, and
know her statements to be

Would diet, ftf

Cost Him Twenty-Five Dollars but Hi

It

—

[Special to the Press.]
Sidney, March 17.—Last year the orig
inal tax levied by the selectmen was no
high enough to furnish sufficient monej
to run the town, so a
was

meant

of

Mr.

cents

Harmon

so

he

more

than

refused

ou ;

hac

he
to

pay
sued bi

In due cou rsc of time, he was
the town, and the case went to court
In other words it cost the town of Sid
eacl
ney and Mr. C. Harmon about $25
to ascertain that the town had no right t<
collect the 45 cents.
THE

WEATHER.

Still Promising Increasing Cloudiness

am

i

Snow.

Washington,March 17.—[8 p.m.]—Th
following is the forecast of the weathe:
for New England:
Threatening snow
preceded by fair weather in Maine; north
east winds. Probably fair Saturday. Sig
nals displayed from Hatteras to Bosto: !

1

section.

true.

8 A.

Barometer... 30.272 30.19 L
28.
18.
67.

Thermometer.10.

This Means You!
Have you had the Grippe?
Are you weak and run down?
Is your Blood out of order?
Have you trouble with your
Head? Are your Nerves weak?
Then the medicine you need is

Dew

Humidity.
vy .....

...

X’. C.— Partly cloudy.
Weather Observations.

Tlie following

are

tlie observations

serrations for each station

rheumatism,
paralysis,
the
of
diseases
neuralgia,
weaknesses,
female
blood,
and all stomach troubles, it
is KING.
It is a clean, pure,
honest medicine.

Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound

Is doing splendid work everywhere. If you try it once, you
will never be without it.

TRY IT.
BUY ST.
'TWILL DO YOU GOOD.
tilODEH MEDiCIKE CQ.,
in arid

Newburjport, Mass.
IstplycM

•*

dailyther.. .22.0,Max. vel. wind.. 12 N
Maximum ther.. .31.0,Total precip.0
Minimum tiler
12.01

All the druggists
costs $ 1.00 per bottle.
or constitutional
For local
weakness, nervous diseases,

It

|

Mean

the

it.

[

Lt
Velocity.8
Weather.;(Jl<mfly|r C

Hidden’s Magnetic Compound.
sell

5.
02.

Point.

o

Agricultural Department Weathe r

Bureau for yesterday, March 17, taken a t
8 n. m., 7oth meridian time, the oh

being given

i:

rnorlv

tllOlV

until after the nresont contracts
with the Bethlehem Iron Works and the
These
Carnegie Works are fulfilled.
works have so improved their plants that
tons
of
turn
out
to
700
they will be able
armor per month after July 1, and at the
end of two years they will have turned
out enough for all the battle ships now in
process of construction. The Secretary
would like to see one or two b attleships
authorized, and especially 10 torpedo
boats and a few small gunboats of from
800 to 1000 tons each. The torpedo boats
would not cost more than $100,000 each,
or $1,000,000
in all, and the gunboats
would not cost more than $300,000 each,
The torpedo boats could be built at a variety of jioints along the Mississippi
river, and some of them could be built
on the lakes if the treaty with Great
Ho thinks that the
Britain permitted.
distribution of the building of these
boats among different American manufacturers would be beneficial to the iron
aad steel industries, and would encourage study of the shipbuilding art at the
leading ports on the coast and on the
rivers. A boat apiece, he thinks, might
perhaps be assigned to Pittsburg, Cincin-

Washington, March 17.—The House
went into committee of the whole on the
Mr. Payne of New
free wool bill today.
York defended the constitionality of the
action of the 51st Congress, and also defended the McKinley bill. Mr. Payne of
referred to the increased production of
tin and the manufacture of tin plate. Mr.
Bowers brought in a tin block. Jble said
it was made in his district and weighed
56 pounds.
Mr. Payne said the Democrats boasted they secured a majority
of'140 in this House on account of the
Yet they did not dare
McKinley bill.
bring into the House a bill for general
revision of the tariff. That was a tribute
to the wisdom of the legislation of 1800.
Mr. Raynor of Maryland and Mr. Ellis
the pending
of Kcntuckey advocated
The committee rose and the
measure.
House

*

this order: Temperature, direction o
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 32°, N, cloudy: New York, 2S:
NE, cloudy; Philadelphia, 26°, E, suow j
Washington, 24°. NE, snow; Albany, 28'
N, cloudy; Buffalo, 24°, NE, cloudy

Detroit, 24°, NE, cloudless; Chicago, 24;
NW, cloudless; St. Paul, 20°, NW, clout:
less; St. Vincent, 12°, W* cloudless; Hi
run, So. Dak., 28°, NW, cloudless; Bi.<
marek, 24°, SW, cloudy; Jacksonville, OS'
S, cloudless.
St. Patrick’s

rvf Ivrv

The Tariff Talk.

S P. M

M.

irmnlrl

nati, St. Louis and Dubuque.

Local Weather Report.
Portland, Me, March 17,1892.

HOWARD F. MASOK,
Coll, of Taxes, Belfast, Me.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

ctrim-no'

armor

This additions

forty-five
C.

calculated,

+li!e

tai

supplementary

ordered collected.

tax

■

of the World’s Fair next year.
The Secretary does not regard the delay in completing ship armor as a valid
reason for refusing to make liberal appropriations for new armored vessels this
year. He says the House Committee
themselves admit that the deliveries of
armor under existing contracts can be
completed in 1S94 and it is <obvious that
new vessels which might be authorized

Day at Dover.

Dovf.j;, N. H„ March 17.—St. Patrick’ s
day was observed here by a parade, i
which 400 men participated, representin
the Irish societies of Dover, Great Falls
Rochester. South Berwick and Salmo
Faiis.
.".t.

adjourned.
Money for Bath.

Washington, March 17.—The Secreta-

the fifth payry of the Navy has made
meat of $41,850 to the Rath Iron Works
of Bath, Me., on account of harbor defence ram No. 1.
Investigate Boston Clerks.
Washington, March 17.—An invest!
gation will shortly be begun by a subcommittee of the House judiciary committee into the charges that the clerks
offices in Boston of both the District am
Circuit Courts of the United States are
being used to make all the money possible out of them and that the court oil!
Will

engaged in fee making practices
It is charged that exorbitant fees are
being exacted and naturalizations arc be
ing proceeded with solely in order to. in
eers are

crease

the emoluments of the offices.

MRS. CLEVELAND

A

IN THE FIELD.

head in 1890.

Good Story Which the Ex-President’s
Friends Say is Hot.

New York, March 17.—The Telegram
states that ex-President Cleveland recently wrote a letter declaring that he
would not allow himself to be put in
Mr. Cleveland penned it
nomination.
without the knowledge of his political
friends. He intended to make the letter
public through the Associated Press, but
on the day it was to he published, Mrs.
Cleveland sent for one of the leader’s
most trusted friends. To this gentleman
Mr. Cleveland confessed that he was
sick of the littleness, bickering and insults daily infringed upon his private
life and had not lifted so much as his litnomination.
tle finger to secure the
Nothing would induce him to enter the
race.
Word was sent to several levelheaded Cleveland men, and a council
was hurriedly held. Mr. Cleveland spoke
with great feeling at the council, but he
was at last persuaded to withdraw the
letter.
A representative of the United Press
showed this article to ex-Secretary Fairchild, Ellery Anderson and other friends
and supporters of Mr. Cleveland. They
all declared the story had no foundation.
They fnever heard of Mr. Cleveland’s
writing such a letter and they were posiAt the headtive he had not done so.
quarters of the provisional state democratic committee, the story was said to

be “rot.”

is described

His two peculiarities were that he
would never talk about liis own affairs
and would not allow himself to be photo-

graphed.

Ho

promised

nine or ten of his

friends in Rainhill, including the
Mathers, repeatedly that he would have
his picture taken, and twice made arrangements with the photographer, but
every time he found some excuse for
best

breaking

his

promise.

Williams made the acquaintance of
Mrs. Mather early in July through common friends at tlm Commercial Hotel,
was invited to her house, and began callMiss Mather was
ing on her daughter.
won by his kindness and generosity, and

bachelor and had inherited his money.

information in regard to the condition of
winter wheat throughout the State is not
yet obtainable, but intelligent observers
are of the opinion that the injury sustained by the recent blizzard is not as

great as was at first supposed.
Indianapolis, Ind., March 17.—The
State Board of Agriculture is in receipt
of reports regarding the winter wheat
from all sections of the State, indicating
that the damage by recent frosts is not as

great as the conditions which have prevailed for a month past would lead one
The best posted farmers
to expect.
agree that the crop, unless further injured, will roach SO per cent, of last year,
which was the largest in the history of
the State.
Columbus, March 17.—The State Board
of Agriculture has not attempted to prepare a crop bulletin since the lirst of the
year. The information received shows
that the beginning of March Ohio wheat
was in a deplorable condition, due to
continued unfavorable conditions of
weather from seeding time to that date.
At that time it was difficult to see how
Ohio wheat could yield half an average
crop. The recent freezing weather with
no snow to
protect the wheat must have
put it in an even worse condition, al-

official information

is

at

Mrs. Matlier Saw Her

Daughter hast

She
Dover, just before she sailed.
says that both Williams and his wife
seemed to be perfectly happy, and that
they promised to return to Rainliill within two years for a visit and perhaps for
permanent residence. At every port at
which the Kaiser Wilhelm II. stopped
the bride posted a letter to her mother,
in which she described minutely the
happiness of her daily life and her joy
that she had found such a model husband as Williams.
The young couple made their home in
Melbourne."whence Mrs. Williams continued to write extravagant accounts of
her happiness and of Williams’s fine
qualities. On Dee. 15 Williams himseli
wrote to his mother-in-law a long letter,
praising bis wife and dwelling at length
He said that In
upon their happiness.
expected to take Mrs. Williams to Hons
Christmas
holidays and
Kong for the
adds: “Both Alice and I are
at

booking Forward with Joy
when, without the cares oi
distract me, I can pass all
my time uninterruptedly in her society.”
Ou the margin of the letter were a few
words from Mrs. Williams. That was
the last that Mrs. Mather heard directlj
from her daughter or Williams. The
news of them was in despatches

to the time
business to

ne^.t

The Theme of Last Even-

ing’s Eloquence.

Thought
himself. The news spread rapidly that
the murderer had returned, and a crowd
hooted, yelled and made a rush for
Deeming. The latter fled to his hotel,
followed by the yelling crowd to the very

HON. THOMAS

doors.
Two sisters of Marie Deeming with the
brother of Deeming, alias Williams, identified the remains of the woman and four
children whose names were Bertha,
Marie, Lilia and Sydney. The murderer,
Frederick Deeming, is a member of a
good family residing in Berkenhead. He
Ho married Maria
has led a roving life.
James in 1880, and she accompanied him
She remained in that
to Australia.
country a. number of years, but returned
to England in July last, bringing her four
children. The woman and her children
remained with her sisters until they mysteriously disappeared. Excavations in
continued
Hill villa were
the Rain

throughout the day, but

more

no

bodies

found.

were

UNDER STRONG GUARD.

Prepared to Resist
Attempts at Lynching.
Melbourne, Victoria, March 17.—
Deeming, alias Williams,the murderer,is
expected to reach Perth tomorrow. He
is well guarded by police, in view of any
dangerous outbreak of popular feeling
against him. After the formal magisterial inquiry at Perth, Deeming will be
remanded for court proceedings here.
Melbourne Authorities

B.

ON

REED

TRUE REPUBLICANISM.

Yonn Men Should Turn Their Faces

it Was the Murderer

to the Future.

IT WAS A

GREAT

DINNER

WITH

200 AT THE TABLES.

Hon.

Charles F. Libby Speaks of

licanisms’ Responsibilities

Repub-

Hon.

Henry

B, Cleaves of Republican Loyalty—15.
C. Reynolds aiul Carroll IV. Morrill of
Young Men—Ancl FrankC. Payson and Amos Parker Wilder

the Work of
lin

Delight

Their Hearers.

The Young men of the Young Men's
Republican Club bad good cause for feeling gratification at the success of their
third annual dinner last evening. It was
the greatest political dinner of the season
in Portland,—in fact the largest formal
dinner held in Portland for several years.
Caterer Pooler had arranged his long
tables In Gilbert’s Hall to accommodate

TENNYSON, THE DRAMATIST.
His

Presented

Play

Four

to

Audience

an

of

Persons.

London, March 17.—The new play by
Lord Tennyson, “The Foresters,” was
performed today at the Lyceum to secure the copyright for Great Britain, as
regular production
Daly’s Theatre in Hew York,

to have its first

it is

toqight

at

rehearsed three weeks with
the utmost secrecy, and the bill was not
posted on the Lyceum bulletin board until ten minutes before the performance
began, which was at 1 o’clock this morning. The audience consisted of only two
women besides Mr. Irving and Ellen
Terry. The critics were completely baffled. Although they had been on the
watch for the performance for weeks
they were unaware that it was to take
place this morning at such an early hour,
and not one was on hand.
They were
storming the theatre this afternoon to
obtain details of the play, which are refused. Forty-two of the youngest memIt has been

DCiO UJ.

J.I

YlUg

vvuu

O

the performance.
Violet Van Brough acted Maid Marian; Acton Bond, Robin Hood; Lionel Belmore, King Richard and Powell, Prince
John. The play was as carefully produced and acted as if intended for a full

HON.

THOMAS B. REED.

found it necessary to provide
room for 20 more, and even then there
was scant accomodation for all the young
men who came with their friends to see
and hear Mr. Reed and the other guests
of the evening. Mr. Reed arr ived at the
reception room promptly at 7 o’clock,
and Hon. Charles F. Libby and Hon.
Henry B. Cleaves arrived soon after.
Messrs. Amos P. Wilder, John C. Small,
Mark F. Wentworth, F. C. Payson, and
Carroll W. Morrill also came early. The
180.

Ho

reception room was not large enough for
so large a company, but every one manwith
aged to push a way through the crowd
is
delighted
house, and Mr. Irving
it. It is founded on the Robin Hood le- that surrounded Mr. Reed, and exchange
gend and consists of four acts and six a pleasant word. Mr. Reed was looking
The action passes in forest and
scenes.
finely, and was evidently in the best of
garden, the scenery being all sylvan and health and
spirits. He enjoyed the revery beautiful. The play is interspersed
with original songs written in Tenny- ception thoroughly, and made ev eryono
son’s best style and sung to Sullivan’s about him enjoy it also.
music. These are considered the best
When the doors of
features of the comedy.

the continent.

life.

Springfield, 111., March 17.—Official

no

people in the house. He
by people who met him at
that time as about 40 years old, w'itli a
heavy dark moustache, high cheek bones
and a sallow skin. He spoke rapidly and
not as an Englishman. He wore his hair
rather long, his clothes fitted his bony
figure rather loosely and he walked with
He was supposed
a long, heavy stride.
to be a Yankee, or a Canadian, but nothing positive could bo learned as to his
former life. Ho affected the rollicking,
big-hearted form of life, spent his money
freely on everybody he met, and apparently liked everybody. He wore massive
jewelry and diamonds. lie was a capital
story teller and in conversation betrayed
a wide experience in the colonies and on
at once with the

proposed marriage he was accepted by the family without any searchinto his ancestry and former
Probably ing inquiry
He told Mr. Mather that he was a

Overestimated.

though
hand.

showed a
the Commercial hotel. He
larffe sum of money and
Assumed a Free and Easy Air

when he

THE WINTER WHEAT CROP.
Damage l>y tlie Decent Blizzard

Williams, as he called himself, arrived
village early one morning in
July last, and took a suite of rooms at
in Rainliill

CENTS^

an

odor and tore up the cement. Under it
they found the body of a woman, who
was identified afterward by neighbors as
Williams’s wife. The skull was fractured
and the face was beaten in.
At the coroner’s inquest today it was
learned that Deeming is the real name
He has a brother in
of the murderer.
Berkenhead, and the latter was summon
He arrived at
ed to attend the inquest.
He bears a
Rain Hill this afternoon.
striking resemblance to his brother, and
some people in the crowd

■

__

THREE

published

who

Washington, March 17.—The Senate
today confirmed the following nominations for United States Circuit judges:

7.

Financial and Commercial.
Marine News.

committee,

The Pension List.

Shows the Weakness of the Democratic

Young Men’s Republican Club’s dinner, contin-

town

THE NEW JUSTICES.

Other

investigation.

original.

HON. WILLIAM L. PUTNAM AMONG

Satisfaction
Hssureb
at

4.

Editorials.

Page

Judge Woods.

Xarge assortment,
prices IRiabt.

Page 3.
Three men who are much talked about.
Suggestions on starting new creameries.
Towers richly lined with gold.

Page
Personal and peculiar.

Senate Confirms the Nomination of

_PRICE

1892.

The Piece

Presented at Daly's.

New York, March 17.—Alfred Tennyson’s comedy of Robin Hood was produced here tonight before a great and refined audience at Daly’s theatre and was
The play is a pastoral
well received.
comedy written partly in blank verse and
partly in prose. A leading critic says:
“Robin Hood is more a poem than a
play.” The leading parts, Marian Lee
and Robin Hood, were played by Ada
Rehan and Mr. Drew.

They Say that the Object ot the Strike
Has Been

and ferns decorated the tables and the
large mantel and mirror at the end of the
>»oll

MINERS QO BACK TO WORK.

Accomplished.

(London, March 17.—After a long discussion of the question whether the stoppage of work should continue for a week
or a fortnight, the delegates to the conference of the Miners’ Federation unanimously adopted a resolution declaring
that in view of the fact that the object foi
which the pits had been stopped had beer
achieved, the conference advises the

The Dining Hall
thrown open President E.

C. Reynolds, escorting Mr. Reed, headed
the column, Mr. Rollins following with
Mr. Cleaves, Mr. Cook with Mr. Libby,
and following them the other guests and
members of the club. The dining hall
was set with five large tables, so joined
that the long tables extended downward from the head table. Potted plants
were

ftwor

Tirliin.li linno*

t.hfi harm fir of t.hft

The balcony was draped with
club.
American flags. Gilbert’s orchestra were
stationed in»tliis balcony and discoursed
delightful music throughout the dinner.
Another prominent feature of the musical
programme was the singing of the quartette composed of Messrs. Nickerson,
Dana, Merrill and Hall.
In the long column of two hundred
[CONCLUDED

ON FIFTH

PAGE]

The
miners to resume work on Monday.
conference will next consider the numbei
of days in a week the men shall work
The Yorkshire delegation spoke in advo
cacy of a fortnight’s holiday, but thej
gave way under the strenuous oppositior
of the Lancashire delegation.
BRIEFLY TOLD.

Senator Morrill is reported
well.

as

doin'

A despatch from Saluador says that tin
congress there has refused to ratify tin
reciprocity treaty with the United States

Patrick’s day was observed witl
and the customary exercises ii
New York and other large cities ycster
St.

parades
day.

dynamite cartridge was found yes
terday morning at the door of the resi
A

donee of the president of the assiae cout
It was removed be
at Liege, Belgium.

fore any damage was done.
work of Anarchists,

U

was

thi

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

of tartar baking powder. Highest o
A
all in leavening strength.— Latest United State
Government food Report.
cream

STEEPLE JACK

BLOSSOMS BURIED.

Signs

of

Spring

Under Hnge Snow

Hidden

Drifts in the

with full

bloom

West,

are

today

in an Arctic

It is feared fruit and
embrace of ice.
all other crops out of the ground are
hopelessly doomed.
Memphis, Tenn., March 17.—Snow has
been falling since 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon, and last night had reached such
a depth that the electric cars were unaThis is the heaviest fall of
ble to run.
snow in this part of the country for
many years.
ENGLAND TALKS OF SILVER

Says

Foster, Cares Little for the

Mr.

He Fell

While at

Work

on

Church at

a

He Throws Ink Bottles

and

Has

Set All

Falls, March 17.—Steeple
Portland, while repairing the

Dexter, March 17.—The members of
George Hodgsdon’s family in Palmyra
are entertaining supernatural visitants,

church
the
at
spire of the
stirred up over
Norlands, South Livermore early this The rest of the town is all
Mrs. Hodgsdon says
affair.
the
weird
the
infrom
and
was
fell
top
morning,
took
His lantern was seen that the first mysterious occurrence
stantly killed.
about eight weeks ago. Then she
be
as
he
to
but
the
roof
seemed
place
upon
and her husband were awakened from
gone longer than was necessary, search
their sleep one night by a loud pounding
was made and his dean body was discovered beside the church upon the ground
with a piece of rope clutched in his hand.
It is supposed that while lowering himself the rope broke and he was dashed to
his death.

Steeple Jack, as he was called, whose
right name was Charles Shaw, was a young
and robust Englishman 26 years of age.
He was born in Hull, Yorkshire, and
came of a family of steeple climbers. His
father and grandfather before him were
noted men and had remarkable reputations for daring exploits in high climbing.
When hut seven years old Steeple
Jack commenced the work which he has
followed ever since. At that tender age
he assisted his father to repair the
church steeple at Grantham, Lincolnshire, and climbed to the top, a distance

in which
upon the headboard of the bed
their little girl was sleeping. Boon after
the spook recommenced his antics. One
night he made himself manifest by slingof
ing objects about the room. A bottle at
ink that sat upon a shelf was hurled
the little girl’s bed and smashed into
smithereens. The bed was ruined by the
on the
liquid. A pan of apples placedwindow.
table was thrown through the
A dish of eggs which Mr. Hodgsdon had
carried down cellar came up stairs,

cracking through

the door

panel.

The

on the further
pan, eggs and all landed
side of the room in a mess. Some plants
thrown
on a table were next taken up and
These,
into Mrs. Hodgsdon’s bedroom.
of the
fate
however, did not share the
unremained
but
other queered articles,

For Permanent and Transient Guests.

EMULSION,

NG HAM

B II <

(European Plan)-rFifth Avenue,

in their practice,

New

and many

York.

situate iu the

deservedly popular house
fashionable, convenient and healthy locality. with magnificent dining-rooms, uusurpai-se cuisine, elegant public and private sitThis

most

ting-r vms. Every modern improvement, perfect sanitation and moderate charges.

Tariff—single rooms from one to two dollars
per day—double bed rooms with bath attached,
tw'o to six dollars per day. Magnificent suites,
Parlor, large airy bed room, with bath and
dressing room attached, six dollars, and upward
according to size and location.

peyiay

WETHEitBEE

&

rtIM'EK, Proprietors,

F,M&Wtcolnrml3t

nmrll

Connecticut Pastor Suspended His
Preaching.

by
thousands of

PHYSICIANS

HOTEL.

SAY,

The STANDARD make of CLOTHING has a
reputation throughout New England as well as
out of it, as being THE BEST. Not only this, for

IS THE BEST
Ask

Druggist

your

for

it,

take

and

ONLY that labeled

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM
op

—

(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

A HEARTY DINNER!

you have that feeling of distress, or perhaps X
I you are a sufferer from Heartburn, Acidity, I
I Gastric Pressure, Indigestion or kindred Stom- i
♦ ach Troubles; if
I
so,

400 Congress St.,
high grade HF’I.ZAlKr<OJS and
OnGA-KTS at prices that defy competition.
Piano tuning personally attended to.
and offer

New Yobk, March 17.—A dog and a
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
During his boyhood he learned the steer formed a combination last Sunday I TRY DR. BRONSON’S
for sale.
febl3eodly
of
also
was
March
and
New Yobk,
17.—Secretary
trades of mason and painter
which proved extremely disastrous to the
TROCHES
PEPSIN
the Treasury Foster arrived here today. a fair carpenter, although that did not
congregation of the Long Meadow meet- 1 They will cure you. 25 cents per box, 5 boxes |
At an
In an interview this afternoon, he said: enter so largely into his work.
for $1.00. Of druggists or by mail.
t
As an Insurance Company and as a
ing house in North Plains, Conn. Tin i
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. z
UNION
the
Home
Institution,
“I find that the silver question is one of early age he left the paternal roof and canine was dozing under a wagon,
|
LIFE INSURANCE COM
MUTUAL
the principal topics of conversation in started out for himself. He has travel- when
dealer,
stock
a
of
the
PANY is deserving
support of
George Keatings,
Maine Citizens.
England. I also note that there is an in- led all over the civilized world and has drove a herd of cattle by the meetingdeclG
ood2wtc
creasing sentiment in favor of bi-metal? climbed many of the highest steeples to house and disturbed his slumbers. The
lism. This sentiment, however, finds but be found. While he was still very young
ran among the herd and stampedec
dog
and helping his father he climbed and
clow orrnwth n.innno the bankers and
churcl
fixed a spire on the church at Louth, in them. One steer dashed into the
brokers of Lombard street, -which corres- Lincolnshire. His highest climb to work
the light green biaze doors witr
carrying
ponds -with our Wall street. They are was on a big factory chimney at Brad- him, and came to a stand in the coiner oi
generally opposed to a change, but there ford, near Leeds, in England, where at a the edifice.
is a decided feeling among the merchants distance of 400 feet from the earth he
The pastor was in the midst of his serand business men. especially those hav- worked as
As far as
as he would have on the
mon when the animal entered.
easily
at
India
with
relations
ing commercial
sidewalk.
his hearers were concerned it ended rigid
no
there
is
that
time
the present
certainty
Some seven months ago he was at St. then and there.
Every one tried to gei
.52
when they draw bills of exchange as to
<T»>
■1i
John, N. B. There was a big chimney out at once, aud they left the steer in unwhat they are going to get for them. I 150 feet
es>
the mill to which it was disputed possession of the place. Not sc
high,
7X1
on
conference
<S>
an
international
that
in
his
hope
connected having just been burned, and the pastor. When he grew hoarse
bo
issilver may be arranged. It is today the the owners were very anxious for fear it endeavors
the
men
reto have some of
*50
burning question in England. As to the would fall, in fact it was considered very main and drive the animal out, lie cams
Behring Sea controversy, it excites but unsafe. Jack looked at it and told them down from the pulpit to do so himself.
little comment in England.
Had he noi
fixed.
it could be
They protested But he did not succeed.
-S
s=g
against his trying the dangerous experi- sought refuge in a pew where the steer
WHERE IS FISKE?
<s>
ment, but he secured the job and went to could not reach him, the then infuriated
oa
Q.
the top and after he got there danced a animal would have made short work oi
A Warrant Is Out in Boston for His Ar5S*
jig in full view of the amazed populace. him. He was compelled to sit perched
rest.
oa
Jack had a secret method of climbing on the back of the pew in a very undigniS’
®
the outside of big chimneys which was fied position and watch the steer demol§g
from generation to genera- ish the church property.
Boston, March 17.—The case of Detec- handed downhe
«—•
.s
or
he
climbed a chimney
tion. When
When the animal had become tired
Q®
S3
tive Samuel D. Reed of Haverhill,charged
for the first time he did it in the trotted out monchalantly, and outside
steeple
ss
with conspiring with Charles H. Fiske of night and in the morning a boatswain’s the church was made a prisoner. The
00
gOld Orchard, Me., to prove Mary E. chair was found suspended from the top, pastor descended from his perch, re-enHe
himself
the
when
draw
and
he
would
which
up.
the
tered
congregapuipit,
Fiske, wife of the latter, guilty of adul- by
5C
.S
had an arrangement for rigging a small ted had returned he took up his sermon
,SS
*50
tery, was today continued to March 25, derrick on the top of a chimney or at the point where it was so rudely interunder bail of $500. There is a warrant steeple, by which he could hoist 1,800 rupted.
oa
S
out for Mr. Fiske also, but he has not pounds weight, which he utilized in
S'
^
He
for repairs.
OBITUARY.
materials
the
up
to
a
miscargetting
EZaaTa
yet been arrested. Owing
no stagings, but worked sometimes
«
used
e>a
Fiske
could
Mrs. Calvin 8. Douty.
riage of the original plans,
C3>
S3
with a light rigging and at other times
and
it
is
last
found
be
not
supposed
night
W2
do
a
could
he
that
of
claimed
Mrs. Calvin S. Douty
Dover, Me.,
he has returned to Maine so that it will without. He
of what a staging
died in San Francisco on March 11th.
be necessary to go through a lot of legal job at an expense
Mrs. Douty, who, at the time of hei
formalities in order to secure him, unless alone would cost.
'■';%
Steeple Jack came to this city a short death, was visiting her son, Mr. Frank
be comes here voluntarily.
time ago and liked the place so well that C. Douty, vice president of the Southern
The head-line above means just what it says—that Dr. C. T. FISK can cure Piles
he decided to locate here if he could find Pacific Railroad Company, was the wid- without the use of the knife or ligature.
He painted the ow of the lamented Colonel Calvin SawFor the past eight years the Doctor has visited your city every Saturday and relieved
sufficient employment.
the suffering of scores of your best known and influential citizens, and they in turn have
flag poles on the Union Mutual building, yer Douty of the First Maine Cavalry, given
him testimonials without number in which they express their heartfelt gratitude
on the City Building and the signal serwho was killed while leading his splen- for the speedy and permanent relief received at liis hands.
the knife and
When
vice pole on the First National.
did and victorious charge in the battle oi
Now. do not class Dr. Fisk’s treatment with the harsh methods of
TO LIFE AND HEALTH, and all
he was on the flag staff on City Building Aldie, June 17, 1863. Mrs. Douty was ligature, for he cures WITHOUT PAIN OB BISKunder
his
treatment.
to their regular business while
he was the center of all observers. The the guest of honor at the regimental re- patients can attend
The Doctor successfully treats Piles, Fistula, Ulceration and all diseases of the rectum.
top of the cupola is 165 feet from the union in Bangor, in 1S87. The remains He has made a specialty of these diseases for over thirteen years in Maine, and his cures
hardly a town or village can be found but that considewalk, and the flag pole 60 feet long. will be brought from California and in- have been so complete that to-day
tains some person who is ready and willing to sound his praise for the health and happiHe said it was rotten, having been there terred at Dover.
ness brought them bv his wonderful and painless treatment.
so many'years, and the most dangerous
every
Max Strakosch.
I>r. Fisk has no nostrum to sell, lie must see ms patient
place he had been into for a long time.
New York, March 17.—Max Strakosch <C1He wUUbe at the United States Hotel, Portland, every Saturday, (room IS) where lie
One of his last jobs here was climbing
All persons suffering from Piles, or any disease of the
the spire of the Church of the Messiah the famous impresario, died at half-past can he consulted tree of charge.
are requested to call and see him, or address
and placing in position a new weather one this morning, in the Home for Incur- rectum,
I>R.C. T. FISK, at his home office, 344 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, ME.,
ables.
Behring

Sea

of 279 feet.

Question.

j

!

HE

CAN

COURTEOUS TREATMENT is given to Each and

and every effort made to serve and
Mass. Every patron
CO., Lawrence,
rnarl'6 W&S
please both. Satisfaction is guaranteed.

MAGEE EMULSION

E.B. ROBINSON&C0.
I

DO

It is a most excellent time to pick up a nice
We are
Winter Overcoat or Suit for man or boy.
so ANXIOUS to sell we have
put all our anxiIt’s having it’s effect
ety INTO THE PRICES.
too.
People see it, realize what is actually being
for
done
them, what good values are before them,
and they are acting on it. To illustrate, Come to
our store TODAY AND SEE THE ABUNDANCE
OF CLOTHING AND BUYERS.

Strictly One Price.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

IT!

Finest

The

vane.

a pole he did not use steel
a
spurs on his boots as they would spoil
flag staff, but used a strap which he
placed around the pole and drew himself
he pushed
up, clinging by his knees while
the strap up another notch. After he
got as far as he wanted to go he put liis
foot in the strap and clung on with one
arm while he painted with the other.
Steeple Jack had a wife and two children in this city.

Savory

and

olimbing

In

Tobaccos.
It

Find

Sweet,

Lasting.

Tough Until
Thrown Away

Campbell-Moody,
Augusta, March 17.—'There

Voted

Another

on

Man's Name.

another man’s
Min

Crow feet will come. Prevent tendency to
Wrinkles, Ageing or Withering of the skin,
drying up of the flesh, by using Leaurelle
to the
Oil Balm.

■

Gives

a

rosy,

youthful

hue

rough coarse grained skin, abolishes Pimples,
Freckles, Blotches: clears the lifeless, clay-like,
sallow complexion: tones down redness of
at Drugnose, face and hands. 50c. and $1.00
Large size prepaid by express for
S.
E.
Wells, Jersey City.
1.00.

fists.

WELLS’ HAIR BALSAM.
If gray, Wells’ Hair Balsam gradually
restores to original color; elegant tonic dressing, 50c., $1, Druggists; large size prepaid by
express for $1.
E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
__

Wells’ Health Renewer restores

Sexual vigor.

No Waiting for Results.
When the face and hands are dry, feverish,
chapped, rough, or the skin irritated from
whatever cause, the advantages of using
Leaurelle Oil Balm are that only one application is needed, which will dry in instantly,

leaving no traces, excepting a smooth, even
skin; does not grease nor soil anything, need
not be covered up or washed off, delightful for
the toilet. 50c. and $1.00 at Druggists. Large
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
Rough

on

Corns. L.u[uici,15c. Salve and Plaster,10c.

La Grippe, Small-Pox,
Cholera nor Malaria have any
terrors for those who brace, tone and fortify
the system with Wells’ Health Renewer.
Goes direct to weak spots. $1.00, Druggists.

Diphtheria,

today

name

E.

over

Burke,

a

to the Au-

for

at

voting upon
Monday’s elec-

tion.
Is

Age Will Tell,

bound

was

term of court

gust
II

Kennebunk.
WEST KENNEBUNK.

of Good Templars at
West Kennebunk held their annual anniThe
versary March loth in their hall.
Earnest

Lodge

evening was beautiful, the programme all
the large audience could desire on such
an occasion, and was fully and completely carried out. According to the report
read, great success has attended tire efforts of the lodge; the finances are in
good condition. About 140 members arc
actively engaged in the temperance work
of this lodge. Sixteen years of tempernrmo

young man,

■■■ l■

a

was

MAINE TOWNS.

pleasant wedding at Randolph this afternoon, the parties united being Mr. Manpndeavm- in tin's village has caused
ning S. Campbell, steward and treasurer the hearts of
many to rejoice, and now
of the insane hospital, and Miss Isa this
temperance bark launches out foi
The cere- another
Frances Moody of Randolph.
year with hope, earnestness and
A. E. Bee- courage in their gospel work. Music,
mony was performed by Rev.
singing and collation refreshed all.
man of Gardiner, at the residence of the
Mr. Ivory Littlefield, who has been laid
and
relatives
near
the
bride’s parents,
aside by the grippe, is in his offiee again,
friends being in attendance. Mr. and to the great satisfaction and pleasure oJ
Mrs. Campbell took the afternoon train all concerned. His family, also, are bet
ter.
for the West, and will be at home on
The lumbermen have been doing a large
Hospital street, Augusta, Tuesdays and business in these parts, but, for want oJ
4th.
after
April
Thursdays,
snow, have stopped work.
Bangof, March 17.—John

—ram—

marl2dtf

AWD

He is undoubtedly insane.
Ellsworth Nearly All Republican.
Ellsworth, March 17.—At the special election today, Albert H. Norris, Re-

publican,

mayor

by

an

al-

most unanimous vote.
Biddeford’s Missing Man Found.

Biddeford, March 17.—Word was received this morning from the proprietor
of the American House, Boston, that
Jeremiah
Goldsborough, Biddeford’s
missing hardware merchant, is there.,
Strike

on

the Canadian Faciflc.

Winnipeg, Man., March 17.—The final
answer of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company to its conductors and brakemen in regard to a readjustment of wages, being usatisfactory, a general strike
was ordered on the western division at

midnight.

This division covers 1,100 miles from
Fort William at the head of Lake Superior to Donald in the Rocky Mountains,

passing through Manitoba, where there
are a number of branch lines, and the
northwest Territories.
Conductors and the

Trainmen 600

are

TO

TO

-

BE

MANSON

In the Order

Brotherhood
involved.

of
of

Sultana Raisins are

so

inert

impart, scarcely

at

jij

boo

are

make dark cake with them.

APPLES,

PINE

BAHAMA

an

in color that it is diflicult to.

light

50 Gases Unsweetened Sliced

,

Seedles|Jfc

Ordinary

These

the well-known Malagas in

are nearer

texture and taste than any other
raisins which grow in this country.
Price 15 cents per 1 pound full weight

much lower price than we were
ever in a position to offer before.

a

12 1 -2C. CAN._

paper package. Send in for
on your next cooking day.

a

package

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.
AT ALL THREE STORES.

24© Middle Street.

dtf

BY THE
--

■■

FEMALE TROUBLES.

SOLE

ROCKPORT, ME., Aug. 3, ’91.
1 have been brought back to health
from the very verge of the
grave by Allen’s Sarsapa!
rilla, and 1 rejoice at the privilege
! of telling others of its wonderful
merits. For two or three years 1
have suffered from a complication of diseases peculiar to my
sex, and became so run down that
life was a burden. I had a
terrible cough all of the time, and my
friends thought 1 was going to
die. 1 had tried many kinds of
medicines without benefit, and was
about discouraged when 1 began

FOR

Purposes.

CUMMINGS,

MAINE

COAL

24 Plum Street,

marl6

OP

GO., OF MD.,
Portland.

d3t

‘Tho’ short my stature, yet my smell extends
To Heaven itself and earth’s remotest ends.”

Are you a satisfied smoker?
If you smoke an “OIION” you

edly

undoubt-

are.

If you have never tried one do so at
We’ll take our ehances as to your
onee.
favorite brand in future.

Before I had taken it a week I
Now I have
taken three bottles and can say that
1 am cured—entirely cured.
It was not faith that cured me, beIt was Alcause I had no faith.

began to feel better.

Again.

AGENT

CONSOLIDATION

taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.

Ozark, Mo., March 17.—The killing o
Deputy Sheriff Williams, while protect
ing John Bright, the wife murderer, iron
a mob, has aroused the entire populatioi t
Wil
of Taney and Christian counties.

for Steam

C.

LINCOLN

Allen’s Sarsaparilla Makes Life
Worth Living.

Sunday.

CARGO, DIRECT FROM THE MINES.

Unsurpassed

—-

Became so Run Down that Life
was a Burden.

Medal Contests for the South Windham
W. C. T. U.
Rev. M. B. Pratt, who supplied so ac
ceptably the Free Baptist church oi
March 13th, will be with us again nex

len’s Sarsaparilla.

Mrs. James Nutt,

ai h

Sold by all dealers—128 Doses, 60 o.
The Allen

liams was shot down in the court roon
and his prisoner taken out in the yar( t
and hung. Williams’s friends are scour
ing the woods for 20 men who were re
cognized in the mob that shot him. It i )
alleged that the lynchers belong to tlr i

mm mu

urn

me

mm

Sarsaparilla Co.,
Woodfords,

mm v

HLL

A.
The Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

nEA8 EiQ

Me.

Ai\D

www l

janl9

old “Bald Knob” band.

presidency of the Republic yesterday.

use.

LARRABEE, GEORGES CREEK ClBffiN.

marl7

people of either sex or anj
locality, between the ages of twelve am
twenty-five, desiring to take part in tin t
approaching medal contests in this vil
lage will please communicate with Mrs
Grant, who is the superintendent o

Possession,

or

stoning necessary

flavor to cooking and besides

CONTINUED
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SOUTH WINDHAM.

Barrios in

all ready for

no

IN OUR BASEMENT.

All young

Hew York,
March 17.—M. Jacol ,
Baise, consul general for Gautemala, to
day received a telegram dated at Gaute
mala City, March 16, stating that Gen
Reyna Barrios took possession of th )

Ho washing,

tasteless that they

MORROW

to weep because of its direful effects.
The late Republican victory in Kenne
bunk is a source of great joy.

The Bald Knobbers

RAISINS.}

of the well-known marrowfat variety,
not the small sifted Peas but abont the
same size that on,e buys in the market
here in their season, nearer in taste to
the fresh article than any that we
have ever offered before.

SALE

CREAT

1

PEAS, CALIFORNIA

MARYLAND

anu treat iuwu

|

Perfectly Clean, Entirely Seedless

100 CASES

marllF&Stl

THE

ARTICLE.

NEW

AN ENTIRELY

hundreds of testimonials from prominent people throughout the

Windham.

Sanford, March 17.—Arthur Butlor,
who attempted suicide last summer by
shooting, cut his throat this morning.

elected

with

The twine mill and saw mills are rush
ing business, giving employment to manj
citizens and paying living wages.
The grippe is still doing its deadb
work in Kennebunk and causing familie:

Undoubtedly Insane.

was

for pamphlets
State

_____

TWO BARGAINS

Chew,

Ask for

You Will

case

Portland, Maine.

255 Middle Street,

H

in

PEOPLE.

THE

TO

Makers.

Clothing

Good

g2

If Yon Want

getting Good Clothing, BROAD, LIBERAL

besides

in the market.

—

A STEER IN ACHURCH.
a

IMG EE’S
is used

injured.

Why

MISCELLANEOUS*

_

SEW YORK-THE BUCKINGHAM HOTEL

Palmyra Talking.

Livermore

Jack of

MISCKlXAMiOPS-

A FROLICSOME SPOOK.

KILLED.

the Norlands, Livermore.

Gutheie, 0. T. March 17.—A terrible
snow storm has prevailed here since yesterday morning. There is much suffering among the poorer classes, and it is
feared the boomers who are gathered
around Cherokee and Cheyenne Indian
lands will with difficulty withstand the
rigors of the weather, as they are wholly unprepared for it. It. is also feared
cold weather will greatly damage the
growing crops.
Tai.aj.a, I. T., March 17.—A severe
storm is raging in this section of the
country. Hundreds of cattle are dying
everywhere.
Dallas, Tex., March 17.—Yesterday
morning a hurricane culminated in a
Fruit
storm of sleet, snow and ice.
trees which, on Tuesday, were covered

But

--—

X

<M

c* u‘ <*lJPPY& co-<
F0UE SIXTY-THREE

CONGRESS STREET.
__eodtt

JOHASOA,

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Wm. Senter Sc Co.)
DEALER IN

Watches. Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,
ALL WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
Monument Square, Portland, Me.
eod2m
marie

J

marl8
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TOWERS RICHLY LINED WrTH GOLD.

MISCJEM. ASTKOUS.

FoF25 Years a Sufferer!

Was finally cured by that Monarch of
Health and Purifier of the Blood

Three Men Who

are

Attracting Gen-

al Attention.

SCirjg?s Sarsaparslia

One Has Made

the

Third

Minina:, AnWealthy Widow and

His Pile at

other Has Won

a

Was

Involved

in

a

Qneer

Lawsuit.

There are three men in the United
States today who have achieved notoriety, each in a very different way, and the
men look as differently from each other
Each one will
la have been their lives.

Read what he has to say
King Manufacturing Co.

•

Me. Gentlemen:
I have been a victim of Salt Rheum for the
past twenty-live years, suffering terribly at
times. The inside of my hands were covered
with cracks, seme ail incli long. It was not
uncommon for blood stains to follow any article I might handle. My feet also were cracked
You can
open, some nearly two inches long.
imagine how difficult it was lor me to labor
1
hud
tried
many
these
afflictions.
under
things, but without effect. More from curiused
King’s
Sar1
than
anything else,
osity
saparilla as directed, taking five bottles,
and my hands and feet are as soft and smooth
1 give the credit to King’s
as any one’s.
Sarsaparilla, and should any one doubt
this statement, they are at liberty to write me
Yours Truly*
for particulars.

Bridgton,

—

Bridgfon.He.^---77—-/

^

JOHN 3. BRAY, W3.D.,

one of the leading
practicing physicians of Cumberland
County, Maine, expresses himself as
follows concerning this MONARCH OF
HEALTH and PURIFIER OF THE

For seventeen years

BLOOD:

Bridgton, Me., Jan 28, 1892.
King Manufacturing Co.,
Gentlemen: T have carefully examined
—

Sarsaparilla and
your
though wedded, as are all physicians to their
own prescriptions, yet I
unhesitatingly enfor the comyour

Formula for

dorse and recommend its
for which it claims
I lind no ingredient in its compound which
could be omitted without violating its effects.
Every property is recognized by the medical
fraternity as essential in practice, and in this
combination each has its function: to soothe,
cleanse, and heal, which, certainly, are the
first steps to cure. In a word, it is both proit
phylactic and therapeutic, and I pronounce
and in conclusion will
skilfully
I
say, in my seventeen years’ practice here
in its different forms
have used
but have never found a combination so effectual in results as that realized in the preparation of King’s Sarsaparilla, which I now
use
to cure.

plaints

formulated;
sarsaparilla"

Sincerely,

exclusively recommend.

JOHN B. BRAY, M.D.
King’s Sarsaparilla is for sal© by all

/

first-class druggists at 75 cts. per bottle.

Prepared by

King Manufacturing Co.,

N. C.

CREEDE.

find a circle which will admire and
envy him more than the other two. One
is a clergyman who has just been decided by the supreme court of the United
States not to be a “laborer” in the
meaning of the law; another is a Spanish marquis and member of the chamber
of deputies who is about to wed a rich
and beautiful widow, and the third is a
Colorado mining prospector who has
just struck it rich and become a millionaire. The latter of these three, and at
the same time probably the most picturesque, is Mr. N. C. Creede, after
whom the new mining camp in Colorado
was called.
Mr. Creede has just passed his fiftieth
birthday and is a wiry built man of medium height and light in coloring. He
is an affable man and has been roughing
it in the mountains of Colorado for
twenty-two years, always in the hope of
making a big strike, but probably never
in his wildest dreams fancying that he
would ever realize the fortune that now
has come to him through the sale of the
Holy Moses and other mines in the
neighborhood of Willow Creek canyon,
Colorado.
The lucky Spanish marquis is Senor
De Roda, and in a little while he is to
marry the rich and beautiful widow of
the late General de Barrios, who, when

BKIDGTON. MAINE.

CAN AUGHT
beautiful, more pleasing1,
appropriate, more greatly desired by tVIFE or DAUGHTER than a
re ‘ally good
Be

more

more

privisrop
.

NAUGHT CAN.

1

THUBSTOBf’S
PIAW© HOUSE
Supplies these in perfection.

ALSO ORGANS
Come and

see

or

send for Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

S. THURSTON,

8 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dec24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

Ej. IO. Reed.
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
]S'o 390 1-2 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make
*

a cure.

Dr. Iteed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reeil’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
eaeli ease, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease ora

yoit

person becoming an entranced medium. "There
lias been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from a. in., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating then- name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, 81.00.my22dtf

Board of Harbor Commissioners, Portland, Maine:
Gentlemen:—The undersigned desires permission to build a wharf on the site of the old
wharf at the Mussey Farm, so called, on Cape
Elizabeth shore, to extend into tidewater 242%

Respectfully.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON.
[SrGNED.i
March
15,1892.
Portland,
Yours

feet.

On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a
hearing be appointed for Friday, March 25th. at
4 o’clock p. in. on the premises mentioned in the
petition and it is further ordered that a notice
of the above petition together with this our
order thereon be published in the Portland
daily papers for seven days at least previous to
the hearing.

president of Guatemala, was killed in
battl6 by the soldiers of Salvador, which
country the ambitious de Barrios was
trying to annex. Mme. de Barrios,
after the death of her husband, came to
America, and has since lived in great
style in New York. The Guatemalan
president missed no chance during his
administration, or rather dictatorship,
for that is really what it was, to make
money, and as he had not an abiding
faith in the stability of his government
he invested liis spoils in New York and
England. His widow, who became his
wife when she was fifteen, and who was
virtually abducted by him forcibly from
her home, is still a young woman,
though she is the mother of eight chilHer wealth and beauty have
dren.
gained for her social distinction whershe has been. She met Senor De
Roda last year at a ball given by the
Austrian minister in Madrid. After an
ardent courtship of several months she
consented to be his wife, and now he is
in New York to make her his bride. The

ever

prospective bridegroom is but thirty-six
years old, dark, tall and good looking.
The third noted man is the Rev. E.
Walpole Warren, of New York, who, in
1887, at the invitation of the vestrymen
of Holy Trinity church, came to New

FARLEY, [ Harbor Commissioners.
HENRY FOX, )
marl6dtd
Portland, Mar. 15,1892.

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK HN® JOB PRINTER,
37

SOULE,

MerchantTailor
WILL BE AT THE

“ST. JULIAN” Every Tuesday Forenoon
wit!* a full line of Samples of

Spring Goods.
GIVE KIM A CAIiIjfbe27

_ct4\v

Notice.

hereby give notice that r refuse to pay any
debts contracted by my wife. Mrs. Gertrude Loweitt, after this date. J. W. Lovfitt

I

marlo

til a o-rnrmf]

on

wVrir.h thft

Jocose Retort.

Judge's
“I think the late Judge Devens,” said
Mr. Arthur Macy to me the other day,
“was the greatest after dinner speaker I
I remember a striking inever heard.
stance of his readiness in jocose retort.
He made a five minute speech at a club
dinner, and in tho course of his remarks
he established his claim to his place at
the dinner by instancing his authorship
of a large volume that was made up of
tragedy and comedy and of many startA

ling phases—some dramatic, some ludicrous, some pathetic—of human life and
nature.

“The book was the 142d volume of
Massachusetts laws.
Immediately a
member was on his feet and thanking
the judge. He had been on a jury once,
and the justice who was trying the case
said that a verdict should be rendered
unhesitatingly in accordance with a decision that was contained in that very
volume of which the judge had just
spoken. The verdict was rendered immediately and the juryman secured a
good night’s rest, for which he was
thankful to Judge Devens and his book.
“Without a moment’s hesitation,
Judge Devens replied, ‘If the gentleman will imitate the example of the justice of whom he speak3, and peruse the
entire volume that I have spoken of, 1
assure him that he will secure many a
good night’s rest.’ ”—Boston Globe.

pure zinc ore.
A traveler, Mr.

STREET._

PLUM

FRED S.

fli’.nnirflrl

old works and the present slag pile and
chimneys remain. It consists of five
fifty-vara lots, or 244 acres. Meantime
ho had several experts make examination of the brick towers and the surroundings. They reported that the
metal and black dust of tho towers was
a veritable mine of wealth, and that the
grimy matter that filled the interstices
and in one form or another permeated
tho brick reeked with valuable minerals.
Also that tho gray slag which had been
carted away from the blazing furnaces
in primitive days contained large quantities of gold and silver and should be
worked ovor. Promptly thereupon Mr.
fluff secured the silver and gold lined
towers and the debris. He is said to
have paid $40,000 for the chimneys alone.
His object is to work them up and get
the money out of them.
“I do not think I will have any trouble
in getting tho gold, silver and other
mineral out,” he said yesterday. “It
was on the advice of an English expert
that Selby & Co. took a lot of the debris
to Port Costa, and I am informed they
got over $500,000 out of that. Several
skilled mining men have come to me
lately and offered to buy me out or work
the chimneys, slag and soil on a percentage. I have not closed with anybody and do not think I shall. There is
In
an immense amount of slag there.
It all
some places it is 200 feet deep.
contains gold, silver and lead, with some
copper. I have had the ground assayed
around there, too, and it all shows up
well. In some places it is very rich.”
Mr. Clnff’s intention is to tear down
the great towers, which have so long
been landmarks in tho history of the
city, and which can be seen for miles ont
at sea and in other directions, and wrest
from them their gold and silver lining.
—San Francisco Examiner.

A Rich hut

KELSEY. )

__No.

century
For nearly quarter
tall towers have stood at the foot of
Hyde street, near Leavenworth, almost
One rises to a
on the edge of the beach.
height of 110 feet and the other reaches
the air. They
more than fifty feet in
are both very broad and thick, and they
have brick enough in them to construct
several buildings.
They are relics of the flush old days
of the Comstock mining era, when
Flood, O’Brien, Fair and others banded
together and erected the famous Selby
Smelting and Refining works. There,
from the bonanza days of I860 to as late
as 1885, the great chimneys belched
forth fire and smoke. They never stopped. Wreaths of flame and volumes of
soot circled in the air over the domes at
night time, while hundreds of men
toiled in and about the woiks, cutting
and shoveling ore and slag, molding
bars of bullion and refining it to pure
silver, gold, lead and copper.
In 1885 th9 Selby company concluded
to move its works. It was known that
the old underground flue that connected
the furnaces with the chimneys, as well
as considerable of the ground all about,
was permeated with gold and silver settlings and solid motal. On the advice
of a skilled European expert the company dug up the ruins as well as a large
amount of soil to the depth of five or six
feet and transferred it by tons to the
There the
new works at Port Costa.
stuff was run through the works, and it
is said realized not less than $500,000.
Selby & Co. did not dream that in the
towers which were left standing and in
the million tons of slag and mineral
permeated soil much wealth remained.
The ground was sold and nothing was
thought about it for a long time.
Some time ago W. B. Cluff, the well
known merchant and politician of this

Unapproachable Country.
There are said to be five counties in
Missouri and eleven in Arkansas, comprising a strip of country 125 miles
square, that have no railroad communication veith the outside world, and are
yet wonderfully rich in zinc ore. This
section of the country lies south and
west of the Memphis railroad, north and
west of the lion Mountain, south and
east of the St. Bonis and San Francisco
and north of the Arkansas river. The
zinc carbonates of this region yield 83
cent, of
per cent, and the “jack” 60 per

[Signed.]
S. R.
C. II.

Wh or* the
Wealth ht the Old Chimneys
Bonanza Ore* Were Eeflncd.
of a
two
a

ci-iw*

E. WALPOLE WARREN.
York from England to accept the rectorREV.

ship. Under the law which makes it
illegal for laborers and other workmen
to come to America under contract, Mr.
Warren was hauled up before the United
States court. The two lower courts
held that clergymen were not exempt.
The case was appealed, and the supreme
court has reversed the decisions of the
lower ceurte.

W. E. Winner, of
Kansas City, says that he found in the
mountain a cave even larger than the
Mammoth cave. The manner of life of
the people is extremely primitive. They
live in log houses without windows.
Eicon is their main staple of diet and
tobacco their only solace. They seldom
work sa long as they have food and tobacco in the house. But they are virtuous, peaceable and kindly disposed to
the stranger.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
Bid me discourse, I w ill enchant thy car w ith
remarkable tales of astonishing cures of all
sorts of suffering, by Salvation Oil.

STARTING
Dairy

NEW CREAMERIES.

FROM

Commissio'>er T»5*Per, of Iowa,
Gives Valuable Advice.

The following
originally in The
too widely

The

suggestions, published
Homestead, cannot be

disseminated:

many new co-operative
creameries and farmers stock compain sections of the
nies have been formed

hitherto paid little

or no

attention to the creamery business.
These companies mean to build and
this spring, and as so
equip creameries
have occurred in the
many mistakes
to occur in the fupast and are liable
feels called upon to
office
this
ture,
the most grievous
out some of

Ward,

neighborhood

con-

a

Unless the crops have been

a

failure or disasters of various kinds have
made the community willing to do almost anything to better their conditions, a majority will not be willing to

stand the irksome confinement necessary
to the care of the dairy. If they are dependent for their milk supply on cows
accustomed to having their calves run
with them, they will he disappointed.
Such cows cannot be broken to milk;
they will kick often and lively, smashyour pail and patience with the same
Now send out a committee of
foot.
your most conservative and best business men to the nearest county that has
a large and prosperous creamery business
established. There they will find cooperative creameries whose management
will gladly post them in regard to the
business, and will usually point out to
them the mistakes their company made
at the start, and advise them how to
avoid like trouble.
Direct your committee to take plenty
of time and visit the patrons of the
creamery, learning all they can from
them of the care of the cows and of
the milk.
They will discover that
the creamery business is one of infinite detail, and that the least neglect
to either cows or milk will work injury
Write to
to the quality of the butter.
this office and we will send you our report containing a list of the creameries
doing business in each county. We
would advise your committee to visit a
county containing at least a dozen
creameries, for so large a number will
insure a successful business.
The following is the usual way of
starting a co-operative or stock company
creamery: Shortly after the farmers
have held their first meeting one or
more agents of dairy supply houses come
into the neighborhood. These men are
well posted in the creamery business
and give many glowing examples of success.
They talk of the advantages to be
derived from the business and dwell on
the prosperity of the farmers that live
in dairy counties. They extol the cooperative idea and denounce trusts and
individual creamery smen. They often
invite the committee to visit Elgin, Ills.,
with them. The farmers look upon these
men as philanthropists and feel very
grateful to them for the interest they
manifest in their welfare.
These men are not sent out to educate
the farmer, but to build and equip a
creamery for him. They will furnish
him with everything necessary to his
creamery at the largest possible price.
They are very careful to mention no circumstance that would dampen the ardor
or discourage the company from building. No creamery means no sales. Not
long ago I attended a farmers’ institute
in a county that had just built its first
The cost of the creamery
creamery.
It has two De Laval
was nearly $7,000.
separators, a twelve horse power boiler,
a cheap ten horse engine and a cheese
apparatus. It could be duplicated for
one-half the money, or at most for

and

singularly enough theolog-

trim

Pnvmnvo

mnrla

now

store at the

our

Cor. of Pearl and Middle Sts., and is worth
1 the

admission to
There are

of

pries

an

no
entertainment.
fatiguing waits between the acts.
It’s a continuous panorama of
ioveiiness in Willow, Rattan and
To transfer one of the
Plush.

to your house costs from $5
upwards. For $20 a striking and
scenes

beautiful
are

[

PREACHER FRAZIER,

FIGHTER FRAZIER.

one can

be had.

Wakefield, Whitney, Heywood, McKee and
Harrington and Downing.

SPSS DRESS BUDS
Fresh from the Importers.
Bargains

to be found in the

iSOSS.

MiESS

50 Pcs. Scotch Plaids, Stripes
and mixtures, 36 in. wide,

19 cents per

in

yard.

30 Pcs. Wool Bedford Cords,
36 inches w ide, regular 50 cent

quality,
29 cents per

yard.

capacity.

that she was the first woman in America
to become an undertaker. If her claim
of so much bo
true she
is, in
all
probability,
first
the
also
in

woman

50 cents per

the

55 cents per
75c. Bedford

bui

W-L

anhas
nounced that sho
took
actually
pleasure in such
grewsome work.

Via.

MRS. susan marsh.

39 cents per
39 cents per
62 l-2c.

quality

3 3-4 cents per

yard.
yard.

Black

Armenian Serges in
colors,
Spring
6 1-4 cents per yard.
All of the best makes of Indigo
Blue Print,
© 1-4 cents per yard.
Outing Flannel,
36

in.

S4L«S

Book,

Serge,

II cents per

in the blood,

JOB

ulcers, catarrh, and
consumption,

This week we shall sell 5 cases
of Fruit of the Loom Bleached
Cotton, in lengths of from 1 to
10 yards.

Middle

Street.
THE TRI E GENUINE

Card HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER
IS THE

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

07 1-2 Exchange St-, Portland.

use

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

All orders by mall or telephone promptly atuovlleodtf
tended to.

The most

economical,
safe, speedy, and

HAYES TOOL COMPANY

effective of all

Hayes Patent Tube Expanders, Pipe Dies,
V Centers. Tube Sheet Cutters,
Parallel Wedges, Depth
Gauges, Ac.
FINE TOOL WORK A SFE(IALTIr.

MAXTTF A CTtTH EH S OF

blood-purifiers.
Has Cured Others
J

yard,

12 l-2c.

quality.
Apron Ginghams,
4 1-2 cents per yard.

Regular

CELEBRATED

-AND-

scrofulous humor

you.

yard,

6 J-2 cents per yard.
yard.
REMEMBER THE SALE OF LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR IN THE
BASEMENT THIS WEEK.

FOR SCROFULA

cure

ground

3 3-4 cents per yard.
Yery best Dress Prints,
4 3-4 cents per yard.

WM. M. MARKS,

will

Chocolate

48 cents per

Marl4dtf

This

Pcs.

100

yard.

Prints,

in.

40 in. All Wool Black Serge,

undertaker, and when he died the
widow attempted to carry on the business herself.
She says that at first great
•prejudice existed against her and it took
This she
a long while to overcome it.
finally did and succeeded in getting a
very prosperous business, which she
kept up for thirteen years and then retired on account of ill health. She says
that in her opinion there is no more appropriate work in which a woman can
engage than undertaking, but she recommends that a woman shall not take np
the business alone, but with another
woman for a partner.
an

yard,

Limited 1 piece to a customer.
100 Pcs. White Ground Cambric finished Prints,

5 cents per

Wool Pin Checks and mixtures
in light tans and grays,

Her husband was

5 cents per

Sold everywhere for 6 1-1 cents.
The best quality of Dress Ginggams made in America,

Cord,

69 cents per yard.
Imperial Serge, 43c. 36

she embalmand

If you come this week you will
find some of that Unbleached
Cotton at

yard.

J.UUCIK'10)

§but bodies,
recently
ed

yard.

Don’t confound these with the
cotton and wool goods sold at
this price elsewhere.
65c.Bedford Cord,

world to take up
such a business.
Mrs. Marsh was

BASEMENT.

yard.

English Mohairs
colors, actually worth 50c,
50 Pcs. of

25 cents per

WEEK.

THIS

BASEMENT

This week we shall sell 50 Pcs.
Bedford Cord, every
38 in.
thread wool, all the latest shades
A Woman I'mi,aimer.
of taus, modes, grays, steels and
Mrs. Susan Marsh, of Chicago, claims other fashionable colors,

new

on

bottlo of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
great remedy would have saved them,

in progress at

ventist and was made the pastor of the
chnrch at Somerville, Mass. He had
also preached at Seabroolr, N. H., and
Plymouth, Mass., and for the last year
and a half was pastor of the church of
All this
his sect at Tremont, Mass.
while he was reading hard. His Scotch
blood and his experiences in the prize
ring gave him a nice taste for disputations, and he wrestled very vigorously
with those who differed with him in theological matters. This taste for fighting
at length unsettled his own faith, for
when he had vanquished all the doubters in sight ho fought the questions out
with himself, and found, when the smoko
of battle had lifted, that he was himself
a heretic.
Like Robert Elsmere, he at once resigned from hi3 pastorate. He was now
out of a job. He was ambitious to become a writer and lecturer, but he did
not feel that he was sufficiently well
educated to succeed in the field he
aspired to enter. For further study he
What more natural
needed money.
than for the ex-prize fighter to resume
liis old calling and get what gold he
lacked. Iso sooner said than done. So
he shied his castor into the ring and then
gave Mr. Murray a good whacking.
Probably we shall hear from the
“reverend” Mr. Frazier soon again in a

Thousands sink into an early grave for want
a

The latter is

MAN80N G. LARRABEE’S SALE OF

woolen jackets, men’s
coats, etc., by sponging with ammonia
and water, then with alcohol; then rub
dry with a flannel cloth.

of

Jwiuhi hub

—am—B ^nmanaamrBnmnmaamBsaKwmammKm

\

lieve that they would receive seventyfive cents per 100 pounds for milk. The
first shipment netted them twenty-three
cents per 100 pounds, and there had been
nothing taken out for the interest on the
investment, either.
Four thousand pounds of milk per
day was the maximum amount received
at the time of my visit. Cream was
being gathered twice a week, and both
butter and cream showed that the milk
The farmwas receiving very poor care.
ers lack both tanks and windmills, two
very essential things in the proper
handling of the milk. These facts 1
learned from reliable parties after attending the institute. The stockholders
realize that they have paid 100 per cent,
more for their outfit than it is worth,
but as they did not read the contract
they think the dairy supply men were
moderate, as they might have taken
their money and have given them even
less than they did.
While this is a very aggravated case
it is by no means the only one, as hun
dreds of creameries have been built at
exorbitant prices for the farmers in the
last five years. It was only two or three
months ago that a combination on dairy
supplies was abrogated and the pool
broken. Now if farmers contemplating
building this spring will keep away
from the dairy supply people and examine into the business in prosperous dairy
counties, finding out exactly what they
want, they can then contract with the
supply men and secure their outfit at a
price that is somewhere near right.
Clean collars
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they cannot milk

urarn
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The relations Frazier
and Harvard.
had at these institutions of learning
with students and professors inclined
the little pugilist to himself become a
student.
After several years of study Frazier
felt that it was his duty to give up the
prize ring and give his talents to the
church. He had become a Second Ad-

creamery, but many of the farmers had
allowed the calves to run with them the

previous and

Carriages is another.

capacity at Easthampton, Exeter,
Andover, Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan

The building is sided with third class
lumber, which when objected to read
in the specifications as “O stock.” In
fact, the plans and specifications had
There
never been read before signing.
are plenty of cows within reach of the

year

AUTHORS” WAS

One thing. The Carnival of Baby

same

$4,000.

now

“GARNIVATOF

THE

Frazier is of, Scotch descent and a
native of Maine. He went to sea as o
boy, and in the rough sports of the forecastle tool: his first crude lessons in what
is called the manly art of self defense.
He rapidly developed great skill, and
though he is a little fellow, being only 5
feet 2 inches tall and weighing only 120
pounds, it was soon found out that very
much larger mon could not stand up
against him. Before he knew it he saw
he had become a professional prize
fighter, and in a little while he was the
champion lightweight of the world.
His distinction as a sparring expert soon
brought him pupil3, and in a little whila
he found himself teacher of boxing and
director of physical exercises at Williston academy. Later he served in the

co-operative creamtemplate starting
find out first how many
ery, they should
cows are at a convenient distance from
the place where the creamery is to be
built, and second liow many men will
to furnish milk or
pledge themselves
cream.

Eastern

an

man.

ones.
a

of

ical doubts have vexed the mind of the
prize fighter just as they did the intellectuals of the orthodox English clergy-

point

If the farmers of

Romarliablo Career

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

RING.

PRIZE

TO

Lightweight Pugilist.
The “Reverend” William Frazier and
Mr. James Murray fought a prize fight
to a finish for the lightweight championship of New England the other night at
New Bedford, Mass. Mr. Frazier was
the victor, as ho had hoen in many a
mill before. The story of Frazier’s life
is much more queer than that of Robert
Elsmere, as told by Mrs. Humphry

Recently

state that have
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Genera! Machine Work Promptly Attended To.
i
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CROSS STREET,
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Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct, by the New
England Agents. CUTLER BROS. & CO..
Importing Jobbing Druggists. BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the justly celebrated

BETHESDA WATER,
Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of the Kidneys

and

Bladder,

as

testified by

our

best

Physicians and many well-known citizens. See
leb4eod4m
Descriptive Pamphlet.
NOTICE! ASK TOUR DRUGGIST FOR

Scott’s

Cure

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Brui.ses, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness.
Second to no other Liniment in the, United
States, well known in .ill Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, .Sole
Proprietor in the United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Took,
lebii^dtl
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.
For

AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates,
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of thenpapers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Pkess $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
adSpecial Notices, on first page, one third
ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less
square each week. Three insertions
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
Displayed adfor 40 words or less, no display.

column and

vertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
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The Argus again alleges that high
license diminishes drinking and drunkenThen

prohibition.

than

effectually

why

is it that Massachusetts towns

which have tried both
showing
mistakable preference for the latter?

an un-

are

Democrats that have borne the burden
and heat of the day do not seem to be the
Mr.
ones that are getting the offices.
C. C. Chase for instance who has just
been appointed deputy marshal, has held
offices in the Custom House and in the
municipal government under Republican
administrations, and his conversion to
the Democracy must have been of quite
a

recent date.
Mr. Charles McCarthy Jr. has

definitely
declined to accept the treasuryship, and
the council has got to begin the hunt for
suitable Democrat to fill the office all
We are inclined to think
over again.
that the majority of its members if left
to follow their own judgment would vote
to retain the present treasurer, but the
pressure behind them is so great that it
is very doubtful if they can stand up
a

against

party has

over

explanation.

the Dominion’s

the fishery law

vigorous
was

with

enforcement of
a

view of com-

markets to her
pelling us to open
fish. But our fishermen have over and
our

over

again protested

that

they

will be

better off without the privileges she
offers if in return for them the Canadians are to be allowed equal rights in our
markets. Indeed it was opposition to
the admission free of Canadian fish
which brought about the repeal of the
fishery clauses of the treaty of WashingThere is no

ton.
any

arrangement

prospect
with

therefore oi

Canada

on

this

basis.
_

A few years ago when the Hon. John
W. Deering was Mayor of Portland the

Eastern Argus
favor of

a

was

vigorous

professing

Old
price.

proclaims

that it is for free

in

the

ArTERRIBLE CASE OF
Biood Poisoning!
SKODA VICTORIOUS!

votes in that.

strent-cleaninEr leauue in that

a

citv.

A corps of volunteer inspectors, to be recruited from the league, will look after
the districts assigned to them, and the
organization will endeavor to work in
Miss
harmony with the authorities.
Sweet calls for one thousand women to
enroll themselves. The lady is a member of the World’s Fair auxiliary on
municipal order.
Mr. George Gould denies the story that
his father, Jay Gould, is about to buy
the Castle of Chapultepec from the Mexican Government, and for which, it is
said, he had offered to pay $7,000,000.

For months I had been

only opposed
to the prohibitory law, but also opposed
to its vigorous enforcement. Its contin
ual criticism of Sheriff Cram during th(
recent campaign, and its efforts to dis
credit the results of an enforcement
which it confessed had been vigorous
pointed in that direction. Another indi
cation in the same line is its neglect sc
far to urge upon the new marshal a vig
orous enforcement of the law, something
which it was always prompt to do when

great suffer-

a

Jfc*oisoning,
er from supposed
and its attendant results. My legs would
size,
tlieir
ordinary
swell to twice
and from my l'eet to my hips both legs
of
purple
great
were one solid mass
Blood
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13.00

22.00

36
36
36
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36
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My

_sores.

New

Price.

Price.

*35.00 $20,00

size 34 Plush Reefer,

1

Old

35.00

20.00

25.00
40.00
22.00

25.00

_1-and

Old
Price.

1 size 34 Fur Lined Circular,
2
1

36
40

1

38 Satin Lined

$25.00

MlNT^rTNAS^^1,^
commenced

f

improve. After using
l had
these REMEDIES lour weeks
andimgained fifteen pounds in flesh,
to

soon

PrLcss

“ono'course

of the DISCOVwith SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS
and SKODA’S OINTMENT, has completely cured me.

ERY?

than

«SeKjCOLD

lent.
from my legs. Pooddlcondition.
-ests well. Bowels In good
sores and
my shin is free from
scars
the
upon
and
ugly
only
blotches,

$14.00
14.00
30.00
24.00

Price.

1

1

«

36 Fur Trimmed Reefer, IS.00'
12.50
40

BAAKEBS,
New
Price■
10.00

7.00

New
Price. Price.
$18.00 $10.00

1 size 34 Astrachan Cape,
1
38 China Seal
.
40
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

•*

38
38
36
30
36

Persiana

Monkey

China Seal (military)

size 36 Plush Dolman,
38 Cloth

22.00
22.00
25.00
35.00
26.00
48.00
45.00

13.0C
13.00
16.00
16.00
12.0C
30.00
27.00

$30.00

$16.00
12.5C

25.00

SKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME.

A Hew Ball Has Commenced

j. r.

Ilibby,

Congress

Street.

The Street Railway Company is earning more
than one hundred thousand dollars annualli
over all charges ana interest on its indebtedWe append the earnings of the Company foi
the past three years.
1891.
1890.
1889.
Gross income $420,602.37 $596,471.04 $638,918.51

Operating

penses. 285,011.59

One large lot of Writing Papei
for 23 cents per pound ; one lot

28
fine Cream Writing Paper
cents per pound, regular price

35 cents; 400 packages Envelopes, 3 packages for 10 cents;

packages Envelopes, 5 cents
package, 5 packages for 20
cents; 350 packages fine Einen
Envelopes, 8 cents a package,
5 packages for 35 cents; 144
Glass Ink Stands lO cents eack;
a large line of New Jewelry ineluding 300 Stick Pins at 10
500

a

cents, 3 for 25 cents: a fine
assortment of Combs, Tooth
Brushes, Soaps, Hair Brushes,
and
Purfumery at very low
prices,
Please bear in mind that this is nt
temporary entertainment. I propose
to make It interesting for you to call
every time yon are dow n town.
Come and look over my studies, they
are beauties, and we sell or let them
as you wish.
My Circulating Library
is first class, I add new books every

New

Silks,
Cotton Fabrics, New
China

Dress Goods.

stimulates

the liver to

renewed
motes the

ac

tivity,

ae

tion of

Kidneys and
annihi 1 a t e s

prothe

Bladder, and
Malaria and

Rheumatism quickly.

CITY DIRECTORY
1 092.
for the Directory having been
limshed, all persons who have made any
change in residence, business, business location, or who have cause to think their name has
been incorrectly entered, are requested to give
notice at once to

THE

canvass

STEINWAY,

Miliett, Evans & Co.
Street^

STEVENS iJONES

Catalogues mailed free.
and
Repairing
Tuning,
promptly attended to.

Portland Branch 540 Congress

Polisliinf

Supply selected investment bonds for cash
exchange for marketable securities.

Execute commission orders for investors
the Stock Exchange or in the open market
Furnish information respecting bonds.

oi
a

DEALERS IN

Maimgor.

dec2

eodtf

A. R. & E. A. DOTE tV

Real Estate
$50,000
in large

and Loans,
to

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing t<
build cau be accommodated.

PAPER

Booms 3 and 4, Jose Building,
NO.
jul

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.
Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

EVERETT

98

EXCHANGE

SXBE E 1

eodly

SMITH,

98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
2wteod3in

dec29

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO,
98

Exchange Street,
a

limited amount

of

ATHOL WATER (O'lPAYY,
First Mortgage, Gold, 5 Per Cent.
Bonds, at Par and Interest.
The Athol Water Company is organized under
a special act of the Legislature of Massachusetts,
which gives it a perpetual franchise.
Atliol is one of the most prosperous and rapidly growing towns in the State of Massachusetts, having a present population of 6,500.
The water,
The works were built in 1876.
taken from the highla ds above Athol, is distributed through two large storage reservoirs
by gravity to tne town below.
The earnings of the Company are largely in
excess of operating
expenses and interest
,,.

The present and prospective value of this
property renders these bonds attractive to investors desiring a safe as well as profitable In-

vestment.
Further particulars given on request.
Portland, Maine, March 16th, 1892.
dtf
marls
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The Scene of Shenandoah Valley Is Beautiful.
Presented in the same manner as seen for over

City

800

Sill STOCKBRIDGE!
Tuesday, Rich. 39th.

Boston

SYMPH

Orchestra, 60 Musicians.
MK. and MBS. NIKISCH.
75 cts. and $1.00

Tickets

loth.
Popular,
Caul B. DuChaillu
Monday, 28th,
Tickets 35, 75c. and $1.00 j Children, 25 and
mcr*14d6t
36c. Now on sale. Half fare.

LECTURE CUURSE,
\

AT-

Second Advent

Churchy r

PEACE.

CONGRESS

^
Wednesday. March 23, MR. ROBERT
“Illustrated Readings,” with f
REXDALE.

Stereopticon.

Wednesday, March 30,

HET

REV.

BLANCHARD, D. D. Subject,
History a part of Sacred History.”

7RY

“Amen

can

Wednesday and Thursday, April 6 and 7,,
Subject. “TheP
REV. E. P. WOODWARD.
Origin and Destiny of the Earth.” Illustrated!
with charts and chemical tests.
1

Organ at 7.30. Lectures at 7.45 p. m.
Course tickets $1.00: single tickets 25 centsj,
including reserved seats. For sale at Stock*
bridge’s and by members of the society.
mchl6d8t

GILBERT'S.

Thursday Evening.

ATKINSON
COMPANY

—

marl 8dtf

EXHIBITION OF LANTERN SLIDES
BY THE

PORTLAND

CAMERA

CLUB

under auspices of Portland Society of Art, at
AdBaxter Hall, Friday evening at 8 o’clock.

mission_26cents;_______i^^^_niarl8dIt

HAS-

-OP-

Fancy Goods
GREAT VARIETY.

eodtf

big surprise in
for th^ people

of Portland

MB.,

PORTLAND,

We shall open
for spring and

Incorporated 1824.

Interest allowed

on

tions

CORNISH BROTHERS
mar4

Cashier.

President.
febl4

City of Clinton, Iowa

CHASE & SON &C0.

5’s,

—

Jan’y. 1,1892,
Due Jan’y 1,1912

mYT.

GRASS
500
200
300
200
100

FOR SALE BY

3IAXS0X G. LABBABEE.
marX7dtf

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
marll

eoutf

Lainson & Hubbard

fnarlCdtf

LAMeFxEW3IABKET£

249 Middle Street.

dtt

Days !
Dated

as we

time

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PRQMPL^
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

Street,

wear

expect a lively sale
of our choicest patterns, many
of which cannot be duplicated.

o:£

h

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c,

HALF PRICE TODAY.

goods

the advantage of our friends to
call early and make their selec-

FITTINGS, VALVES,
HANGERS.
SHAFTING,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and

Portland, Me

our new
summer

SATURDAY MORNING, March
5, and we believe it will be to

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R.Goding
BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

NOTICE.

store

deposits.

246 TVticIcllo

Deeds.

Monday Evening.

IN A lili GRADES.

at

Garden of Love Making

and Brave

assembly

—

of every description.

—

Henrietta.”— N. Y. Herald
a

WALTZING ^■TsCHOTTISCHE

-THE-

A

57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

Craze.

Latest

than the

Shenandoah is

AT

or

COMMERCIAL

SHENANDOAH,

Offers Its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semi-

annually, in denominations of $100, $200, $250,
$500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

jan6d3m
THE

Triumph

800 Nights in New York

Paid up Capital $600,000.

d5t

RUBBER BELTING, LACE

Street,

Middlesex!!™ company,

FAHNESTOCK & CO.

—

CABLER,

PIA3X-OJS.

the

Interest and principal payable in gold coin o E
present standard of weight and fineness.
Competent engineering experts estimate tin !
water power at Spokane to be 50 per cent, great
er tiian that at Minneapolis.
We commend this loan as a desirable invesi
ment for trust money.
Price and particulars on application.

in

Greatest

A COMPLETE CAST OF PLATERS.

GOMFA.KTS’,

feb 15

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS,

a«

March 24,

Howard’s

Bronson

“Better

charges.

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Prices 25, 35 and 50 cents.

America’s

FAESON, LEACH & CO.

Under Falmouth Hotel ,Portland, Me,

WEBER,

BROWN THURSTON COMPANY
NO. 07 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.
niarl7-d3t

dtf

fel)26

2 WAIL ST., NEW-YORK.
73 DEARBORN, ST., CHICAGO.

IN

T. O. MoCSMOUXiimiO
J?OrtTXjA.Kri3

MOULTON,

eaimkehs,
Cor. middle and Exchange Sts,

HARDMAN

es

$105,000,000 $105,000.0<

FRANK B7 CLARK,

land States for

our

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

Offer

mar!4

517 Congress

in

SAYINGS DEPARTMENT

$196,011.27 $222,453.71

ele-

an

Deposits

re-

$500,000
g;mt line of All Wool
CITY OF SPOKANE, WASH.
Challiesand Figured 20-Year 6 Per Cent. Gold Bonds

—

never

glassful dos-

416,464.7'

WOODBURY

I. SM 4 Sons Cl

in small wine

$135,590.78

400,459.77

I want to add a new department t«
my store, but before doing so I mnsi
reduce my stock to make room. I shall
have every day some special bargains
to offer and if yon are down town don’t
ail to call in and look around.

PIANOS. Stationery

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE,

ex-

FRANK S. CLARK'S

515 Congress

has been discovered or built
a place large enough to hold the number
of people who wished to hear me preach,
and, upon my honor, I wonder I’m not
more conceited than I am.”

is promising.

We have sold these bonds to Savings Banks
and Trust Funds, and can recommend them foi
a conservative investment.
Price, 98V2 and accrued interest.

Haweis, in the English Illustrated,
Street. dim
tells a story of Mr. Spurgeon which is exmarll
of
friend
ceedingly characteristic—A
mine was calling on him some time ago
and happened to say, “Do you know Mr.
Spurgeon, some people think you con"
ceited?” The great preacher smiled indulgently,- and after a pause, said, “Do
you see those book-shelves? They contain hundreds—nay, thousands—of my
sermons translated into every language
The largest Piano House in the World,
under heaven. Well, now add to this
Wholesale and retail representhat ever since I was twelve years old
tatives in the New Engthere

percentage of increase of population of any oi
the first cities in the Uniteu'States. The census of 1890.
giving the city 139,526 against
30.518 in 1880.
The business of the city has increased In like
proportion, and the outlook for future growth

Surplus.$ 30,590.78 $91,011.27 $117,453.71

Now open,

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASOJi, Vice President,
C. G. ALLES, Cashier.

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

This company owns all the Street Railway
properties of the City of Omaha, Nebraska,
comprising about ninety miles of trackage.
For the last decade, Omaha shows the largest

to
meet annual
int.on bonds$105,000.00

I Shall Offer This Week:

eodZwM*

Thursday,

Five Per Cent Gold Bonds, Due
May 1, 1914.

quired

Miliett, Evans & Co.

COMPANY.

Street.

dec29__

Amount

to Roll at

Exchange

34
mar7

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dit

Old

X>
3E3
~\r
x
x_.
IE3

jly25

OMAHA STREET RAILWAY GO.

8 FUR CAPES.

£nd

Pre®™ST.

SWAN BARRETT,

TJ

X-,

New
Price.

25.00
60.00
38.00

Old

hllfll.E

day and niglit
I lost my appetite. My bowels became
in flesh.
constipated. I was much reduced
and 1 bePeople said I wonld die, me. This
lieved there was no help lor
was my condition when I began taking
S
SKODA’S DISCOVER! and SKODAusLITTLE TAB-MI,, « «■ LETS,
me

13.00

A.

INTEREST.

103 AND

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
of Saco 4’s due 1901.
of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

V

1 0> 4: S

A limited number of the above
Bonds are offered, subject to sale, at

City
City
City
City
City

2 FUR TRIMMED REEFERS.

arm6

---o

I11UUUV1

lug t»rmeu(«l

17.00

4 FUR LINED CIRCULARS.

body also beOgnnTBrOand
aw Came affected in like
O? Boa a B

Mr.

enforcement of the

is now not

1
2
1

The following case will be touched FOR BY MANY OF THE BEST CITIZENS
folof Belfast, and the cure that
lowed IS TRUTHFULLY RECORDED.

cities because it believes there are votes
in that, and for prohibition in the towns
are

*«

New
Price.

6 PLUSH REEFERS.

Democracy
principle in

rum

32
32

*»

1

wrong in the other. How then
Maine
of
the
Democratic
party
preserve its consistency, wTiile opposing
State
prohibition and at the same
The
time endorsing town prohibition?
answer
obviously is that it cannot.
Hence it follows that the endorsement of

behalf of a device concocted with the
sole view of catching votes. Its advocacy of high license with local option
simply means that the Democratic party
is trying to catch the votes of the city
liquor sellers and their adherents without driving off the Democratic prohibitionists of the country. It assumes that
in the city a majority of the people will
vote against prohibition and thus the
rumseller will get all the latitude he
wants. It assumes also that the towns
will vote against license and thus the
Democratic prohibitionists will be placated, and prevented from kicking. The
policy is similar to the one the party has
adopted in regard to the tariff—shouting free trade in districts where free
traders are abundant and protection
where protectionists were supposed to
The
be in the majority.
party
thus
practically confesses that it
views with regard to the
has
no
liquor traffic which it is not ready
to abandon to catch votes. It practically

•*

1
1

can

the Maine

size 32 Plush Cloak,

1

case, as Democratic national conventions
have over and over again declared, it is

law.

position—that it

5 plush cloaks.

rights. The principles of the two laws
are identical, and if it is wrong in one

option by

Subject

to

MORAN’S

&

LEONARD
13 TLSL ©

Sale,

mocracy are advocating the majority of
the people of a town or city deprive the
minority of a portion of their private

of local
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PORTLAND

INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
Agents ol tlie Cheque ltauk, ‘Ld,’

BUT WE ARE DETERMINED TO CLOSE
We Offer,
OUT THE FOLLOWING:

to be in

It then declared that
while it did not believe in the wisdom of
the law it thought it “should be enforced like all other laws the people
have made” and it was very profuse in
the compliments which it showered upon
for his vigorous efforts
Mr. Deering
It even went so far as tc
to that end.
commend Mr. Deering as a suitable man
for Democratic candidate for Governoi
principally for the courage which he had
he had manifested in enforcing the prohibitory law. Of late there have beer
signs that the Argus has changed its

prohibitory

Ridiculous Prices.

the sake of the argument—deprive
minority of a portion of their private
rights. Under the law which the De-

imr

ine opening or our marKers iree io me
catch of Canadian fishermen is the price
which the Dominion demands for the
opening of her ports to our fishermen
and the granting to them of the privileges
of buying bait and provisions and the
transshipment of their fish. This is not
Canadahas always been
a new position.
ready to grant these privileges in re
turn for free access to our markets. Indeed it has always been suspected that

ON-

WINTER GARMENTS.

the

The President and nearly all the members of his cabinet will attend the ceremonies at the Grant monument in New
York.
Mr. Passmore Edwards has sent to Kev.
S. A. Barnett a check for £6454 to defray
the whole estimated cost of building the
Whitechapel Free Library, London. The
sum already received will pay for the
site, the fittings and the books, so that
the whole amount of the rate will be
available for working the library.
Miss Ada C. Sweet of Chicago is form-

is
very common, into a sensational
affair. The passion for revenge which
afflicts all races and all nationalities is
sufficient to furnish a motive for the
murder, and that is the most natural

WEEK OF MARCH 14th.
a-matinees-2

—.

borhood of Boston was the work of the
secret society known as the Mafia is
pretty thin, and probably there is no
better foundation for it than the desire

exaggerate a
ordinary murder, of the kind that

818 Middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available in all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

and

again declared that it was opposed
to all sumptuary laws. That has become
The obone of it cardinal principles.
jection it has raised to these laws is that
they unwarrantably inteifere with priBut here is the Democratic
vate rights.
party in Maine getting into line for a
campaign for high license with local opNow high license with local option.
tion means that the majority of the voters in any town or city may if they see
fit, prohibit the sale of liquors in that
town or city and thus interfere (unwarrantably if the resolutions of the Democratic national convention are sound)
the
the
with
minority.
rights of
YVTiat difference is there in principle
between this kind of prohibition and the
prohibition that already exists in
this state?
Under the present law
the majority of the people of toe
State—unwarrantably let us assume for
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of a class of newspapers to

G. E. LOTHROP,

Last Call

The attempt to make it appear that the
recent murder of an Italian in the neigh-

very

jrTlibbys,

J.B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

over

because it thinks there

it.

fin an ciax.

FOB VOTES.

is an utter abandonment of

FRIDAY, MARCH 18.

ness more

ANYTHING
The Democratic

SKODA’S DISCOVERY.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

MISCEIAA>tEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

the marshal was a Republican. Of course
these signs are not quite conclusive, and
if we have drawn a wrong inference from
them our esteemed contemporary will
no doubt correct us.
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the door bell, to see manifestations of mirth, contentment and energy
within the portals.
We have recently had a contest with
our enemy, the Democracy, in which
Democracy won the victory. There
have been such occurrences before, but
the victories which it has won has bound
it hand and foot and placed it under the
dominion of the faithful.
We hear much of Democratic principles. What are they?

hang from

FROM FIRST

[CONTINUED

TAGS.]

staunch and enthusiastic Republicans
who filed into the hall were the followinn-:
Thomas B. Keed,
C. F. Libby.
LeKoy L. Hight.
Amos Parker Wilder,
Harry E. Andrews,
Hon.
Hon.

President Reynolds,

Hon. H. B. Cleaves,
W. F. Milliken,

C, M. Warren,
Samuel Cony Manley,
L. D. Emerson,

Lewiston,
Walter O. Emerson,
John C. Allen,
Frank B. Milliken,
James L. Dyer.
James H- Tolman,
Elbrldge Lord,
F. C. Johnston,
.Tames M. Thompson,
Franklin C. Payson,
C. A. Plummer,
Joshua C. Libby.
Carroll W. Morrill,
H. S. Higgins,
Fred H. Palmer,
M. F Wentworth,
Chas. Sumner Cook,
Albert G. Rollins,
Chas. A. True,
Samuel D. Chase,
< (soar L. Kideout,
F. N. Ulriek,
Walter B. Mating,
L. B. Laugnlin,
W. F. Keith,
R. F. Sawyer,
Jas. B. Armsbey.
Frank S. rote,
It. Stuart Laugnlin,
Stanley P. Warren, M. Chas. E. Noyes.
Frank H. Staples,
D.,
Wallace C. Osgood,
Joseph S. Fickett,
Harrie B. Coe,
Henry A. Kelley,
Edward A. Hay,
Harry Colpitt,
W. H. Brownson,
A. W. Laughlin,
F. E. Small.
C. W. Goding,
A. T. Laughlln,
N. M. Marshall,
A. A. Montgomery,
L. A. Goudy,
H. P. Montgomery,
A. F. Dean.
J. C. Kundlett,
E. P. Merrill,
Itichard Webb,
C. A. Kohling,
Frederick C. Eollins,
Edward C. Webb,
Frank E. Koberts,
Edward H. Foster,
Brunswick,
Geo. F. West,
Edward P. Kicker,
C. H. Pres< ott,
Poland Spring,
Biddeford,
A. B. Nealey,
E. B. Mallet, Jr.,
Freeport,
Lewiston,
Marquis F. King,
George L. Beal,

Oakland,

Clias. T. Peters,
Freeman Gowen,
Daniel D. Clienery,

Portland,

Augusta,

O. H. Hersey,

Reuel Small,

Buckfield,
D. M. Holman,
F. W. Woodman,

Deering,

Geo. L. Barrows,
E. O. Hawkes,
Frank H. Little,
W. G. Chapman,

Charles R. Lewis.
r. u. conant,
C. L. Tewksbury,
V. Richard Foss,
William H. Looney,
Granville W. Leighton .Howard C. Smith,
Harold C. Burnham,
Robert D. Libby.
Frederick A. Tomp- Milton Higgins,
W.
B. Klwell,
son,
F. E. Warren,
F. W. McDowell,
A. E. Neal,
A. A. Kendall,
H. E. Goold,
E. P. Greenough,
F. S. Waterhouse,
,T. E. Burnham,
John C. Perkins,
R. T. McLellan,
H. M. Nickerson, M. D.
E. 8. J. McLellan,
Wm. L. Dana, M. D.,
Albert B. Hall,
H. F. Merrill,
W. C. Eaton,
H. M. Verrill,
H. M. Davis,
F. I. Brown, M. D.,
J. W. Bowers, M. D.,
J. H. Hill,
A. S. Woodman,
J. C. Clay,
C. C. Davis,
W. Sylvester,
Justin M. Leavitt,
George
Wm. H. Stevens,
Horatio Hlght,
Samuel A. True,
Edward H. York,
George W. Hammond, George S. Hunt,
Arthur K. Hunt,
Boston,
Faed V. Matthews,
Elbridge Matthews
Alfred King,
Frederick V. Chaser
M.
C.
C. Pudor,
Beiders,
George
G. H. Pudor, M. D„
Madison, Wis.,
A. C. Paine,
Levi Turner, Jr.,
A. K. Alexander,
Joseph B. Reed,
James E. Hewey,
Edward F. Tompson,
J. F. Thompson, M. D. Ozman Adams,
Fred W. Thompson,
Lyman H. Nelson,
Charles B. Mitchell,
Stephen Hinkley, Jr.,
Asher C. Hinds,
G. A. Fairbanks,
Fred R. Fay,
Charles E. Gibbs,
H. S. Osgood,
E. E. Holt,
W. W. Cutter,
G. Fred Murch,

Westbrook,

Gerrish,

L. F.

possibility

The

of a realization

of

free

glorious

career.

victory of the Democracy which we have done, or something which
is a misfit blessing, which is soon relethey think is going to be done. They algated to the archives of the past, “un- ways occupy, from their very nature, a
wept, unhonored and unsung,” except negative position.
Mr. Hill says in his
by the immediate family.
speeches that the Whig party has passed
But we are not here to dwell on the
away; other parties have passed away;
weaknesses of the Democracy. Neither but the Democratic
party is for ever and
are we here to bun sacred fires in ever.
That is so.
[Laughter]. That
honor of any patron saint, or to erect arises from the
very nature of things.
idols to whom to offer our adorations.
We are here as Young Republicans,
anxious to make the social compact of

no^muiiCiUlB
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:

:
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:

Roast Grouse, Currant Jelly.

:

:

Lettuce Salad.
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:

Saratoga Chips.

Coffee.

:
:

Assorted Cake.
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Cigars.
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o’clock when the young
r.cn and their friends were ready for the
speeches. The quartette rendered one
more selection—a selection that was received with loud applause—and then President Reynolds arose to welcome the invited guests in behalf of the club.
It was ten

Mr.

Reynolds

introducing the speakers of the evening, said:
Gentlemen of the Club:
I apprehend if
I could know the first duty which you
would assign to me tonight, it would be
to extend to the invited guests here a
cordial reception.
Making your wish
my law, and in obedience to my own inclinations, I <!•' 'five to the guests who
ou invitation to be preten
f ive accepted
at this our anuadl dinner, the heartiest
greeting which the enthusiasm of youth
can prompt, and I hope that the great
pleaqure which your company gives us at
this time may be in some degree reciprocated, and that you will leave us with
the feeling that it has been good to meet
the Young Republicans of Portland. I
am glad to see such a goodly company of
in

contented faces before

me

because

we

club stronger, and to gain political
wisdom and enthusiasm.
It being distinctively a young man’s or-

thought that a wider, no not
a wider, but a different
recognition of
them in party strife would be more in
the right direction; that they should be
given a wider scope for activity. Do
not think I am uttering any complaint.
The leaders of our party have given generous attention to the young men and
have placed them in positions of trust
and emolument. They have bestowed
all we deserve. But my point, if I make
one, is that there might be an element of
strength in giving to the young men more
of the contest, more of activity, and less
Let
of the rewards which others win.
them come in more immediate contact
with the voters; let them have, where it
is advisable, more of the elective and
the
of
fewer
officers,
appointive
because the holder of an appointive offrom
the
to
voters
fice is too far removed
Do not misunderarouse enthusiasm.
stand me. I am only saying, consult the
constituency, whether electing
dent or a school district agent.

a

—

..—o

presi-

If among
—“a

centered, nominate men who are
in touch with them, and who by their
are

men

personal power gained by association, and strengthened by friendship,
than might
may win greater victories
otherwise be possible.
Mr. Reynolds then introduced Hon.
own

Thomas B. Reed as one who had come
on from Wasliineton to assist the club in

counting

a

quorum.

A long
hearty and enthusiastic.
applause kept him standing sometime awaiting the opportunity to speak.
When the applause subsided, Mr. Reed
was

roll of

said:
the Club:

evidences of

thanks for your kind greeting, and I

I

beg to tender

to

especially delighted to
ent tonight, because it

of

you my

personal
am

see so

many presshows me that if

can carry this city they
certainly cannot carry it very far.
[Laughter.] Perhaps the very best example of the difference, the fundamental
difference, between the Democratic and
Republican party, can be seen in that
curious excursion of Japlietin search of
his father, or David hunting the Presidency, [laughter and applause], which is

the Democrats

Marion Harland’s
latest

recipes

call for

Cleveland’s
Baking Powder.

to the faith that is in me as a worker in
the Republican party.”
[Applause].
Mr. Libby thought that the election

Congress
your

skies

Amos Tarker Wililer, Esq.,
who had addressed the club on a
former occasion, and was always a welThe reception given Mr.
come guest.
Wilder was a happy confirmation of the
President’s words. Mr. Wilder said:
Mr. President and Fellow Republicans:
It is true true that I was laid hold upon
for this banquet suddenly this afternoon,
and so naturally am somewhat embarrassed in the midst of a galaxy of
speeches such as this, headed by a man
at the mention of whose name lovers of
order and progress and popular government rejoice—a name at the mention of
which the malicious, the trivialists, the
dangerous classes, the obstructionIt is doubly fitting,
ists tremble.
of Portland,
young
Republicans
that you should pay this handsome tribute to honest, frank, generous Tom
Reed tonight,—Portland’s idol, and one

assembled.
but

never

he says, must be had. When he has been
fifteen years in the Senate, he will find
that he will have to hunt with a lantern
for a Democratic Senator that has not
been able to construe the constitution
of the United States so as to get
constituents
he
or
his
what
of
construction
wanted.
Strict
the constitution. Why, the best thing
that the patron saint of the democracy,
Thomas Jefferson, ever did to this country, the Louisiana purchase, was in defiance

of his

own

principles,

as

he

said

visible under the Southern heavens.
David B. Hill is a typical Democrat, and
he ought to be the Presidential candidate
of his party because he represents it; he is
like it; he understands it, and in a short
time, if he is elected, he will be it.
[Laughter and applause.] The Democratic party is a party of odds and
ends; it is a sort of bargain counter, a
It is made up of
a remnant counter.
people who are opposed to us for somehas
happened. It is a party
thing which
of negation. When Mr. Hill bloomed
into a United States Senator lie hastened
now

none who
fought
open and less in the corner than the distinguished Ex-Speaker of the House of
seen

_

introduced

Representatives.

[Applause.]

“The nation has taken him to l.arself,
and as she lias honored him before, I believe she will continue to honor him in
the future. [Loud applause]. It will
take more than the Democratic party in
this district to defeat him in the great
contest next fall. [Applause].
“But we have other contests next fall.
We have to select and elect a county ticket; and we must aid in making another
distinguished townsman the next Governor of Maine.
[Loud applause]. Outcirlo +1ipcp mipefinna lip. t.llft Tivnnrlpr

mi PS-

tions which demand our active work,—
the maintenance of a sound and honest
the
of
the
uhpolding
currency,

Fayson, Esq.,
was next introduced as one who had been
very kind to many of the ideas and sentiments of the club. Mr. Paysou was enthusiastically received, and responded
with a witty description of the municipal
situation, which gave his hearers much
to laugh about for some days to come.
Franklin C.

introduced as the leader of a powerful and flourishing sister organization—
the Lincoln Club. Mr. Morrill was very
cordially received and spoke of the duties
and obligations which the young men of
the United States owe to their country.

Country comprehends everything, home,
happiness, life itself.

LIBBY,

Tree State’s

two

favorite

sons, whose genius and powers have riveted upon them the gaze of the world of

statesmanship and reflected no small
prestige upon the least of us who
call them neighbors. It is doubly fitting
I

say, for

since

last you met, when

publican victory,
1

am

very sincerely yours.
C. A. Boutelle.

Washington, D. C., Mar. 16,1892.
W. C. Emerson, Secy. Young Men’s Republican
Club, Portland, Me.:
I am grievously disappointed that I am not
able to be with you tomorrow night and join
with you iu a Republican feast at the home of
the great Speaker of the House of Representa-

tives, whose name Republicans everywhere deT. P. DoI.I.lYl.K.
light to honor.

the

man

who

taken

was

y

uc<u

ou

In every age the life of the citizen
“If
has been at the call of the country.
the boys of 30 years ago could afford to
die for their country,” said the speaker,
“as their sires had died before them,
cannot we of the present generation afto
ford to live and toil and
victoachieve the victories of peace?
ries not won on blood stained fields like
Gettysburg and Appomattox, but in the
field of honest politics and enlightened
statesmanship, We must not consider it
beneath our dignity,” he said, “to attend
the caucuses and to take an active personal interest in our municipal, state
and national elections. We must never
and
absent ourselves from the polls

struggle

Yours truly,
Eugene Hale.

I am

House of Representatives, U. S.1
Washington, D. C., Mar. 4,1892. )
Walter 0. Emerson, Sec. Young Men’s Republican Club:
Sir:
Accept, please, my cordial thanks for your
kind invitation to the banquet of the Young
Men’s Republican Club. Were it possible 1
would most gladly be with you, and I hope for
you, what 1 am sure you will have, a happy
occasion.
The banner of the grand old party is to be
carried to national victory in tiiis year 1892.
Sincerely yours.
S. L. Milliken.
U. S. Senate, Washington. D. C.,)
1'arch 5,1892. (
Walter C. Emerson, Sec. Young Men’s Republican

Club, Portland,

Me:

Dear Sir:
The invitation of the Young Men's Republican
Club of Portland to me to become their guest at
their annual banquet, is received witli thanks
for the courtesy, and regrets that my duties
will uot permit me to accept. We are just on
the eve of a most momentous political contest,
the result of which may continue our party in
power, or give to the Democracy the Presidency
and the control of both houses of Congress.
The latter contingency is so full of menace to
the best interests of the country that all young
Republicans should be fully aroused to the importance of earnest, intelligent and patriotic
endeavor. Your club needs no spur to duty,
and I only feel justified in reminding its members that not Portland alone, but the State and
tlie country are the broad fields for their ac-

istic hei’esies are to be combatted.

The

§ublic

S“Our

done, the country elects Republican officials to do it.
[Agpiause.] And then,
by that strange inconsistency in human
nature, they generally punish them for
doing it. [Laughter.]
Gentlemen of the Young Men’s Republican Club, upon this difference between
two parties, believed by me to bo truly
stated, I found my hope that the young
to be with us. It may do for an
to sit in the chimney corner and
carp and grumble. An old man dreams
of the beautiful days gone by; a young
man dreams of the beautiful days that
are to come.
The old are wrong and the
young are right. Day by day, though
we cannot perceive it,
year by year,
though our senses may not show it, cenmen are
old man

tury by century,

glad

eyes can see
it, the world grows richer and happier
and our own land nobler and freer. You
and I, and may we have the grace to persevere, have set our faces toward the future and the sunlight, and if omnipotence
itself were granted us, we would not turn
the world back one poor syllable of recorded time. [Applause.]
as our

There is much talk

sues.

it acts

as

to men

and

is-

Republican party wins when
honestly in the selection of these,
The

and loses when it caters to classes and
adopts subterfuges. The party draws its
support, not chiefly as do the Democrats,
from the dangerous classes and the
slums, but from the God-fearing, indus-

trious, thoughtful masses. Issues like a
righteous currency sweep them as does a
whirlwind. The party is acting wisely
thus far. It is doing the manly, fearless,
honest thing, without regard
to the
counsels of demagogues, the fearful or
the prejudiced. It declares for honest

protection for Americans and
their industries, for restriction of immimoney, for

gration, for a free ballot and
Mr. Reynolds introduced
as

the

a

full count.

Hon. Charles F. Libby,
President of the Senate.

Mr.

Libby was most cordially received, and,
addressing the assembly, said: “Your
It
hospitality I find is irresistible.
brings a man upon his feet whether he

With the embarrasswishes it or not.
ment of riches that you have here tonight, I had hoped to pass unobserved.
But such a gathering calls for appreciative response from those honored with
its favor, and I am glad here to testify

DEATHS.
In this city. March 17, Henrietta, wife of
Royal E. Jordan, aged 45 years 11 months. at
[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Falmouth Forcside.
In this city, March 17, Asa E. Bates, aged 64
Saturday
Je[Prayers
at his late

forenoon at 9.30 o’clock,
residence, Ho. 77 Smith st. Burial
at Winthrop, Maine.
In Old Orchard, March 15, Mrs. Mary E. Marston, widow of the late John P. Marston.
In Saco, March 16, Bertha, daughter of Edwin
and Olive M. Skillings, aged 1 month.
In Bath, March 10, Albert E. Douglass, aged
44 years 11 months.
Ill West Minot. Feb. 21, Miss Elva A. Jasper,
aged 20 years 6 months,—daughter of ft. W.

Jasper.

__

Monmouth. March 5. Mrs. Sarah Hancock,
Auburn, aged 76 years 5 months.
In South Freedom, March 14, Mrs. Sophroma
Brown, aged SO years.
Ill Waluoboro, Feb. 26, Mrs. Mary L. Groton,
aged 90 years.
In Waldoboro, March 3, Mrs. Louisa J. Hassner, aged 01 years.
In Bristol, Miss Verne E. Thompson, aged
111

of

Feb. 24, Carroll E. Lord,
1°In<North Vassalboro.Mr.
and Mrs Herbert E.

aged 4 years—son of
Lord.

Tai^Fl

Flowers

\DENNETT the Florist,

570 Congress Street.

|

Senate Chamber, Wash., Mar. 4,1891.
jvi

critically ill by over-eating mince pie. purity of the ballot must bo secured.
St. Patrick’s Day.
His wife said, “John, are you afraid to The discontents arising from the consoliYesterday was St. Patrick’s day, and
die?” And John said, “Mo, Susan; I’m dation of wealth, trusts and monopolies
not afraid to die; I’m ashamed to.” And with their attendant evils require consid- was observed by religious services in the
I want it understood, Mr. President, erate attention.
Cathedral and at St. Dominic’s church.
“The race question and immigration
that while embarrassed I’m not “ratIn the evening, the regular St. Patrick’s
skill.
be
handled
with
consummate
must
tled,” for in the bright lexicon of American journalism there’s no such word as These are the problems with which we day concert was given in City hall by the
must gi-apple, and every young man who children of St. Elizabeth Academy and
“rattle.”
And I feel at home here. After a is faithful to duty will meet the respon- the
Kavanagh and St. Dominie’s schools.
year’s absence, I am again in my native sibility early in life and give to the ser- There was a
large audience present at
Maine—that commonwealth whose out- vice of the state the best (years of his
4-Tv£» OAnnnvt
oil t.llA AYArP.ISPS WPl’ft
manhood.
of
and
of
and
strong
put
men,
true,
“Alexander Hamilton closed his useful creditable to all who took paid.
women, fair and faithful, challenge the
increasing admiration of commonwealths public career at the early age of 3S. At
CABEOIX W. MOBBUX, ESQ.
The Emerald Associates celebrated tbe
of quadruple our population and of mul- 17 lie was addressing the masses in New
[ President of Lincoln Club. ]
at their rooms last
tiplied development. We meet tonight, York on non-importation, with the elo- occasion very happily
himself. The truth is, what the Consti- bound together by the ties of a common quence and energy of James Otis, whose evening. The entertainment was started
tongue was said to be a flame of tire.
tution needs in the way of construction humanity. Again we are sons of Maine,
with an address of welcome by James
“At 18 he was conspicuous in that great
and travel and observation only intensiis what in the long run it has always had.
Hassett, who then introduced Mr. James
of
a
measures
the
of
the
our
value
of
this
controversy
against
Without twisting words, without the tor- fy
appreciation
the
union
O’Neil as toastmaster, a man who has
of
At
20
he
conceived
and
bind"
closer
links
those
made
to
king.
conform to heritage
by
turing of sense, it is
the colonies, and at 32 had written his few equals in that capacity.
the progress, the grandeur and the liber- who share in it.
Speech
and musical numbers
Lastly and best of all, wo are Republi- share of the Federalist.
ty of a great country.
[Applause.] He
singing
making,
“Patrick Henry was but 29 when he insays also that we need to raise no more cans—most of us trained in the principles
furnished a good part of the evening’s
of the party at our mother’s knee, all of troduced iu the House of Burgesses his
revenue than will be sufficient for the
entertainment, and the following well;
wants of the government, economically us worshippers at the thrones of our celebrated resolutions on the Stamp Act,
administered. Well, who have said to idols living and dead; and in the history and uttered those memorable words: prepai'ed programme was successfully
the contrary? Who have insinuated a of American parties in the whole range ‘Caesar had his Brutus, Charles the First carried out:
doubt about it? And yet we have this of political allegiance, there is no fra- his Cromwell, and George the Third—
Thomas Violin Solo.Edward Mahoney
man proclaiming this as a great princi
ternity more strong, more justifiably may profit by their example.’he wrote
the Emerald Trio.
pie. Why it is as if a man should pruuu ui ns nisiui,y, uiuib eunuuniig mu Jefferson was but 33 when
.Hassett, Clarity and McGlinchy
call attention to himself with a loud inspiring in its influence on young men, immortal Declaration. Wendell Phillips Song.Thomas Ball
was but 26 when he started on that cruBanjo Solo.Mr. Mahoney
voice and say, “Look at me, see how pious ana more irresistible than this someJames Hassett
I am. Don’t you hear me shouting hur- thing that men call Republicanism—that sade which resulted in the emancipation Song.
A. McGowan
Charles Sumner was but 33 Recitation.Joseph
rah
for the ten commandments?” flickering flame now and anon fanned by of a race.
Song.Mr. Foster
when he pronounced that sublime ora- Song.John B. Kelioe
a ruddy glare—a
into
if
want
to
And
exigency
you
[Laughter.]
yet,
tion on the True Grandeur of Nations,
'Whistling Solo.Edward Mahoney
eacon light that summons from sixty
know what all this means, just watch
Clarity
Mr. Holman of ludiana as there comes millions of people and more the most in- which Cobden styled ‘the noblest contri- Song.John
Recitation.Henry Butler
bution ever made to the cause of peace.’
Foley
up a question of expenditure for Indiana; telligent, the best; and with them forms
Song.Thomas
military and civic history is re- Banjo and Harmonica.Mahoney and Foley
and watch any Democratic congressman a mighty army—as in this year 1892—to
Dawson
the
names
of
men
who
ete
with
Song.Mr.
young
march
to
win
battles
and
an
forward
when there comes up
fight
appropriation
have rendered their country distinguished
for his district in the river and harbor victories of popular government.
After the rendering of the programme,
service and won for themselves endur-

bill or even an item in the robber tariff.
Then you will realize what these great
principles that are to be adhered to mean
in the life that we really live.
The Republican party is the party of
action.
Whenever anything is to be

Iu Bicldeford, Man’ll 15, Geo E. Elliott of Bid
deford and Miss Callie R. Cooley of Saco.
In West Durham. March 12, Horace D. May
or
berry of Pownal and Miss Ida E. Harmon
Durham.
_,
and
Lawson
P.
John
In Berwick, March 12,
Miss Julia A. Johnson.
Ill Mechanic Falls. March 14, Evard A. Keene
of Poland and Miss Edith L. Lunt of Oxford.
In Raymond, John O. Berry and Miss Mary S.
Welch.
In Augusta, John G. Rowe and Miss May
Turner
In Addison, March 2. Burton Tibbetts and
Miss Cora Austin.
In Thorndike, Elbert J. Monroe and Miss Essie Webber of Brooks.

_

Speaker Reed’s decisions were maligned
tivity. I am,
Very truly yours.
and derided,
when he himself was
Wm. P. Frye.
called a dangerous autocrat and a subverter of popular liberty of the two great
The Officers of the Club.
parliamentary propositions which he laid
The officers of tlie club are as follows:
down, one has already been accepted by
President—Edward C. Reynolds.
the new Democratic house, and the other should stamp with signal condemnation
Vice-Presidents—Wm. H. Looney, Chas. A.
within a fortnight—the so-called “visible the apathy and indifference of those who
R. Lewis.
to triumph by re- True, Chas. and
suffer
been
and
wrong
principles
Treasurer—James L. Dyer.
quorum”—has
approved
proSecretary
nounced forever the law of the land by fusing to vote as has recently been done
Executive Committee—Edward C. Reynolds,
Chairman, ex-otfurio: Chas. S. Cook, Walter C.
the Supreme Court, without a dissenting in this city of ours.
Emerson, Leroy L. Height, Clarence W. Small,
voice.
“Upon our educated young men,’stand- Stephen
Hinkley, Jr., Henry A. Kelley. Ashor
“And Mr. President, it is true that I ing in the daybreak of the second cen- 0. Hinds, Alhert G. Rollins. Harry S. Higgins,
rerest
A. A. Montgomery, Fred H. Palmer, Chas. B.
am somewhat
stupendous
embarrassed, caught so tury of our history,
The Mitchell, Harry Hi. Nickerson, Joshua C. Libby.
suddenly and finding myself in such sponsibilities and arduous duties.
Committee on Membership—Wm. L. Gerrisli,
rapid oratorical company. But my state tremendous forces of the republic are to Chairman; Jesse M. Boardman. Edgar O.
of mind may be illustrated by the story be kept in balance. Nihilism and social- Hawkes, Johu H. Hill, Geo. S. Gallison.
of

MARRIAGES.
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HON. CHARLES F.

House of Representatives, 1
Washington, March 5, '92. I
Walter C. Emerson Esq., Pres’t Young Men s
Republican Club, of Portland.
My dear Sir:
Yours of 2d inst just received, and I beg you
to present to the members of your admirable
organization my sincere acknowledgement of
the courtesy of their invitation to be its guest
oil the occasion of the annual dinner, March 17.
1 very earnestly regret that an accumulation
of duties here, will deprive me of what would
be the very great pleasure of joining with the
Young Republicans of Portland in tlieir fraternal reunion prior to the great political campaign
in which we shall so soon he actively engaged
and in which the young men of tiie country will
wield so decisive an influence in determining
the policy of the future.
To mv miml the most gratifying hostage for
Republican supremacy is found in the numbers
and enthusiasm with which the most intelligent
and patriotic young men of tiie country are enrolling themselves under tiie spotless banner inscribed with tiie names and dedicated to the
principles upheld by Abraham Lincoln and ilia
distinguished successors in the leadership of
the Republican Party.
The Young Republicans of Portland have especial cause for congratulation t this time in
the fact that tlieir immediate representative in
the National Councils, who emerged unscathed
from tiie storm of denunciation with which partisan lancer and Bourbon hostility to progress
sought to obstruct the greatest parliamentary
reform of the age. lias been so splendidly sustained and vindicated by the unanimous judgment of that great tribunal, tiie Supreme Court
of the United States.
With heartiest wishes for your enjoyment at
the annual dinner and for the continued success
of the efforts of your club in organizing for Re-

protective system. Upon the princiI have just received your kind invitation to be
ples involved in thes questions we shall present as a guest of the Young en’s Republielect the nominee of the great Republican can Club of Portland on the occasion of its annual dinner March 17.
party. The eyes of the party throughout
I wish that I could be present and say a few
the country will be riveted upon the First words in token of my appreciation of what the
work
of
District. And in the
rolling up young men are doing politically in Maine, and
especially in Portland. But my engagements
a large majority here there will be no
here are such that I shall not be able, at the
more important organization than that
time, to come to Portland.
now before me.”
With all the good wishes for the occasion,
[Loud applause.]

Carroll W. Morrill, Esq.

of the Pine

Men's Republican Club of Portland to attend
their annual dinner on the 17th instant. He
thanks the Club for tlieir courtesy.
Very respectfully yours,
Sydney T. Smith,
Private Secretary.

...

Mr. Reed’s Recaption

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen

recent sorrow may still

Cleaves,

party but he never utters one except
as a glittering generality, about as useful
as a rule of practice as the delicate guidance of a will-o’-the-wisp in a quagmire.
Strict construction of the constitution,

recently passed through a family
bereavement, and it is pleasant, while
have

our

doing in
can change

I have

:
:

:

present

occasion—

when the issues which formed their convictions were vital and which assured
their adhesion to the party. But there are
constantly coming to voting age young
men, attracted by these issues only as
they are a part of an admirable history,
if at all. What shall be done to make
the young voters supporters of republicanism?

:

introduced

your minds when you cross even the
widest seas. That rear guard rushed to
the front is today looking as far backward as it ever did in the days of yore.
Nature will assert itself.
[Laughter.]
They no more think of being pioneers
into the future than they ever thought of
increasing the civilization of the world.
Mr. Hill says that the Democratic party
should stand by the principles of the

ganization, and receiving the generous
two hours, the
recognition from its elders which their
Bill of Fare
presence here tonight implies, may we be
f
if we offer a suggestion, in reis worth noting. It was as follows last pardoned
gard to the position of the young men,
with regard to the party.
evening:
The Republican party has had and has
tt.tt
magnificent leadership and organization.
:
Oysters on Shell.
/
Its leaders were the product of a time
Green Turtle.

dignity

of the

there never was an army that didn’t
have a rear guard.
But, say some of
you. This rear guard of yours seems pret
ty well to the front at the last election.
Well, 1 admit it; but see what they

our

101

There never was in the world a pan cake
flat that it didn’t have an under side.
[Laughter]. Or, to raise this metaphor

so

to the

[ President of Portland Club. ]

Henry S Trickey.

wncu i/wuuuuuiuu

E. C. REYNOLDS, ESQ.
[President o£ Young Men’s Republican Club.]

The average

HOY. HENBY B. CLEAVES.

Andrew Hawes,
Charles A. Strout,
Samue! D. Plummer
Amos L. Allen.

next

as one

enthusiasm, and it is said, with spirits, and they won. And they celebrated
with triumphant march and the blow of
And
horn.
on^ last Saturday afternoon, that conquering host of patriots

filled corridor and hall and ante room under the big dome, and proceeded to divide the victory. And right there tilt y
began to dig a grave for their infanc
prodigy, in which it will be burriecl at
the expiration of just one year of its in-

[Applause.]
Reynolds

President

with

Chicago, 111.,
Henry H. Brock,

George H. Cummings,
Leander E. Cram,
George H. Griifn,
Frank H. Plummer,
Charles F. Ayer,

Reynolds

B.
Hon. Henry

in it.

traffic in rum, seemed like surer signs of
the dawn of a millenium, than ever Prof.
Totten has been able to see in his observations and calculations. They fought

L. S. Sanborn,
Charles W. Boberts,
0. J. Farrington,
Thos P. Shaw,
Charles S. Chase,
wm F. Davis,

10.

President

the next Governor of Maine.
Upon be- last week was somehow a mistake. But
much
with
Mr. the uses of adversity are sweet. The
received
applause,
ing
results of the election had taught
one of the
that
pleasantest some
Cleaves said
Democratic
The
lessons.
was
attendance upon
incidents of the year
won
have
never
could
party
yesterday
aid
the
without
the banquet of the Young Men’s Repub- that
victory
eighteen hundred years but we are quite lican Club. He had been to every dinner of men who are usually Republicans.
•‘We all realize,” said Mr. Libby, “the
sure that we couldn’t do it, but let us at
to attend
so far, and hoped
many more. effect that that
least establish something that will seem
victory lias had already
him
from
The age limit precluded
join- upon the hearts of the Democracy, and
The Democrats long since fought for Democratic in trying to put back civilizaho
was
in entire sym- will have upon the contest in this district
the principle of the extensian of slavery, tion for a couple of years at least.”
ing the club, but
It means that the RepubliHo thought ther o were j next fall.
and won a temporary victory; but victo“Surely there could uot be any better pathy with it.
of what Democracy is
to reverse the verdict cans of the First District must close up
ry and Democracy were soon enveloped exemplification
men present
young
their ranks. We must not let local qurThe Democratic
in the darkness of a night that covered and what it means.
of last week.
He. congratulated the rels on local questions imperil success in
their sinfulness long enough for a gener- party is always against us for something
their
organization, and the
young men upon
We owe it to
battle next fall.
ation of voters to be born and come to
their membership in the great party of the great
distinguished Republican leader who
their inheritance.
human freedom, that had met every has been honored
by this district and
it right, that never
Later, a section of the party fought
question and settled
always honors it [loud applause] that
for the principle of a depreciated currenhad despaired of the Republic, that had we show our
abiding faith in his leadercy, and won another temporary victory.
alwavs stood up against an irredeemable
ship and an appreciation of the imporBut a political earthquake soon swaland free trade.
Mr.
currency
paper
tant services that he has rendered to
lowed them again,' and impatiently they
Cleaves said that when the time should this district and to the nation at large.
waited for another resurrection, and it
of
Portland to decome for the people
I think that we appreciate
[Applause.]
came.
termine between the policy of the Demo- the fact that from the first district of
At our last municipal election, again
of
the
and
cratic party
Republican Maine is expected a very important addithey fought for a principle. And it
party, they" would reverse the figures of tion to the national contingent.
We all
seemed, at last, as though they were
the election two weeks ago by at least admire
pluck and courage, and of all the
fighting for one that appealed with treAnd the Young
five hundred votes.
public men whom I have known I have
mendous force to the average Democrat.
Men’s Republcan Club would take a hand
more in the
has

Westbrook,

T. Desneaux,
Thos. J. Little,
Charles D. Clark,
tr Edwin F. Vose,
Adam P. Leighton,
Fred L. Tower,

to give the first signal instance of his national leadership in a speech in which he
invited the Democrats in Congress assembled to repeal the McKinley tariff bill
and the silver act of the year 1S90.
This
was an excellent instance of true Demous
for
“Let
heaven’s
cratic principle.
if we cau.
sake get back to
the
bacu
tide of
We would like to roll

ing fame, and there are those in her services today who, along with the martyrs,
the heroes and patriots of the past will
have their praises sung at the capitals of
States whose stars are yet to appear in
the crowded galaxy of the flag.

“Let us as young men learn lessons of
wisdom and of duty from the examples

which our history and traditions afford;
examples which are being perpetuated
by the lives and character of men like
your most distinguished guest of this evening, the bold, competent and fearless representative of the First Congressional District of Maine, worthy successor of Pitt
Fessenden wiiose memory will continue
with this people a benediction through
all time. Let us also rembcr that, in the
language of Massachusetts’ great Stateman, if we would be the heroes of a
Christian age and the champions of a noble knighthood, we must go forth reso-

discharge of duty, be bold,
loyal and successful.” [Long and loud
lute in the

applause].

From Those Who

Couldn’t Come

the following letters were received:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, WASHINGTON, 1
March 10,1892.
)

Dear Sir:
Mr. Blaine regrets that it is not possible for
him to accept the kind invitation of ike Young

a

tine supper

was

served.
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NOTICE
with

general re-;;

J;Complying

J; quest,
;;
BEECHAM’S PILLS
;;
;;will in future for the United;;
;;
!; States be covered with

A Tasteless and ;•
Soluble Coating,

I completely disguising the]!
;; taste of the Pill without in any 1;

;|way
?
<

impairing

its

efficacy.;;

Price 25 cents a Box.
New York Depot 365 Canal Street.

\

!,
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dec21

below
without
healthy weight
iisturbing health. We cannot keep health and lose our
go far above

annot

or

)ur

weight.

It is fat that comes and
goes. Too much is burdensome ; too little is dangerous.
Health requires enough
fat for daily use and a little
more for reserve and comfort. That keeps us plump.
The result is beauty—the
beauty of health.
A little book on careful
living shows the importance
of keeping your healthy
weight. We send it free.
Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 13a
New York.

South 5th Avenue,

sTsTrich & SON,
I' ndertak ers,
-HAVE REMOVED TO-

EXCHANGE
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NO.

Opposite
And

with entire

new

answer

SI

REET,

Masonic Hall,
calls

TELEPHONE

stock
as

are

before.

ready to

CONNECTIONS,
dtf

mar 5

Frye’s
dine,

a

Aman-

scientific

preparation,
both

a

is

luxury and

necessity for the
household, soothing, healing and
refreshing to the
a

skin.

ELLEN B. DIETRIEK,
Woman’s Journal, Boston.
For Sale By

An Odd Animal.

No horned tortoise now exists, but a
fossil specimen was found awhile ago
on Lord Howe’s island, in the southern
Pacific, which had four horns on its
crest and resembled a cross between a
homed toad and a snapping turtle.—
New York

Press._

To

Gauge

the

Mental Capacity.

A word contest to which all residents
England are eligible is the latest
conception of the Hub’s inventive genius.
The prizes offered consist of $100 in
Gold divided among the winners. The
object is to test the mental faculty and
give exercise to the mind. It is creating
quite an excitement already, and promises to become a real Boston fad. It
costs nothing to try, so you of the brighter minds, now demonstrate your ability.
For rules and full particulars, address,
The Tabor Food Co., P. O. Box 3273,
Boston, Mass.
of New

Ail orchestra in itself, producing
the most charming music.
Can

FOR

played
anybody.
be

SjAIjB

by

BY

CRESSEY & JONES,
394
»pr2leodl>r

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE CITY HALT..

THE

MISCELLANEOUS.

HOME-

PRINTED

HIS

_

BOOK.

OWN

MISCELLANEOUS._

I

MISCELLANEOUS.__

WANTED.

HELP.

MALE

TIIING3.

Koxr

It would be a

great point gained if the
fact
generally recognized that
disease is mainly due to transgression:
that health is the normal condition; that
sickness is of God only as he has so
arranged things that penalty follows
disobedience, whether moral or physical.

multitudinous

excitements.

Under snch conditions more hours of
sleep are necessary, because much of the
sleep is not profound. The brain is like
the ocean, tossing after the storm is over.
There is nothing like sleep to restore a
tired brain, and nothing like the lack of
it to expose it to harm. A child should
be allowed to waken of itself; it is sure
to do so when it has had sleep enough.
To this end it should always retire early.
Another thing important to be looked

after, especially in the case of growing
schoolgirls, is" the matter of food. For
boys and the youngor girls, open-air
sports may generally he trusted to insure
self-regulating appetites; but girls after
the ages of 12 or 13, from less active outdoor life, insufficient sleep, and from the
Ui

iucu

r»Luuu,a,

u.xo

ittle or no appetite in tlie
{UUODUic

c*£/u

w

uu*a,

morning.
The growth and the special development of the young girl involve a special
demand for food. Moreover, the brain
is not only growing, hutis being specially worked, and must bo correspondingly
nourished, if it is to retain its vigor.
The girl must not he allowed to go off to
the exhausting work of the day with a
stomach half or wholly empty. Harm is
sure to come of it particularly to the

Chicago Writer
tion

Forced

Recogni-

i

of that town and the author of

“The
Mr. Fuller
Chevalier of Pei2sieri-Va2ii.
is thirty-six years old and comes of the
New England far
Fuller was the
most distinguished member. He
is of a very modest and retiring
disposition and
shuns society.
into
went
He
business when a
mere

for

Serenely

from the Critics.

taking great pride in the
Chicago
new novelist, Henry B. Fuller, a native
23

were

A child is allowed to go to school in
had weather with its feet not duly protected, and to sit with wet and chilled
feet through the session. It is not to be
looked on as of God that such a child
either sickens and dies, or grows up to
become a lifelong invalid.
A glowing girl, when the weather
threatens rain, is permitted to hasten oil
to school without waterproof or umbrella, at the risk of having to sit
through the session with a wet dress
about her ankles, livery mother should
not only see to it that her child is properly protected against exposure, but
should carefully train her to look out
for herself in this respect.
The special need of sleep by growing
children is not sufficiently appreciated.
Such special need is involved in the very
fact of growth; but tlie growing period
is also the period of school life, with its
worry and fret, its mental pressure and

a

,

Spring Trade,

or

Wool fabric has little barbs like this
>>->•>. Of course, they are very small
and delicate, but they crowd upon each
other and crawl and mat in the most curious way.
If a dozen samples of flannel are washed
in precisely the same way, there may be
almost as' many results as there are
pieces. Much depends upon the quality
of the wool and the condition of the animal from which it was taken. As no
one can he expected to know about this,
it follows that to do things in as nearly
the common-sense way as possible is the
only safe way, and then take a certain
amount of risk.
Unquestionably, the best process is to
This dissolves and
use quite hot suds.
removes certain particles of perspiration
upon which cold water will have no
effect. As sudden changes of temperature are supposed to add to the chances
of shrinkage, it is well to rinse immediately in water of about the same temperature, and a little soap should be put
in this also. As wringing injures the
flannel, thev should be very gently
pressed to remove the first suds, and
then, after rinsing, bo pinned out on
lines without any wringing or pressing
Flannels should never be
whatever.
ironed, especially if damp. Take a bit
of wet flannel and hold one edge of it
over the steam of a boiling tea-kettle.
11 will shrivel up like leather. So hot
irons on damp woolens will draw and

crisp

them until they are hopelessly
shrunken and puckered up. Press belts,

bands, facings or other silk or muslin
parts, but fold and smooth the garments
and place a heavy weight over them.

The feel of them is much more comfortable when worn without pressing,
and they will last as long again.
PEACH BBOWN BETTY.

Stew a pound of evaporated peaches
until tender; place a layer of these in the
bottom of a pudding dish,
sprinkle
plentifully with sugar, and strew thickly
with fine bread crumbs; scatter a little
cinnamon over; then put another layer
of peaches, more sugar, crumbs and
spice and so continue until the dish is
full. Just before adding the last dish,
which should be of crumbs, pour in as
much of the liquor in which the peaches
were stewed as the dish will hold without “floating"’ the contents. After the
top layer of crumbs is in place, dot it
with bits of butter; bake it covered for
half au hour in a moderate oven then
Serve with hard
uncover and brown.
sauce.
LEMON

WASHINGTON PIE.

One cup of sugar, one-half etip of butter, two eggs, one-half cup of milk, two
cups of flour, two teaspoonfuls (heaping)
of baking powder, or two of cream tarone of soda, a little salt.
Filling—One-half cup of boiling water,
one cup of sugar, one scant teaspoonfui

tar, and

wet and stirred into the
of cornstarch
boiling water; add the grated rind and
juice of one lemon, butter the size of a
walnut, and the yolk of one egg. Cook
until very smooth.
CHOCOLATE

WASHINGTON PIE.

One cup of sugar, butter the size of an
one egg, one cup of milk, two cups
of flour, two teaspoonfnls of cream tartar, and one of soda, or two of baking
powder, a little salt.
Filling—One cup of grated chocolate,
one cup of milk, one-liaif tablespoonful
of cornstarch, one cup of sugar; cook
until it thickens. V.'lien cool add one
teaspoonful of vanilla. This makes two
egg.

pies.

_

call at your store or house
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
rubbers,
ron,
bottles, metals of all kinds, if
rou have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH 58 Hanover
street, city.__11-ltf

WANTED—To

want of

md 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
nanufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
;ou bottom prices;
15-1
svenings until!).

Those in want

Plush goods and albums,

straps.

E. D.

gress streets.

of

mats; call, or address letter
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

postal toS.

or

auglOtf

a

TO LET.

framed,
skates and skate

69 High street; 13
laundry rooms, steam
lot, with an abunlarge
plumbing,
House being put in thorlance of fruit trees.
ough repair, will be ready for occupancy by the
st of April. Will be let with brick stable if
18-1
iesired. Apply at No. 9 Plum street.

LET—House No.

bath and
ro rooms;
modern

REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con2-7

leat,

LOST AND FOUND.

pair of Eye-glasses with gold chain
and pin attached. Please return to G03
CONGRESS STREET.__12-1

LOST—A
1
LET—House (11 rooms) with stable, No.
jiast placed apon
FO 505 Portland street $12.00 per month; 2
1
Union Station (9 rooms each) $10
truth is mighty and will
month; house (10rooms)Congress St.,
Prices. We are always in the lead, and the present season we are FOUND.—“That
prevail.” I wrote to Miss E. S. Orr, East ]
.ibby’s Corner. $12.50 per month. For further
Harpswell, Maine. The grip left
hopeless
particulars, call
address S. L. BATES
and helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
determined t© eclipse all former attempts iff honest goods
Ills Exchange St.17-1
advice I
quickly and permanently cured,
That

we

oeir counters at

leave

Spot

Cash

muses near
icr

near

me a

on

or

was

CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor.
Me.d&wl 1-4

and LOW PRICES will do it.

only place
FOUND—The
get every description of gold,
you
silver and nickel
done;
give
can

plating

Mixed Suits at
FURNISHING GOODS.
and $13.00.
White
50 doz. Uulaundered
All the nobby styles in Double
and Single Breasted, Straight Shirts at 37 l-3c, worth 50c.
Men’s Dark

SPRING OVERCOATS.

$6.00, $8.00, $10.00

at
Overcoats
Men’s
$4.98,
worth $6.
All W ool Putnam Overcoats at
£5.98, worth $8,
Dark Mixed Overcoats at $8,
worth $10.
Young Men’s nobhy Spring
Overcoats, all the new shades, at

£8.00, $10.00,

£18.00

i

and

Men’s

$3.00.

£6.00, $8.00

and

Snits

Men’s Dress Pants at $3.50,
$4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50, $6.00,
$6.50 and $7.00.

at

$10.00.

7c

1 case

py

St3._
FEMALE

floor, large and
TOthird
sunny, with alcove. Also furnished
at 185 NEWBURY
floor.
LET.—Room on second

room

Inquire

pn

HELP.

middle

at

RENT—In the western part of city, house
rooms and bath room heat
steam, has a fine location first class in every
particular. $25 per mouth. Inquire 14 HILL
>T.10-1

TO containing nine

ST.

_15-1

that

The

LET—House 200 Danforth
aged
WANTED—Two
in part; containing 14 rooms,
thoroughly understand chamber work ro whole
convenient and
at ST. JULIAN
and house
villi modern
women

street.

or

50 doz. Cheviot Shirts at 45c.
1 case of Cotton Hose

special

we

attention to cleaning, repairing and refinishing
old plated ware, hand plating on carriage
work, polishing, buffing, etc.; lowest prices
for fine work; we guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore and
JanlStt
Union

White

doz
Laundered
50
Shirts at 48c, worth 75c.

cleaning.

a

Apply

improvements;
Pleasantly located. Inquire at 200 DANFORTH
14-1
STREET, between 9 a. m. and 4 p. m.

HOTEL.__18-1
and

pair.

Men’s Working Pants at $1.35,
$1.50, $1.75, $3.00, $3.50 and

$20.00.
Blue

at

SPRING PANTS.

$12.00, $15.00,

Indigo

Suits

Cutaway

$13.00, $15.00, $18.00, $30.00,
$33.00 and $35.00.

sprincTsuits.
«n

and

Cuts

LET—A small
and a half wooden
roar
101 Wilmot St.,
For terms inquire of E. F. Tompson 396 C'ou16-1
;ress or at 97 Lincoln Street,

ro house situated in story of

the city where

in

f

i

»

to buy from $1000 to $15,000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
lighest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
md children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overO

PICTURES!
PICTURES!
good picture, for small amount of money,
Pictures
would do well to call

After the Quarrel.

t'-Jr

TV"OTICE—Wanted

isn't

uses

a
on us.

trunks or
55G

persons in
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. I). REYNOLDS,

she beautiful. Certainly, she
The
the famous Blush of Roses.
gentleman with her uses it also, but you could
sell
faces.
We
it
on
their
never detect,
quantitiesofit. YOUR DRUGGIST.14-1

LOOK!

WIT AND W1SDOM.

young lady stenographer
WANTED—A
typewriter desires
position in PortNo. 1
H.
land office.

Balbriggan Shirts and

Drawers at 33c each.
35 doz. Humsdorf Fast Black
Half Hose, 15c per pair, 3 pair
for 35c.

IN OUR BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT YOU WILL FIND

LET—House No. 89 I’ark street, contain-

a

a

IIO
ing 11 rooms, all iii nice
'urnished. Immediate

Address.
SAUNDERS,
16-1
Beacon St., Boston, Mass., Room 55.

WANTED-Girl
219 Brackett
MRS. H. S. DYER.

WANTED—By

TO

_lli-1

LET—3

12-1

very

'__s-iot

and desirable lower

LET—A

15-1

very pleasant
TO rent of eight
rooms, has bathroom, gas and
stable
in
order;

girl for general housework at
WANTED—A
224 State St., MRS. HENRY BLAN-

>n

CHARD.15-1

No. 116

premises.

the

good

good

'urnace; everything

WINTKKST.

8-2

LOAN—On first or second
mortgages, on real estate, commercial
or
paper
any good collateral securities. In)uirc of A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange st. 5-4
to

competent cook and second MONEY
WANTED—A
girl. Reference required. Apply at 328
SPRING ST.15-1

2000 SUITS TO SELECT FROM.

PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

F.

desirable tenements of 6
rooms each, prices $12, $16. and $18 per
nontli: also for sale houses in all parts of the
•ity. J. C. WOODMAN 105% Exchange St.

a

Address M. N. Q„ Press office.

repair and fully
possession. Apply to

IOHN

for general housework at
St. References required,

lady stenographer of experience, owner of Remington typewriter, a
or typewriting to do at
work
in
office
chance to
home.

and

situation as stenographer
LET—Furnished rooms, modern
WANTED—A
typewriter by young lady with experi- TO iences with sunny exposure at 457
ence. Address TYPEWRITER, Press Office.
BERLAND ST.

conven-

CUM-

a

1-4

15-1

Light Scotches and Plaids,
Light Scotches and Worsteds
at $5.00, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00 Double and
Single Breasted,
and $12.00.
$§.00 to $15.00.
Odd Short Pants from 50c to
Children’s Vest Suits, age 4 to
lO years, $4.50 to $9.00.
$2.00.
Odd Long Pants from $1.25 to

CHILDREN’S SHORT PANT SUITS.

is

basis of service

Salary.

lady boarder without outside
Will hoard very reasonable
Call
’or sake of company. Use of tine piano.
15-1
it 144 BRACKETT ST.

WANTED—A
occupation.

for
the

MISCELLANEOUS.

How to wash flannels

any

organizer

An

_12-2

boy, and,

WASHING FLANNELS.

on

WANTED—By

Portland._

panion.

given principle.

young man, situation as
clerk in store, or a chance in a wholesale
house. Experienced in general store. Address
14-1
“C,” Press office.
a

WANTED—General

must she not be allowed to depend
upon the stimulus of coffee. The consequences will inevitably be disastrous.
The mother should insist on her eating,
and, if possible, should provide food
that will provoke the appetite—say, a
piece of broiled steak.—Youth’s Com-

any

MEN

_

agent for Androscoggin
County; position wortli $2000per annum
to right man. Also two local agents at $10 per
w-eek and commission. Call on or after Tues
day, March 22d, at office of MUTUAL
RESERVE. Room 1,1761/2 Middle street, cor.
H-tf
Exchange,

cially

usage and not

18-1

Me.

Maine.

The resulting fretfulness is a sure sign
that the brain is being affected. Espe-

so that they will
something about which
there is no end of discussion, says the
Kew York Ledger. Many- housekeepers
entertain decided opinions on this subject, and are very tenacious of then, but
they seem to rest for the most part on

land,

WANTED—On

braiu.

not shrink

n 5minutes walk
Congress Square;
£20. Address BOX SOS, city._16-1
TO TAKE ORDERS. No delivering
No experience. Steady
or collecting.
Samples
work. Best terms. Best specialties.
l»-2
N. Y.
:ree.
Rochester,
KBPS..
GLEN

figures and
woman for office work; good
Give age, previous experience, and
P. O. Box 1G17, Portpresent employment.
writing.

tlie Order of United Friends, one of
oldest and hest of the insurance orders. Apply
to A. I,. BOURNE, Grand Councilor, Bangor,

with the exception of two years
spent in Italy,
has been employed as a bookkeeper all the time
His
now.
till
novel was writh^u-iy b. fcixeh.
ten at odd moments and then submitted to publishIt went the rounds, but no one
ers.
would have it. Mr. Fuller had faith in
his book and concluded to publish it at
his own expense. This was done with a
Boston imprint on it. The book created
no stir in the literary world, but those
who l'oad it liked it, and in the course of
a j'ear it had made for the author many
fi-iei2ds among the critics.
Mr. Gilder, editor of The Century,
was so pleased with the tale that he
bought the copyright fi’om Mr. Fuller,
and will now bring out an illustrated
editioi2. The Century has also bought
from Mr. Fuller his now story, “La
Cliapelstino of La Trinite,” and the lucky
author has just been sent to Spain by
that magazine with a com22tission to
prepare some articles on that country.
Mr. Fuller is also a musician and is ambitious to write an opera.

11

family of three adults, con-

assistant

shipWANTED—Young
WANTED—By
venient, sunny rent of 5 to 7 rooms, withper; good marker and writer; also young
about
at
of
man for

CARE IN EITTI.E

He—Maud—I—I should like to walk
homo with you, if you will let me.
She (coldly)—You may, if papa gives
his permission.
He—All right. I’ll ask him. Where ia
he?
She—He went to Chicago last night.—
Harper’s Bazar.

at $1.25,
Suits
Short Pant
i 51.50, $2.00 and $2.50.
Alt Wooi Plaids and Browns
f 53.00. worth $4.00.
Sawyer Cassimerc and Cheviot
; Suits at $4,50 and $5.00.
eight Fancy Scotches $3.00,
,

m

a

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is just what you want for
spring medicine—superior to all.
Explanation.
She—Everything good and beautiful

BOYS’ LONGPANT SUITS.

$6.00.

Boys’ Suits, Indigo Blue, $6.00,
worth $8.00.
Breasted
Double and Single
Black
Cheviots,
$8.00 and

53.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50
56.00 and $7.00.
Three Piece Suits, from 12 to $10.00.
Dark Mixtures from $4.00
!6 years, All Wool, Karls Mixed

] it $5.00 to $12.00.

to

WANTED—Girl

strong, capable
WANTED—A
housework in the country for

woman to do
a family of
six and wait upon an aged lady; $4.00 a week
to the right person. Apply by letter only to M.

street.__oet7-tf

Extra size Boys’ Suits made to
order.

Family

■370 LET.
Floor space

Atlas of the World

Castoria!

_

One glance at him, and instantly
The maiden did declare—
“Why ’mutton chops,’ of course, you know,
You’ve such a sheepish air.”
—Boston Courier.
Mechanic*, Laborers, Train Men, Farm
hands should never be without Pond’s Extract.
Invaluable in case of accidents, for cuts, bunts,
wounds, strains, broken limbs, etc.

Father—Aha, so you run away from Sundayschool to go skating and broke tiirougb the ice,
did you?
Son—No I didn’t. I fell asleep in church and
got locked in.
Father—But how did you get so wet?
Son That’s from the tears I shed when I
waked up.—Bingliampton Republican.

1

fHE QUESTION
with

purchases

Furnishings.

admiring “Fo’castle Jack” once sent Mr.
Surgeon a parrot and what is worse, a very profane parrot. For some months the gifted minis'
ter kept the wicked bird, which, he said, seemed
An

witli him when he put his pen into
to the mucilage pot. But at last he had to send
him a way more m sorrow than in anger—Neyv
York AVorld.

sympathize

CLASS

PIAKTOS
RENT; ALSO

dSlr
Plain at

MO. !!4 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
AT

—

W.
P. HASTINGS’.
dec!7
dtt

•__18-2
WANTED—To take

AGENTS
badly SPECIAL
charge of the apointment of Local Agents
Excursion Co.
United World's Fair

House

of

::::::::::

| but
Whether you
YOU MIGHT.

are
:

doing

as

well

buy things by the gross
you buy cheaper than by the
dozen, and can sell cheaper.
largest buyers

for

the

Isn’t

:

:

:

m

One of the Best Medicines Evei
Invented for

the

PERFECT AND IMHEDIATE RELIEF

:

:

we bought the whole stock of a
willow and rattan
manufactured
that
actory
on
now
our lower floor,
are
These
goods
i roods.
3earl street side. You have never probably seen
£ ;uch a large and varied assortment. We offer you
We
!, good serviceable Willow Rocker for $2.00.
X lave Rockers, Patent Rockers, Arm Chairs
Easy
( Chairs and Lounges, all in Willow and Rattan.
Rie prices are phenomenal.
The odd patterns of carpets which we spoke of
Monday are going fast. Better secure one before
hey’re all gone.

For

big chance
Apply to GEO. H.
right man.
for
Maine, or W. H.
KENDALL, general agent
WALDRON, real estate agent, No. 180 Middle
street, Portland, Me.12-1
Must work on a commission basis;

Balsam

Fyou

New England.
inference clear?

&

for the

fl* HAYNES
ARAB SAM,

as

::::::::

the

we

Also a full line of the latest and
World.”
fastest selling subscription books. GATELY
& O'GORMAN, 47 Middle street, Portland.

doing well

are

your

that

‘Shepp’s Photographs

"Whether you

are

That sense of extreme weariness indicates disordered blood. Ayer's Sarsaparilla purifies it.

to know

or

instance,

j

«

IN CASES OK PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
compound is achieving the most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occa*
slon to use it by the certainty with which it relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and in ■veracity. It is safe and certain in its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys? 'lets. Inflammation
of the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, deafness. Rheumatism, Pains in Side, Back ci Moulders, Piles,
Sore Throat, Croup or EronchUx
This excellent

Pries 25c. end

$1

at#1

druggists

E. MORGAN & SONS, Prop’s.
aplo

PROVIDENCE, B. I
eod&wly

JAPANESE

r

\

Wmm «f
1

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
Gen. Mans

ISHING

marl7dtl

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding. Itching. Chronic, liecent or HerediThis remedy has positively never been
tary

known to fail. $1.00 a box. 0 boxes for $5.00;
A
sent bv mall prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to each
when
at
one
0
purchased
purchaser of boxes,
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by w. XV. ‘XX’HIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents. 21 Monil

ment Square. Portland, Me.

11.

M

\

SALE—Yacht Tempus. Here is your J
chance to get $2.00 for $1.00. Inquire at /
i ’nmberland Steam Laundry, 321 Cumberland,
1S-1
I
: itreet.

FOR

oct28eodtt

SALE—Tickets to the World’s Fair
lie guaranteed by the World's Fair
excursion Comdany, with a capital of $500.00(1
j he rates to lie $48 from Portland for the round
; rip, including six days’ board in Chicago, six
1 ickets to the fair, and accident policy for
(3000, good for ten days. Apply to George it.
lendaif. General Agent, or W. H. WALDRON,
17-1
SO Middle street, Portland, Me.

FOR
will

;
<
<

307 Wall street, 1
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891. )
Gents—I have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food. My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
t continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last August
l tried your Food, and have used it up to this
late daily. X have recovered my former health,
and now weigh 170 pounds. Kespectfully,
W. C. IIUGUNIN

in

II.. has a good
FORN.SALE—Bakery

nly

within a radius
5 other villages.

one

hides
ect

]
1

a thriving
run of trade,

village in

being the
which inThe bakery is in perof

16 miles

fully supplied including

order,
} arts.running
Price $500.

uir.iv,

Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.
4

agents
WANTED—Boole
have the exclusive agency for Maine from
of the
this date for

-is NOT-

They Point Either Way.
‘■You and your late flnancee are not on speaking terms, now I see.
‘•Yes. Site’s jealous.”
‘‘And X understand you have since become engaged to Miss Gaygirl.
‘•No; that’s broken off. too. She says I don’t
love her because I show no signs of jealousy
when site flirts with other men.”—Exchange.

Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. I have taken live 6-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
I
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
i_'V

“I wish every one who suffers with rheumatism would use Ath-lo-pho-ros- I think it is the
best remedy I ever used.”- Conrad Smith,
Plymouth, Mass.

—

2<* t

FOR SALE.

Me. Mcbdock;

AGENTS.

K. W, Farley, Waltham, Mass., tvas cured of
gray hair by Hall's Hair Eenewer.

or

<1
i.

to GIANT

mar7dtf

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.

482 Congress St., Portland, Me.
marXOiltf_®_————————————

Trouble with China,
in China,”
“More outrageous proceedings
said Mr. Bjones, reading aloud from his paper.
“I should say so,” replied his wife. “Six
pieces broken already out of that new dinner
set you gave me at Christmas. It’s the hired
girls that make all the trouble with china.”—
Buffalo Express.

Very Fancy

heat an
ELE<

illi

v

Apply

rRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
tad 27 Commercial Street.

QONSUMPTION!

ME LEADING ONE PRICE SPOT CASH CLOTHIERS,

‘•Fve quite concluded, dear, to wear
Some form of beard,” said he,
“What kind of whiskers do you think
Would most becoming be?”

FOR SALE OR

lower.

V]

TO BE GSVEN AWAY,

$15.00.

IIU F. CLARK & CO.,

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,

FIRST

LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, 6

Portland
TO
Oanforth

C. MILL1KEN, Cumberland, Me.12-1

comes

from New York.
He (from Eoston)—Ah, that explains, then,
why it is so disagreeable to the visitor who has
io endure what remains.—Detroit Free Press.

prescribed :

TO

about 1G to go a short distance into the country to assist at housework. Small family, near beautiful village. An
excellent place for a good girl. Address M. F.,
14-1
Press office.

An

Doctor

LET—The elegant residence of the
late N. C. Sawyer, with a large and bftauSituated .at
;iful lot, hedge, shade trees, etc.
Woodfords, corner of Deering and ChestuSut
streets, handy to schools, church, stores amd,
ars.
Would lease for a term of years; posses1
non given immediately,
inquire of fE. A.
NOYES, at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
WATSON, at the Public Library.2-tf
BE

W. H. WALDRON. 180
liddle St.17-1

SALE—1% story
with chance to
FOR
of land situated in
rooms

house containing 5
finish two more, %

Deering two minutes
talk from electric cars, price $900, a
for a
] argain for any one wishing a good house good
f ere

] ttle money.
1 ixehange St.

Inquire

of A.

C. LIBBY 42Vs
17-1

[NOR SAXE—A recipe, for 50c., that will euro
F the very worst cases of rheumatism, stomch and ail bowel troubles and piles. Consumpt on it stops instantly as sure as water quenches
first, and as harmless. A simple and reasonaJ. FRIEND, Portland, Me.
a ble remedy.
15-1

J
n

j-

GlOR SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street-; one
file from East and West End; known as
lussey larm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
umbefland Mills, Me.14-3
razors for sale

a new
re-

;
] Electric
lot of the celebrated Electric Razors just

and every razor warranted,
G. L. BAILEY, 253 Middle street.

lived; Prices

q ry

one.

low

_12-1
Andovek, Mass., Dec, 2,189L
L. Mubdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our experience with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my buspand’s life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with exaessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
severe illness of mine,
together with the
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exlaustion, severe rliematism, amounting almost
;o rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
pf the digestive system, so that he could not
ceep milk on Ills stomach, or the simplest nourshment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
Ling after another, but all to no good. At last
le hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magcal. The very first dose made itself felt like a
brill of new life; his improvement was very
•apid, Ills appetite ravenous, and lie gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
rery fast.
roubled him exceedingly for several years, was
rcry much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
md felt like a new man. To all who knew him
md his former condition, he was a walking
Mlvertisement of Murdock's Liquid Food. Since
hat time, when he becomes debilitated through
pverwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid
food will soon set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
jratitude, and this acknowledgement of the
peneflt received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
MRS. PEHCIVAL F. MARSTON,
Andover, Mass.
janllM.W&Ftf
4.

1EDAE POSTS FOR SALE—Now is the
../ time to buy Cedar Posts. 8 foot posts from
J. H.
iree to lour incites for sale low by
j LAKE. Widgery’s Wharf.12-1
SALE—Two Hoisting Engines: in first
Apply to B. J. WILLARD,

] [AOK
U class order.
I

;o.

59

Commercial street.

_9-4

CTOK SALE—The fine residence, No. 41
D Thomas street. Modem and first class in
i s appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
io. 243 Commercial street.janl2-tl
wagon, 3
rjlOR SALE—One new express
springs; one second hand, 3 springs; 2
each wagons, side springs; 2Concord wagons;
^ box wagon, side springs, built by Zenas
q hompson and Martin Pennell; one extension
t >pcarryall; also several family horses and
>me nice pairs at. 597 Congress street, FER^
-i

J

1

ALD & SAWYER.7-2

I assenger

and

Steamboats

Freight

for

Sale.

N. L. Wagner, 99 tons net; M. E. Dickerman,
1 27 tons net. For description and price apply tc
M. K. KING, General Manager.

febl9eod2m_

Norfolk, \

a.

iIE3 !

POR
-THE-

_

Acadian

CASTINE,

J
°
“
s

nd’specially

jan22FMiScWtt
*

Hotel,

ME.

early new, and well furnished throughut.; lias 53 guest rooms ; is finely located,
adapted to Summer Guests,
win" to decease of a large owner it will be
«T. E. MOORE,
,ld cheap. Address
3fe.

_Tliomaston,

stoke for

safe.

Stock of Dry Goods, Grocery,
< ilassware aiul Notions. All new
fresh. Address,
“L. G„”
a nd
I ’rcss Olticc, Portland.
marlUd3t

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Quotations

of Staple Products in the

Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Steady Government
Bonds

Dull and Steady—Railroads Quiet
Closed Heavy and

Firm—Stocks

and

Quiet.
At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from 1 @2 per cent.; last loan 2, closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was
quoted at 4®6 per cent. Sterling Exchange was
quiet and steady with actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 851/a for 60-day bills and 4 87y2
for demand; posted rates at 4 86b2@4 88V2.
GovernCommercial bills were at 4 85@4 87.
ment bonds were dull and steady. Railroads
were quiet and firm.
Trading in the stock market after 12 o’clock
was marked by increasing animation In Grangers, esdecially St Paul,Atchison and Burlington,
accompanied by a further upward movement
in those stocks and Sugar. The last named
at which point was 3 better than
reached 95
last evening. Grangers at best points showed
gain3 of about 1 per cent over first figures. During the last hour the market showed weakness
all over the list. The weak stocks of the forenoon were carried down to the rowest prices of
the day, and the advances in many leading
shares were wiped out in some cases with additional losses. The downward movement was
checked before the end of the session, the
market closing quiet and heavy, generally close
to first prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 244,900 shares.
Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5V2C jconfectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Mch. 17.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portaud. 161 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 121 cars.
Quotations.

Grain

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORKECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKElt & CO.

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

July.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest..

May.

94%

....

Closing.

97

96

97%

94%
95%

97

97%

CORN.

Jan.

Feb.

May.
46*/.
47%
46%

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.
Thursday’s quotations.

46 ft

WHEAT.

Jan.

Opening.
Highest...

Lowest.

I

Closing...

July.
96%
96%
94%
94%

May.
98
98
96 Vs
96 ft

CORN.

Jan.
\

Feb.

Mav.
47
47
46
46 Vs

Opening.
Highest.

Lowest...
Closing.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

July.

July.
38Va

May.
39Va

oou

0^/3

....

do
do

St. Paul

111%
Ill
108
145

117%
31

25%
143
100

107%
139%
160
18%

325/s
76

106
25%
133%
74%
113%
20
62

140%
23 %
67

120%
142%
116

19%
70

21%
20%
15%
36
189%

no

pfd.113

Union Pacific.
U. S. Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd.
Western Union.
Sugar Trust.
..

do

57%
89

77

127%
113
48
114

4f>%

4(5
48
in

48

12%
29%
88%
92%

20%
89%
95

pfd.

Richmond & West Point. 14%
do pfd. 73
Oregon Nav. S8

15%
74%
89

*Ex-dlv.

WHEAT.

July.
Opening. 86Vs
84Vi
Closing.

May.
865/s
84%

CORN.

BOSTON, Mch. 17,1892.—The following are
quotations ol' Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50; short cuts at
00 00@14 75; hacks at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00®15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
to-dav’s

11 00.

flams

at

10%c; small do 11c; pressed hams

ll%c.
Lard—Choice 7%c p lb in tierces and tubs;

pails in es 8c.
Hogs—Choice city

10-lb

dressed

6%c p lb; country

do 5 c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 28 @ —c;
fancy higher; firsts ana extra firsts at 24®27c;
extra imitation ereamrv 23@24c; factory choice
21®22c; Northern creamery, choice at 29c;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
23®25c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25®28c. The above ouotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12%@13c; fair to good at 9@12c; Western choice at 12c;' fair to good at 10@ll%c;
sage at 13@13Vzc.
Eggs— Eastern extras at 14®14%c: Western
firsts at 14c.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 18®20c; fowls 15@16c; fair
to good at 12® 15; Western dry packed turkeys
choice at 16@17e; fowls at 14®15c; chickens
lftffiVGc.
Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea,l 85@1 96 ;marrow pea,l 77V2@1 80; choice screen pea. 1 (SO®
1 70; hand-picked ined,
80® 1 85; choice yellow eyes, 1 8 ® -; California pea beans, 2 30
<®2 40; hand-nicked. 2 50@2 (50.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55 ®1 (55;red top, 1 75®82;
Western Jersey, 2 00@2 25; clover, 8®9e ;Hun-

garlan, 90c®$i.
Hay—Choice,18 00@19 OOjsome fancy higher;
fair to to good $16@$17%; Eastern fine, 812®
814; poor to ordinary1 811@$14.

Potatoes—Choice inatives and Maine stock at
37%®1 50 p bbl; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 40®45bu;
rose 46c; Houltou Hebrons 50c; Aroostook He1

~

* O.Ci' 4

Chicago

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph)

Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128
Canal National Bank.100
115
117
Casco National Bank.100
40% 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
Merchants’ National Bank.. 75
116
118
National Traders’ Bank... .100
103
105
Portland National Bank.... 100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.loo
80
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
115
120
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
110
115
Portland Water Co.100
115
120
Maine Central R R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City Gs, 1897.108
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
103
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
104
R.
It.
aid.102
6s,
1894,
Bangor
110
Bangor 6s, 1899, R R aid.108
121
Water.120
6s,
1905,
Bangor
107
Bath 6s, 1898. R. It aid.105
104
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.102
102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding. 98
R.
aid.106
108
Belfast 6s, 1898,H,
98
100
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.
.100
101
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding.
114
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
102
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
102
Saco 4s, 1901. Municipal.100
115
R.
It.
7s.l898,lst. mtgllS
Maine Central
136
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
103
105
“4%s
112
g6s, 1900, extens’nllO
D’bl02
1895—1905
103
6s,
106
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s, 1896.105
Portland

jTUI liUllIU. UP

JVY.11.

MU.

«.

M

■

a.vu

Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtglOS
Portland Water Co’s Os, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

110
110
98

Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
6tocks in Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stauta Fe R. 40%
C. B. & Q.1081/4
Mexican Central. 19%
Union Pacific. 48
Boston & Maine R.
145
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.204
New York and New England R. 49%
do pfd..
Wisconsin Central.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth H.
New York

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Mch. 17, 1892.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations oi mining stocks:
CoL Coal.36%
Hocking Coal.16 00
Homestake.1300
Ontario.43 50

Quicksilver.

4

do

ptd.20 00
Mexican....
Gould & Curry.
Yellow Jacket...
Best & Belcher.
Hale & Norcross.
New York

Sheep—receipts

Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Mch. 17, 1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations

of Government securities:

Mch. 17.
New4’sreg..
New4’s coup.117
United States 2s reg.loo
Central Pacidc lsts.107

Mch. 16.
316
117
loo

107

6000

;sliipments2.500 ;higher;

4 80:a!5 25; wethers—; Westerns 5 25®
85; yearlings 5 85.
Lambs 6 00®6 82.

ewes

May.
39%
38%

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL ENG. Steamship Mongolian38,333 bush peas 10.922 do oats 40,724 do
wheat 136 do rye 4089 bags flour 30,100 it>s
oatmeal 1,019,395 do cheese 825,520 do bacon
3200 do honey 6159 bbls apples 2003 blocks
1050 cs splints 140 tcs pork 379 cs raisins 46
brick machines 14 cs organs 250 do herring 351
do canned goods 400 head cattle.

(By Telegraph.)
Mch. 17, 1892—The Cotton
up: sales lf»6 bales;
quiet and l-16c4 7-16c;
do Gulf 4 13good ordinary uplands
3io-lbi middling
stained
16c; good ordinary
7
3-16c;do stained
uplands at 6 13-l6c:do Gulf
63/8C.
NEW ORLEANS, Mch. 17,1892—The Cotton
market is quiet and steady jmiddlmg 6 Vic.
CHARLESTON. Mch. 17, 1892—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6!4c.
SAVANNAH. Mch. 17, 1892—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 614c.
MOBILE,Mch. 17. 1892—The Cotton market
is steady ;middling OVsC.
MEMPHIS. Mch. 17.1892—The Cotton market is steady; middlings 6 5-16c.
is

..

Vile?

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)

Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND. Mch. 17, 1892.
Firm and unchanged with a little more doing.
The followingare to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
1 Corn, cal’ lots. G6;a!57
Corn, Dag lots. .58@59
Meal, bag lots.. 66@57
Oats, car lots... 42@43
Oats, bag lots.. 45@47
Cotton Seed,
car lots... 20 50@$27
roller.$5Va05 l bag lots.. $28@29 00
clear do.. .4% @5 1C Sacked Br’n
StLouis st’gt
car lots... $21@22 00
rooler
5%@5 5C 1 bag lots. $23@24 00
clear do... 5 2505 31 Middlings.. S22@2 00
Wnt’r wheat
bag lots..S23@26 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 50@5 75
(Fish.
Pork, Bks.16 25®1G 00
clear... 15 50@15 26
Cod—L a r ge
short ctsl5 25@lo 50
Shore_6 75@7 OC
Small do. 5 000,5 25 Beef.extra
8 00@ 8 25
mess...
Pollock
.3 2504 25
Haddock.. .3 2503 6C
plate... 10 00 m, 10 50
Hake.2 0002 5C
ex-plate.10 50@ll 00
iLard.tubs. 0 @ 7%
Herring, box
Scaled....
14@18< 1I tierces... BVi@ 7Vi
Mackerel, bl
pails.... oy2@ll
Shore ls..$ 24@?2C ! pure leaf.loy2@il
Shore 2s..$ 10@S1C Hams
.10y<@103/i
docov’rd.ll @11 y2
Med. 3s... 13 00@$14
Superfine (Sc
low grades.4 75(515 0(
X Spring
&
XX Turing.5 00@5 2i
Patent Sprng
Wheat.
$5s,k@5%
Mich, str’ght

....

..

bbls.

Flour quotations—low extras at 3 00@3 65;
city mills extra 4 75ffi;4 90; city mills patents
5 00@5 25; winter wheat low grades at 3 00®

65; air to fancy at 3 75 ©4 60 :patents at 4 35
©5 15; Minnesota clear 3 90©4 65; straights
do at 4 20@4 7 ; do patents 4 35®5 15; do rve
mixtures 3 90@4 60; superfine at 2 60@3 25:
fine at 2 25@3 10. Suothern flour is dull and
weak at 3 75®5 00. Rye flour is dull and weak
at 4 10®4 60. Buckwheat flour at 1 50. Buckwheat53@57V2. Cornmeal quiet and unchanged; Yellow Western at 2 75®3 10. Wheatreceipts 62,500 bush; exports
bush; sales
191,000 bush; lower with fair business, closing
easy; No 2 Red at 98%c@l 01% in store and
elev, 1 0iy8@l 03Vs afloat; 1 00i,4@l 03Vs f o
b; No 3 Red 94V2(®95c; No 1 Northern 99Vsc
@1 02Vs: No 1 hard at 1 01Vs@1 3»v ; No 2
Northern 94V2C.
Rye is dull and lower; Western at 91@94c. Barley is quiet and unchanged;
No 2 Mil —c. Corn—receipts 53,700 bush; exports 49,024 bush; sales 228,000 bush; lower
and move active; No 2 at 46®47c elev, 47@48e
afloat; ungraded Mixed —; No 3at 47e jsteamer
mixed at 46®47%c.
Oats—receipts 37,725
bush; exports 4,097 bush; sales 146,000 hush;
fairly active and lower: No 8 at 34c; do White
36c; No 2 at 34b4@361Ae; White do at 3614®
37; No 1 at 36c; White do 39c: Mixed Western
at 34©36c; do White at 36ffi40c; White State
at 30©40c; No 2 Chicago afloat nominal. Coffee—Rio is dull and steady; No 7 at 14%. Sugar-raw dull and steady; market for refined
quiet, steady; the outside quotations are those
posted bv trust inside figures cover rebate:
No 6 at '3%®4c;' No 7 at 3 13-16®3 15-10c;
No 8 at 3%®3%e; No 9 at 3 11-16®3 13-16c;
No. 10 at 3%®3%c;No 11 at 3 9-10©8 11-16C;
No 12 at 3Vs®3%c: No 13 —: off A gt 3 15Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-16c; standard
3

—

•it A A.i,Afn)A.

n

xt A

c: powdercut loaf at 6@5%e-.crushed at 5r*5
ed 4%<g4 7-16C; granulated 43/s@4%c; Cubes
at 434@4%c. Petroleum dull and easy; united at G7c. Pork quiet, steady; mess at 9 75@
10 50 ;extra. rime at 10 00; Beef steady; beef
hams dull; tierced beef quiet ;cut meats steady;
middles dull and easy. Lard lower and dull;
Western steam 6 57% ;city steam at 6 15@6 20;
refined dull; Continent at 6 80A7 Oo; S A 7 70.
Butter firm for best with good demand; State
dairy 20®26c; Penn crm at 29@29 ; Western
dairy 18,o 22c;Western crm 20.®29y2 ; dO factory at 1 %S*21c; Elgin at 30c; rolls at 17@24c.
Clieese quiet and.easy; State 12y2c; fancy at

12L/4@12

Oil.
Kerosene, Portland ref. pet...

6V2
Cpe Cran’s, bush.. 2 25
Pea Beans.. 2 00@2 15
Ligonia.6l/2
Centennial.oy2
Medium do.
Ger. med... 1 7502 1C I Pratt’s Astral.. 8Vi
Yellow Byes.l 90@2 2E i Devoe’s Driuiant 8%
Raisins.
Cal. Pea-2 6502 75
Insn potat’s
35@ 4f>< iMuscatel... .1 50@2 00
2 6003 OC I London lav’r2 00@3 50
Sweets
Onions—NalOnpura lay’r.8 @9%
tives.2 75@3 OC Valencia.
oy2@7
Geese.
Sugar.
14015c
Chickens.
1501711 Ex-aual’ty line
prowls. 130 14C
granulated—413-1G
Standard ao.
4%
Turkeys.... 170 19c
Extra C. 4Vs
Apples,
Seed.
No 1 Baldwins .1 75@2 01 Red Top.
.175@185
ating.2 25(5,2 51 Timothy... 1 65@1 G5
vap 4? lb..
8@ 10i Clover.12 @18
....

..

..

...

..

■

MINIATURE ALMANAC, MARCH
Sun rises

.£59

Butter.

Creamery.28@30
Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27@29

Choice.20@21
Oranges.
Valencia—4 5005 OC Good.19@20
Florida_2 750,3 5C | Store.18@19
iuaiagt.1 giivuv

uuijsu

ww

Kegs.

Eastern ext... 14@1£
Held.
Limed.

Cheese.
N. Y. fct’rv.l2Va@:13V2
I Vermont. .12V2@14
jSage.14 @14 vs
I

Leather'

Bread.
Piot
do

New Yolk-

Sup.7% @8

sci.51/2(46

Crackers

Light.19@20
Mid weight....21@22
Heavy.22@23
Slaughter.31® 2
Good d’mg.19®20

@6

5
Coal.
....

Cumberland.4 25@5 OC
Acadia.
6 OC Am. calf.60@70
Chestnut....
Lumber.
7 5C
Franklin....

Lehigh.

6 OC

Coffee.

Rio, roasted.... 18®21
Java do.29®3C
Cooperage.
Hhlul sliooks & hds—
Mol. city. .2 00@2 1C
Sug.eount’y 90c@
Country Mol.
hhd sliooks
24@26
20@22
Soft pine3o 20@22

Spruce36in

HardpneS

26@30

s

Hoops 14 ft.
Hoops 13 ft.
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Amer’n ;p lblo%@ll
Manilla.. 12*4(4141,4
Manilla bolt

jS’th pine... .|30@$40
Clear pine—

Uppers.?65®70
Select.$4f@r>2
Fine common. .$38@45

I Spruce.$13@14
Hemlock.Sll@12
Clayboards—
Spruce, X.$32®34

Clear.$28@32
2d clear.$22:524
No-1.$15@20
I Fine.$25@50

Shingles—

50®3
00@3
00®2
25ffil
Spruce.1 25@1
Laths,spce. .2 20@2

X cedar... .3
Clear cedar. 3
X No 1.2
No 1 cedar..1

75
26
60
76
60
25

Lime—Cement.
Limo.lfr csk. 1 00®1 05

@14 Cement.140@1 60
rope.
Matches.
17®IS
Russia do.
50
Sisal.1014 @11L4 Star,^1 gross
i Dingo.
39@40
Drugs and Dyes.
Meatls.
Acid Oxalic.... 12@14
Acid tart.40@45
Copper—
.00@19
Ammonia.15@2C 14@48 com.
19
.6® @ f Polished copper.
Ashes, pot.
35
Bals copahia.. .6'@7< 14x48 planished.

c.

d.
Freights to Liverpool steady; steam
CHICAGO, Mch. 17. 1892.—The Flour markWheat strong
et is depressed and nominal.
early;later weak and declining materially; No 2
Spring at 82%C; No 2 Red at 87%c. Corn is
weak and lower; No 2 at 37V2c. Oats quiet
and weak—No 2 at 27y2@27%c; No 2 White
—.
No 2 Kye at 81V2c. No 2 Barley 56c. No 1
Provisions lower—mess
Flaxseed 97@97!4c.
pork or at 10 05. Lard lower at G 25(g0 27 w.
Short rib sides at 5 50@5 52 %. Dry salt meats
—shoulders 4 75^5 50; short clear sides G 10.
Receipts—Flour, 25,000 bbls; wheat, 35,000
bush; corn 191,000 bush: oats, 108,000 bush;
rye, 9,000: barley. 29,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 bbls ;wheat. 39,000
bush; corn, 50,000 hush; oats, 156,000 bush;
rye, 3.000 bsh; barley, 42.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Mch. 17, 1892.—The Flour maretis dull and unchanged. Wheat closed lower;
Corn dull and closed %c
No 2 Red88%c.
lower; No 2 at 35c. Oats—No 2 at 29V2c. Rye
dull 84c. Barley is dull; Minu at 55@66. Provisions dull auu lower—pork at 10 50@10 75.
Lard at 6 05. Dry salt meats—loose lots shoulders at 4 40; longs and ribs at 5 70; shorts at
Bacon—shoulders
5 85; boxed lots 15 more.
at 5 37y2; longs and ribs 6 30@6 85; shorts at
—

G 45.
Hams 9

00@10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 7.000 bbls: wheat, 37,000

bush; corn. 27.000 bush: oats. 18,000 bush;
rye. 2,000 bush; barley, 2,000 bush.
‘Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls; wheat, 155,000
bush; corn, 197,000 bush; oats, 13,000 hush;
rye, 2,000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.
‘DETEOIT.Mch.17.1892.—Wheat—Nol White
at 89c: No 2 Red at 90y2c. Corn—No 2 at 42c.
Oats—No 2 at 31c; No 2 White at33%c. Rye
85c.

..

Beeswax.35@4<
i
Bleh powders...

20

Bolts.
Y M sheat h....
Y M Bolts.

27
Bottoms.26@28

Borax.12@li
2 Va @ £
Brimstone.
Cocliineal.40@4i
Copperas.lVa @ i
Cream tartar_30@3£
Ex logwood.
12@1£
Gmnarabic.. .70@1 25
..

Ingot.13@14
Tin-

Straits .22(5:24

English.23@25

cape.lo@2F Char. I. Co..7 00®7 50
Camphor.50@55 Char. I. X..9 2.-.@9 56
Mytrh.52@5£ Terne.0 00@8 50
16@18
Opium.2 00@2 2c Antimony...
Shellac.3£>@4C Coke.6 00®8 50
Indigo.8 c@fl Zinc.7 60@8 00
15ya
Iodine.3 75@$< SolderV2xV3
Molasses.
Ipecac.2 ()0®2 21
(
Porto
rt...
Rico.30@40
.15®
Licorice,
Lac ex........ 34@4< Barhadoes.82@33

Aloes

Morphine..

80@2

1

Cienfuegos

0!

....

38@40

01 Boiling.
bergamots 26@4
ifwffll rtt
; i’ alley ronce... u'Js'iu
Lemon.3 26@4 0(
Olivfe.1 00@2 5( Cask,cut... i 90@2 00
wire ..2 1 ®2 2j
Peppt.3 26@3 5(
Naval Stores.
Wmtergrean2 00@2 II
Potass "br’mde. .28@3f Tar p bbl.. .3 60(43 75
Chlorate.17@1E Coal tar... .6 00®5 25
Iodide.2 85@3 0( Pitch.3 0043 25
90@9: Wil. Pitch. .3 0043 5
Quicksilver,
Quinine.31(S3f Itosin.3 00@4 00
Rheubarb, rt.75ci®l o( Tupentlne, gal.. 44@54
Oil

..

'Snake_3o@4( Oakum.8® 9
Oil.
Saltpetre.10@lf
Senna.2.r,u3C Linseed.39@44
Canary seed.... 4®4V2 Boiled.42®47
Cardamons .1 OOisl 7c Sperm. 90® 1 00
Soda, by-carb3 ■. (&6% Wliaie.f 6® 05
Sal.-.2V2@J Bank.40®45
Shore.36440
Sulphur.3 l/i id 3
Sugar lead.20g2I Porgie.35®, 40
White wax.... 65(a,6( Lard.60®70
Rt

<gl( Castor.1 25@1 35
SlOiftl. Neatsfoot ..90c@l 00

blue... .8

Vitrol,
Vanilla,bean

..

Elaine.25®50

Buck

Faints,
Lead—

No 1.3!
No 3...21
2(
No 10.
8 oz.1!
10 oz.11
Gunpowder—Shot.
3 t>0@4 0(
Blasting
Sporting.... 4 Oldie 5(
Drop snot,26 ibs.. 1 41
Buck, B, BB,
X. TX, F.1 71
Hay.

Pureground.7 0047 50
Red.7
@714
43Vi
EngVenRed3
Am Zinc.... 5 00®7 00
Rochelle...
.2%
Rice,
Carolina-5%@ 67

...

Rangoon

...

.5%®

Saleratus.

Saleratus
5® 5 Vi
Pressep.$12@i:
Spices.
Loose.$10@i:
Straw.$ tKgjH II Cassia, piue.... 3 5@17
Iron.
Mace.75®80
Common 2....
@2Vi IN utmegs.70 a 7 3
Refined.2YSa2M Pepper.18®21
Cloves.16® 20
Norway.3V2@4
Cast steel....
8@1 C Ginger.13®15
Stareli,
German steel.@3Vi
Shoesteel.@2 Vi Laundry.3Vi@5
GlOSS.6 -r; @7%
Sheet IronTea.
Common.4 @4Vi
....

H. C.4Vij(a;5
Russia... .13V2®14
Galv.0 @7

Tobacco.
Best brands.... S0@0(

Souchong.18@50

I

do choice—,35@50
Japan.25(435

lOoolong.26(435

Formoso.35@oo
Lead,

Medium.30|a>4(

Common.25@3( Sheet.0V2®7Vi
Natural leaf.
.G0ig,7< Pipe.6 ®6Vs
OCEAN

STEAMEB MOVEMENTS.
TIME

FOR

FROM

New York.. Hav & Mex. Mcli 19
.Mcli 19
New York. .Havre
Werkeudam .New York..Rotterdam.Mch 19
Servia.New York.. Liverpool. Jlch 19
.New York. .Colon.Mch21
Lampasas
.Mch 22
Spree.New York. .Bremen
Nevada.New Yoak. .Liverpool .Mch 22
Rugia.New York. .Hamburg. .Mch22
City New York New York Liverpool.. Mch 23
Britanic.New York.. Liverpool.. Moll 23
.New York. .Antwerp .Mch23
Belgenland
Philadelphia .New York..Laguayra. .Mch 23
Federation
New York. Rio Janeiro Mch 23
Rotterdam_New York. Amsterdam Mch 23
Wieland.New York. Hamburg.. Mch 24
Santiago.New York.. Hav & Mex Mch 24
Russia.New York. .Hamburg. .Mch 25

Yuciitan ......
La Normandie

High water

18.

j- J j*5

MARXNENEWS

...

March 17.

Arrived.
Steamer New

Brunswick, Hilliard,

ESctli>P TaBanitum^Biake,

Boston for

West Point, Va-cot-

2£anSVBi1ggs“,rWiscasset

for Bal-

Sch Minetta, Crockett, Winterport for Boston.
Sch Florida, Rockport for Plymouth.
Sch Cora C Header, Header, Boothbay—fertilizer to Cumberland Bone Co.
Schs Star of the East, shore, with 5,000 lbs
fish; J G Craig, do, 17,00p do.
Cleared.

Steamship Mongolian, (Br) Barrett,Liverpool—

^SchSinosB

Phillips, Brown, Bath,

to

repair—

Peter S Nickerson.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, East Boothbay—
J H Blake.
SAILED—Schs Oliver S Barrett, Geo A McFadden, and Henry May.
FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENTS.

ROCKPORT, March 17—Sid, schs William K
Parle, Lake, YVashington; G L Dickinson, Hard-

ing. Philadelphia.
In port, schs Henry Withington, Studley, Idg;
do.

Waluemar, Leland,
MACH IAS, March 17—Cld, sch J Freeman,
Jasper, Portland.
SWANS ISLAND, March 17-SId, seh Fairy
Forest, Smith, Portland.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
at Liverpool 16th lust, steamer Circassian,
Portland.
Ar at Callao 16th inst, barque Ethel V Boynton, Boynton, New York.
Ar at Queenstown 16th mst, ship Emily Keed,
Simmons, San Francisco; Soltaire. Bewail, from
Portland, O.
Sid fm Sierra Leone 16th inst, barque Geneva.
Eaton, Barbadoes.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 16th mst, sch Warren Adams, Given, Norfolk.
Ar at Havana 16th inst, sch Augustus Welt,
Spronl, Baltimore.
Ar

...

Notice to

—

Com-

menciug

Boston, intermediate offices and connections
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close
8 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m,
Avgusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.15 a.
m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connecat
tions, via Maine Central Railroad—Arriveand
1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. in.,
12.20 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
6 p. m.; close at 6.15, and 12.20 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00
a. 111., and 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00
a. m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close 6.30 and
5.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6. p. m.;
close at 6.15 a. m., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m.
Bkldeford and Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30
5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close at 6.00 and 8.00 a.
m., 12.00, 2.45 and 5.15 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. m.;
close 6.30 a. m. and 1 p. m.
Gorham, N. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.; close 6.30 a. m., 1.00
and 4.30 p. in.
Swanton, Vt„ intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 8.20 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, JV. II., intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Qiiri fi *70

m

r»_

m.:

f.lnsft

11.45

a. m.

City Westbrook—Arrive at 8.40 a. m. 1.45 and
6.00 p. m.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
6.00 and 8.20 p. m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45
a. m., and 5.30 p. m.
Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
Chebeague, Long and Bailey's Islands—Arrive
at 9.15

m.; close at 1.30 p. m.
Island—Arrive 10.00 a.

a.

Peak's
p.

m.; close 1.45

m.

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond,
South Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close atl‘,45

Fishing schr Anuie C Hall, of Gloucester, Capt
Davis, struck on the easterly end of Boon Island evening of 16tli, and bilged. The crew, 16
all told, saved their effects and made a landing
after rowing 15 miles. The schr was on her
way home and had on board about 8,000 lbs
halibut.
Sch Jos Souther, from Rockport for Morehead
City, SC, put into Vineyard-Haven 14th inst
with loss of an anchor and 20 fathoms chain;
also lost jib.
Rockland. March 16—Sch Governor, of Deer
Isle, was bur bed from the railway to-day, having been pa y rebuilt. She has a new keel,
stem apron, hatch covering, and part of deck.
St John, NB, March 16—Brig Shannon, Peck,
from Mobile for Matanzas, with hard pine, is
reported a total wreck on Pulaski Shoal. Crew
saved. The vessel registered 393 tons, was
built at Millbridge in 1867, and was owned by
Capt Peck and others. Insured for $3,000.
Domestic

ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, ship San Joaquin,LarSan
Franciseo,
(Nov
18); barque Emma
rabee,
TCrow'e l, Pendleton. HougKong, (Nov 13);
sells Telegraph, Thomaston; Annie Gus, from
Calais.
Alsoar loth, sen jacoo s wmsiow, ciara,
from Turks Island.
Ar 17til. barque St Katharine. Frazier, from
Manila; sch Ella M Watts, Thurston, San Bias.
Cld l(5th, sell Mattie E Eaton, Gamage, for

Havana.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, sch Arthur V S Woodruff,
Devereux, Philadelphia.
Ar 17tli. brig Mary C Haskell, Perry, Mobile;
schs Sea Spray, Matthews, Eastpori; H S Boynton, Perry, Rockport; Wm Jones, Fuller, from
Brunswick.
Below, barque Alice Reed, from Tamatave.
Cld 16th, sells Wm Churchill. Barker, Rockport and Annapolis, Md; Annie B Mitchell. Burdick, Hurricane islaud and New York.
Sid 10th, schs Annie B Mitchell, and May
Williams.
ASTORIA, O—Ar 15th, ship George Curtis,
New York.

PASCAGOULA—Sid lltli, sch Eleoanor,
Voss, Minatitlan.
MOBILE—Cld 15tli, sch Alice Curtis, Wood,
Grand Cayman.
PENSACOLA—Cld 15th, barque Jennie Swouey. Morse, Pascagoula.
PENSACOLA—Cld 16th, sch Morris W Child,
Beck, Boston.
Ar 16th, sch Jerome B
FERNANDINA
Look, Look, Porto Rico; Celia F, Lodge, Phila-

m.

Cape Elizabeth and Bowery Beach, Knightville
—Arrive at 10.00 a. m.; close at 2.45 p. m.
South Portland. (Ferry Village) and Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.
m. and 2.15 p. m.
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at
5.30 p. 111.

5.00 p. m.
to 6.00 p. m.

Registry department,

General Delivery, (Sundays excepted)
a. m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a.

■

..

..

a.
a.

Sid 16th, barque Nellie E Rumball, Mitchell,

Martinique.

SATILLA RIVER—Sid 14th, sch Daisy Farlin, Dunton. Bath.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 15th, sch Jacob Reed,Barbour, Boston.
Ar 16th, sch Elvira J French, Kendrick, from
Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 14th, sch Nancy Smith,
Hodgkinson, New York.
In Hampton Roads 15th,
FORT MONROE
sch Andrew Adams, from Demerara. (ordered
—

to

Boston.)

BALTIMORE—Ar 16th, sch Walker Armington, Driukwater, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar loth, sch Mt Hope,

Crowley,

Somerset.

Ar loth, sch C J Willard, York, Arroyo.
Cld 16th, barque Grace Lynwood, Gilley, for
Matanzas.
Ar 16th, sch Chas E Morrison, Smith, from
Havana.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 16th, sch Chas J
Willard, York, from Arroyo via Southport.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 15th, barque Ekniranda, Williams, New York.
Sid 16th, sell Hamburg,Thompson, Gloucester
Sid 10th, barque Grace
NEW LONDON
Deering. Meech, Valparaiso.
—

niivvruiu—oiu xuui,

olio

xnva,

auch, jjuiu,

and J P Wyman, Hodgkinson. New York; Artemas Tirrell, Low, do.
NEW BEDFORD— Ar 16th, sch Sea Foam,
Richardson, New York for Lubec, (to go on the
railway for repairs.

7.30
m.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India streets, at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m., 12.30,1.30,
and 5.15 p. in.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Post
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. ni. Collections
from street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

LINE.

BLUE

ROYAL

Finest and Safest Trains in the World
-JStXU A «

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

New

*•

—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Uuequaled dining cal’ service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00^5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. m..
12.15 night. Sundays 9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a, m., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 6.00 p.
m„ 12.15

night.

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston

dec22

office, 211 Washington street.

ISLAND

dtf

STEAMERS.

HARPS WELL STEAMBOATS
and after

Nov.

steamer

MERRY-

2,1891,
ON
CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
m., for Portland and intermediate landings.

a,

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT

CO.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreside, Cousens’. Great Uhebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1892.
marlSdtf
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

STEAMER

Bay Steamboat Company,

Casco

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

Of INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891:

Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefetheu’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. CODING,
General Manager.
oct30(ltf
Leave

fer

5.30 p.

11.15 p.

in.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. ill.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Tunnel
“Hooeac
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p.

m.

oct5dtf.

Grand Trunk
On

and After

Railway

of Canada.

MONDAY.

1891,

Trains will

run as

Dec. 7,
follows:

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. in., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. ni. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. 111. For BuckHeld and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
and Auburn, 8.25 a. 111.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 6.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. ni.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
6.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.

From Lewiston

TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.75: Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.26; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$60.25. These rates are subject to ehange.
L. J. SEAEGEANT, General Manager,
<ttf
decs

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect

Railway.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

eod&wly

Spoken.
The Non Forfeitable and Incontestable features of the policies of the

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
f rontrank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

ality.

Royal Mail Steamships.

Outwards and

at Halifax

Callim

Leave Portland via G. T. Eailway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
EETUENING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
in.

STAGE CONNECTIONS DAILY-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for \V.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dlxfieldaud Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.

je27dtf

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On and after November 29,

1891, passenger

trains leave Portia ml as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.0(J
p.

m.

p.

in.

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Halloivell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. m.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. ill.
Monmouth, Winthrop Readfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowliegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
TF„74

Dover

1

1 r.

orwl

1 1

9fl

n

TY»

and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.16, 11.30

p.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m. ? via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and til.30 p. m., and on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and. 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
m.

in.

Ellsworth

|

I

nov23dtfAgents.

p. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*ilims daily, Sundays included. tNiglit express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. in.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Cliicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; AuBath and from Rockland Mondays only,
.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 0.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor, Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. in.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
♦Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’I. Pass, and Ticket Agent
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 20,1891.

fusta,

R.

Co.

Steamship

International

FOR

—

—

Easfport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
6.00 p.’m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
ami F-jutnort.

sump

flavQ.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. ijgg^Freight received up to 4.00
p.

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the L nion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for othei
information at Company’s
Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

Je20___dtf
&

BOAT CO.
PORTLAND
and after

BOOTHBAY

STEAM-

Winter Arrangements. Oil
Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a, m.. for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. rn. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East Boothbay and Penuumkl
Weather permitting. No freight received aftei
7.45 a, 111., on day of leaving.

maiTdtfALFRED RACE, Manager.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAQ
LINE FOB

—

—

America and

R.

Effect October 4, 1891.

m.

Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Ainesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) tO.OO a.
m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) t6.00 p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. (1:9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., (*7.00 p. m. daily.;

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
tConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
‘Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
1 oct3
dtf

Mexico,

New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The IsthFrom

mus

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
LAMPASAS sails Monday, March 21, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Tuesday,
April 5, 3 p. ill.
For Freight, passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Ageuts.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston,
dtf
ielO

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIIfE.

From Boston every

Wednesday and Saturday.

From Philadelphia every Tuesday and

Friday.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. It., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Hound Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For h eight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. 70 Long wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, SO State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.
_oct22dtf
From

PORTLAND, ML DESERT & MA-

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

Boston & iViaine

Homewards

From
From
Steamer.
I Portland. Halifax.
Liverpool. I
30.
28.
Jan.
Jan.
Jam T. [SARNIA,
Feb. 11. Feb. 13.
21. [LABRADOR,
2<.
26.
Feb. 4. ^OREGON,
Mar. 12.
Mar. 10.
18. [SARNIA,
26.
24.
Mar. 3. 'LABRADOR,
17. [OREGON,
Apr. 9.
Apr. 7.
23.
31. [SARNIA." 21.
Secto
to
$80
$110;
$60; Return,
Cabin, $40
ond Cabin, $26; Steerage, $20.
Avonmouth Dock Direct._
Frorr.
From
1
j Portland.
Aveiimouth. |
Steamship. I
I
I
DOMINION, February 10.
January 23.
22.
TORONTO,
[
February 4.
7.
18.
I March
I TEXAS.
The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
From

California, Japan, China, Centra! and South

November 16,1891.

Sunday

apl5

City

on

_

through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.

ton

MORGAN & SONS, Prop’?

Cottage

Wednesdays and SatReturning, leave Pier 38,
East'River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
$7.00.
feb4dtt
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
leave Franklin Wharf
urdays at 6 p. m.

For

m.

Dee 4, lat 8 min N, Ion 116 W, ship Indiana,
from Astoria for Liverpool.
Jan 1, lat 60, Ion 107, ship Iroquois, from San
Francisco for Havre.
Feb 2, lat 22, Ion 26, ship Lucille, from San
Francisco for New York.
Feb 29, lat 24 S, Ion 81 W, ship Chas E Moody
Lconord, from San Francisco for Havre.
March 9, lat 46, Ion 38, sch Susie M Plummer,
Creighton, fi-om Fowey for New York.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10,00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 0.20 and

4.00 p.

Hattie G Dixon

and

Manhattan

Steamers

DOM mi ON LINE.
On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
’or
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Eppfng at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m.f 12.30 and

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Olcl Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Keunebunk, 7.00, 8.4u
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p.
m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. 111., 3.30, 5.15 p. ill.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m..
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Greal
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. in.; Manchestei
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
t8.45 a. m.. §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,

Foreign Ports.
At Paysandu Jan 31. sch Benj C Cromwell,

At St Vincent 16th inst, brig Jane Adeline,
Cates, from Norfolk, disg.
Ar at Surinam Feb 14th, brig Eugene Hale,
Harding, Boston, 19 days.
At Montego Kay, Ja, 16th inst, brig Sullivan,
Hastings, for Boston lew days, ldg.
Ar at Havana 11th inst, barque Matanzas,
Erickson, New York.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

In

land.
HYANNIS—Sld 16th, schs Mary B Wellington, from Haggett's Cove for New York; Jennie
Greenbank, Rockland for do.
Also sld 16th,sch M M Chase, from Eastport
for New York.
Ar 16th, sch David Torrey, Providence for
Portland*
Sld I'm Bass River 16th, schs Crescent, Boothbay for New York; Wm B Herrick, Wiscasset
for do.
CHATHAM—Sld prev to 17th, brig Mary C
Haskell, from Mobile for Boston; sch E C Allen,
Wiscasset for Philadelphia; Nathan Lawrence,
Philadelphia for Boston.
PLYMOUTH-Below 16th, sch Lottie, Amboy
for Portland.
SALEM—Sld 16th, sch John F Randall, Hall.
Newport News.

for Philadelphia, Idg.
Ar at Paysandu Feb 7, barque
Masterson, Port Williams, Ns.

R.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

RAILROADS.

Sld 16th. sells Abner Taylor, and Wm Deming. New York; Emma McAdam, do.
Sld 16th, sch John S Beacham, Ginn, Rock-

York,

PORTLMD & ROCHESTER R,

9.00

—

delpha.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

OFFICE HOURS.

Cashier's Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30
7.00 p. in.; Money order department, 9

m. to
m. to
a. m.

...

..

at

a. in. and 2.40 p. m.
Rochester, K. H„ intermediate offices and connections, via Portland ^Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and

Commodore, U. S. N., Chairman.
Memoranda.

Portland & Worcester Line.

8.00

p.

James A. greer.

STEAMERS.

DIRECT LIRE TO HEW YORK.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OT MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a. m.,
6.05 and 11.30 p. m.; close 8.00 a. m., 12 in.,
5.15 and 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p. m.,
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p. m.

*,-..ivn.,MAnAo

RAILROADS.

OFFICE-

and.

Mariners.

1
Office Light-House Board,
Washington, D. C., March 16,1892.1
Notice is hereby given that the Nantucket
New South Shoal Light vessel, No. 1, Massachusetts, hits gone adrift from her station. She
will be replaced as soon as possible.
By order of the Lighthouse board,

Sproul.

POST

Winter
Arrangement
October 4, 1891.

and

Fall

..

....

..

...

glasS°w
Bremen

THURSDAY,

Mch. 17, 1892—The Cotton
market is steady: middling at3 9-16d: sales
8,000 bales; speculation and export 1500 b.,es.

Lemons.
4 00@4 5C
Palermo
Messina.... 3 50@4 6C

York•.Liverpool.
k.

PORTLAND

Mcli 26

...

(By Telegraph.)

Large 3s..
Produce.

Liverpool.

port OF PORTLAND.

..

NEW YORK.JIcb.17.1892.—The Flour market-receipts 17.196 pckgs; exports 10,248 bbls
and 2824 sacks; dull and heavy; sales 107,' 00

New
New

LIVERPOOL.

Portland

•.

.Mch 20
Mch 26
Yol
Moll 26
_New York
.Rotterdam
.Moll 26
.New
Veendain
YorkHavre
Mcli 20
New
l.a Bretagne
g
Mch 30
New York.. Bremen
Trave
.New York. .Liverpool. .Mch30
Majestic
York..
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpool.. Mch 30
New
Ppnnhnifl
Antwerp Mch 30
Marcia..! 11. New York. Rip Janero Mch 30
.....

Foreign Markets,

hhd lidgml
82 in.

CHICAGO.Meh. 17.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 13,000; shipments 6000; steady;
prime steers at 4 60®4 85; good to choice 3 80
©4 50t others 3 30523 75; Stockers 1 90@3 15;
Texans
;cows 1 75® 3 25.
Hogs—receipts 33.600; shipments 12.000;
lower:
to
packers and mixed at 4 25®
steady
4 60; rough 3 75©4 16; prime heavy and butchers’ weights 4 60©4 65; light 4 70©4 90.
5

July
Opening. 39Vi
38%
Closing.

Athol

Portland

_New i<*rk. .Rio .Janeio.Meh 20
_New York.. Kingston Mch 60

...

Boston Produce Market

—

Thursday’s quotations.

Labrador

GleneoU
11
Ktrurla
Uevonia

Markets.

NEW YORK.

market

9%

1st.

77%
do nfd.127%
St. Paui, "Minn. & Mann.113
St. Paul & Omaha. 48

Cotton

*111

pfd.

86

CORN.

.......

—

Reading. 57%
Rock Island. 89%
St. Louis it San Fran.

May.
85%

Opening. 85
Closing. 85%

/CiUblUg.

Pullman Palace.189

bbls; wheat, 6,000 bush:
117%'
Receipts—Flour,
107% corn, 2000 bush; oats, 1100 ousn.

Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 75@2 25;Greenings 1 62 Vs@l 75; Kings $2®2 50.

WHEAT.

I Opening.

..

Rl</tnc

Wednesday’s quotations.

l

Denver & K. G. 1st.117%
Erie 2ds.107%
Kansas Pacific Consols.111%
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Kansas Pacific lsts... 108
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.145
American Express.117%
Central Pacific. 81
Ches. & Ohio. 25%
Chicago it Alton.143
Chicago & Alton preferred... 100
Chicago, Burlington & Quiney.108%
Delaware it Hudson Canal Co.. 139%
Delaware. Laekawana it West..159%
Denver & Itio Grande. 18%
Erie. 32%
Erie preferred. 75%
Illinois Central.106%
End.. Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West
25%
Lake Shore.;.134
Louis & Nash. 75
Manhattan Elevated.112%
Michigan Central.Ill
Minn, it St. Louis.
9%
Minn, it St. Louis pfd. 20
Missouri Pacific. 62
New Jersey Central.140%
Northern Pacific common. v8%
Northern Pacific pfd. 67
Northwestern.120%
Northwestern pfd.143%
New York Central.11G%
New York. Chicago & St-Louis. 19%
do pfd. 70%
Ohio & Miss. 21%
Ont. & Western. 20%
North American. 15%
Pacific Mail. 36%

CHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.
RESUMPTION OF SERVICE.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will resume
her regular trips for poiuts along the coast of
Maine on Tuesday, March 8th, and (weather
permitting) will leave Portland—State Street
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. m.>
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. in.
Returning will leave Mackiasport Mondays and
4.
a.
m.
at
Thursdays
Regular landings: Rockland. Castme, Sargeutville, (Friday’s trip from Portland only),
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklin (Friday’s trip
from Portland only). Southwest Harbor, Bar
Harbor, Millbridge, Jonesport and Mackiasport,
PA YSON TUCKER. Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.

__dtf
Line
Allan

marl

Koyal

Mall

Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
From
I
I
From
| From
Liverpool I Steamships | Portland. I Halifax.
25th Feb. I ‘Mongolian 117th Mar. I 19th Mar
2nd Apr*
10th Mar. | *Numidian, i 31st
| I4t!i Apr. 1 10th **
24tli
I Parisian.
30th
|
7th Apr. | ^Mongolian | 28th
*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cat**

tle and only cabin passengers. Cabin 840 to
S60. according to steamer and location ol state
seconu caum

room;

STATE LESE

.?uo; steerage

sp.su.

L.*u® Steam-

* Serv*ue of

New York aud Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Keturn $65 aud upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and

Galway. Prepaid steerage $10; intermediate
$30. Apply to II. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or 11. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.

dee24dtf

■

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FAKE ©A!,Y
THE

STAUNCH SEAGOING

$1.00.
STEAJIEBS,

TREIONT AND FOREST CITY
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,

eveuing, Sundays excepted, at

every

in
arriving
for

season

7

o’clock;

for connection with earliest

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

trains

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
sepl6
EDUCATIONAL.

NORTH YARMOUTH ACADEMY
Yarmouth.

Maine.

Spring Term, 70tli year, opens March 22,
Thorough preparation for Bowdoin aud other
leading Colleges, including Wellesley and Mt.
Holyoke. Superior opportunities for Sciences,
Modern Languages and English Branches.

moderate. For full information address
Bev. B. P. SNmW A. M., Principal.
marl6d6t&wlt
Terms

PBES6.

THE

Some Changes Are Still Going
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

on

at

City

the

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.

When she hod Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll
_eed&wly
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
nsed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their chiidreu while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup. 25o a bottle.
iebSJIW&F&wly
Mrs.

For additional Local News
Fifth Page.

see

JOTTINGS.

$5,150.

The Woman's Christian Temperance
wuvit

UUiUU/niu

Baxter Hall, at 3 p. m. Mrs. Stevens
will conduct a parliamentary lesson. All
are cordially invited.
The sewing circle of the Woman’s Auxiliary to the Y. M. C. A. will meet at the
All members are
rooms today at 2 p. m.
invited.
Ilev. W. S. Ayers will conduetthe Bible
class at the Y. M. C. A. this afternoon at
4.30. All are invited.
Agent Perry of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty was called to Gray yes-

terday
a man

Mr.

is

Burgess

The new
hesitating about
five
no chief of
department has dropped from the clouds
to relieve the situation.
In the city marshal’s office there is
seems

to

activity, Mayor Ingraham having
yesterday appointed Charles C. Chase to
For
succeed Deputy Marshal Merrill.
drivers of the patrol wagon, Thomas
Hassett, Jr., has been appointed to succeed Mr. Kennard and Fred E. Emery to
some

succeed Mr. Todd.
forwas
Deputy Marshal Chase
merly a member of the farce, having
served two or three years as a patrolman
and was Deputy Marshal under Mayor
Fessenden. He is a veteran of the war.
He has held positions in the custom
house and post office, and was a deputy
sheriff under Sheriff Sawyer.

investigate a complaint against
who is alleged to have neglected
to

cars.

Missionary Conference.

approaching
in Portland, April
The meetings will
street Baptist church

Arrangements for
missionary conference
12th, are in progress.

the

be held in the Free
and it is expected that all the churches
in the western part of the state will bo
The programme is as folrepresented.
lows:
TUESDAY AFTERNOON.

Eev. G. S. Chase of Springvale presiding.
Scripture Exposition, 1 Pet. 4:10, “Good
Stewards of the Manifold Grace of God”
.Eev. G. D. B. Pepper, I). D., Saco
“What are the Strongest Motives for Missionary Mfort Today?”.
.Eev. B. F. Simpson, South Berwick
“Our Young People and Missionary Endeavor” .Eev. AV. S. Ayres, Portland
“AVomen and Foreign Missions”.
“Missionary Reminiscences”.
.Eev. E. Worth, Keunebunk
“Personal Responsibility”..
...-..Eev. B. L. Whitman, Portland

of Portland was on the passenger list.
Those about the wharves noticed that
the flag floating at the stern of the Mon-

golian was not the regular merchant flag
of England, differing in that the main
known actor.
portion of it was blue instead of red.
blue flag is the specCounty Attorney Carleton of Kennebec The carrying of this
has written a letter consenting to be ial privilege of vessels commanded by offleers of the Royal Naval Reserve.
Capagain a candidate for county attorney.
Colonel J. N. Greene is at present in tain R. Barrett of the Mongolian belongs
Deputy Marshal William J. McCallum
McCallum, the well

is a brother of P. J.

It is rumored he intends
soon to put another surveying party on
the line of the Shore Line railroad.
The late Mrs. Edwin Noyes of Waterville bequeathed $2000 to the Boutelle
library fund of the Cobum Classical InShe had already
stitute at Waterville.
this
fund.
to
$500
given
It is reported that Mr. J. H. Lamson
for so long a time identified with the
Lamson Studio, will return to Portland
very soon, and perhaps re-purchase the
Mr. Burton A. Kinney is still
studio.
ill at Lowell, not having fully recovered
his health.
C*
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to this Reserve.
Saeo River Telegraph Company.

meeting of the directors of the
Telegraph and Telephone
Company held in this city yesterday the
following officers were chosen:
At

a

President-Hen. Mark P. Emery.
President—J. E. Eibby.
Secretary and Treasurer—John Berryman.
Superintendent—Freeman Palmer.
A'ice

It was voted to declare a semi-annual
dividend of two and one-half per cent,
payable on and after April 1, 1892.
It was also voted to complete the construction of the line to connect with the
Limington and Cornish line, and to sell
50 shares of stock to pay for the same,

Orleans, is in the city for a few days, the par value 810.
guest of his brother, Mr. W. S. Eaton,
Parliamentary Drill.
754 Congress street.
Major Eaton was a
lieutenant in the 12th Maine regiment,
The weekly meeting of the W. C. T. IT.
and this is his first visit to Portland, his will be held in Baxter Hall this afterMrs. L. M. N. Stevens
native city, since 1864.
noon at 3 o’clock.
The

Kennebec Journal says the

ru-

regarding the ill health of Hon.
James W. Bradbury, now at Asheville,
N. C., is causing bis Augusta' friends
The telegram received
great anxiety.
who came to Augusta
son
bis
Charles,
by
last Friday night, would not indicate
that his father was seriously ill. Mr.
Charles Bradbury, however, said he
should visit his father, and left Saturday for Asheville. A letter written at
Asheville last Saturday, speaks of Mr.
Bradbury as still being confined to bis
room, but by no means dangerously sick.
Mr. Bradbury’s friends, on account of
bis advanced age, hear any report of bis
illness, however slight, with anxiety.
mors

Meeting of

the

Maine Historical Society.

The meeting of the Maine Historical
Society yesterday was very well attended, there being rather more than the
usual attendance of people, both at the
afternoon and the evening meetings.
The afternoon exercises included the
reading of biographies of Dr. Dr. N. T.
True of Bethel, by Dr. W. B. Lapham,
and a biographical sketch of the McCobb
family by P. M. Heed of Batli. An interesting historical paper upon the Plymouth Trading House at Penobscot was

A resolution has
passed the New
Brunswick legislature favoring a union
of the provinces of New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

into the lobster house of

skill unmistakable tint, and thence into a
The under part of one of
pure white.
the claws is almost a pure white. The
obster is about 11 inches long. One
claw is full size, while the other is very
small.
It is said that one other blue
lobster has been caught off the Cape
this season. Mr. McDonald thinks of preserving the specimen in alcohol.
He lias also a pure white lobster caught
ibout five years ago and preserved in
Mr. McDonald thinks it is the
ilcohol.
pure white lobster ever caught.
Some of those who viewed the blue

inly

Upon

one

side of the line

the color was a vivid green; and upon
the other a bright red. The lobster was
sent to Professor Spencer Baird, and is
row in the Smithsonian collection. Prof.
Baii-d said it was a freak of nature.
The

Site Selected for the Plush Mill.

Yesterday

afternoon the

directors of

;he plush mill, Messrs. Eobie, Atkinson,
jerrish, Aekroyd, Tilton and P. M.

rhurlough, of Lewiston, went over to
Bape Elizabeth to select a site for the
mill. Accompanying them were Civil
Engineer Ilsley, of this city, and Mr.
George F. Drew, of the firm of Drew,
Baldwin & Co., mill architects, of New
fork. The party viewed the ground, and
lecided to locate the mill on Marriner
street, on the westerly side of the little
run from the pond and fronting the harbor
The
in the point opposite Knightville.
ot contains 80,000 feet, the gift of Mr.
Atkinson. The gentlemen were much
pleased with the site, which seemed to
jmbody all the advantages needed for a

manufacturing plant.
City
[Lewistdn Journal.]
At8 o’clock Wednesday evening, about
lalf the members of the Lewiston city
Government were at the rooms in Tracy
flock. A meeting had been called. The
;
Mayor was there, as were Aldermen
Jarcelon, Martel and Murphy of the upPresident O’Connell, Clerk
per board,
A Policeman Sent for tlie

Fathers.

lower
and others of the
Few seemed to know what the

McDonough
poard.

“Parliamentary Usage”

esting

lessons on

and

cordial invitation is extended to

a

meeting had been called for, anyway,
rhe Mayor was asked what for and he
replied that the main object was to raise
rhe

pad decided that there wouldn’t be a
piorum and that it was no use to wait,
[t was then twenty minutes past eight.
U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.

Troubles.

James Hoyt;
Baldwiu—A. & P. E. Yonng
$100.
Naples—Isaac Sands to Ellen E. Floyd.
Charles ’. Sands to Ellen K. Floyd; $ 100.
Wilkinson Edes to Ellen E. Floyd; $33.
Horatio Hall to Charles H. Floyd; gltO.
Westbrook—Evan D. Kackliff to James M.
Kackliff.

The weather today
ho
is likely to

make up the sum required
go
the work of building the track. An effort, will bo made to raise this sum the
present week, and the directors are confident that the whole sum will be pledged
by the last of next week at the furthest.
Much encouragement has been received from Massachusetts parties, the
report of Mr. Griffin, the track builder,
as to the possibilities of the fastest Hack
in the world upon this site, having been

^

The Sir Knights of St. Alban Comgave a banquet complimentary to the ladies in
Masonic Hall last evening. The occasion was most enjoyable, and will be
The ladies assembled early in the eveat the residence of Sir Knight J.
A. Pine, No. 205 Newbury street, while
the Sir Knights assembled in Masonic
Hall. The Red Cross degree was worked
and the commandery session dosed.
Then the ladies were escorted to the hall
and a social session was enjoyed. Music
was furnished by Chandler’s orchestra.
The banquet was an elegant spread, provided by Caterer Robinson, and about
The
200 couples sat down to the tables.

fn

ning,

entertainment was

heartily enjoyed by

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Scarboro soil.
The directors expect to have the track
built by July next when it will be opened
with grand trotting events.
The meeting adjourned to meet again
at the Preble House on Saturday, March
on

mr.

farmer’s wife or daughter, or anybody’s
wife or daughter resident of Maine,
the
following four premiums: $10
to first, $5 to second, $3 to third, and
to
fourth best, Mr. Hutchins has
$2
also sent the following special horse premiums: $50 for any son or daughter of
his brood mare, Carrier Pigeon that shall
obtain at the State Fair a record of 2.30
and $50 additional if 2.25 is
or

better,

beaten.
Futurity special premiums:
$25 for the best colt or filly by his young
stallion Sidnut, to be shown at the State
Fair in 1893; and $250 to any of his get
that shall win the yearling colt stakes in
1894, and $250 additional if the State
record is beaten and held for 1894. The
full list will very soon be published.
irmnen Association.

quarterly meeting of the Portland Veteran Firemen's Association held
last evening there was a large and enthusiastic attendance. The following new
members were admitted:
George S.
Staples, John E. Loring, Joseph E. Skillin, Joseph Dow, Hiram C. Jordan.
The following named members made
At the

for

membership

Tnrr<v

PAttn.

olfl TYriCG S22.50.

pair Figured silk, old gold, $40, old price $60.
One pair Figured silk, cream, $40, old price $60.
One pair Red silk curtains $30, old price $45.
One pair Gold silk curtains $30, old price $45.
One pair Red pure silk with dado $55, old price $75.
Two pairs Blue with doric dado $8, old price $15.
Two pairs Nile with doric dado $8, old price $15.
old price $15.
Two and one-half pairs Cream and pink with dado $8,
old
$15.
dado
with
Gold
price
$8,
Two pairs
Three pairs Terra cotta $8, old price $12.50.
were $4.75 pair.
One Dark blue Curtain with dado for $1.88 each,
One Gold Curtain with dado for $7.50 each, were $20 pair.
One Old Blue Curtain with dado for $1.25 each, were $3.50 pair.
One Crimson Curtain (damaged) for $6 each, were $25 pair.
One Figured Curtain (damaged) for $7 each, were $18 pair.
One Figured Curtain (damaged) for $5 each, were $15 pair.
One Figured Curtain for $6.25 each, were $25 pair.
One Plain fringed for $5.25 each, were $15 pair.
One Terra cotta Curtain for $5.25 each, were $15 pair.
One Figured Curtain for $6 each, were $15 pair.

for the next exhibition, and will issue the

Veteran l

them, we’re

One

Secretary Twitchell, of the Maine State
Pair, is fast getting things in readiness

premium list before the middle of April.
The list of specials will please the exhibitors, for it will be beyond anything ever
offered before. It is for these special features he has been working, believing that
they will aid materially in completing the
Maine State Pair, and making it in fact as
well as name a State exhibit. The complete success last year gives courage to
every official, and from this time to the
10th of September the ball will be kept
rolling, the one purpose being to score
a greater victory for the State Society,
and a more complete showing of Maine
products than has yet been seen. Trustee
Hutchins of Auburn offers the following grand specials: For the best loaf
of wheat flour raised bread, made by any

pairs

They

sets.

not*

at 2.30 p. m.
Next State

lot of odd

Two pairs Figured $5, old price $7.50.
Three pairs Blue with dado $2.50, old price $4.50.
One pair Figured $6, old price $8.00.
Two pairs Steel color with dado $9.75, old price $12.00.
Two parrs Indigo blue with dado $6.50, old price $10.00.
One pair Bed with dado $6.50, old price $8.50.
Four pairs Cream cross stripe $6, old price $10.
One pair Light Blue $6, old price $9.
Two pairs Copper color with dado $6.50, old price $10.
Two pairs Old Red with dado $20, old price $28.
Two pairs Blue $13.50, old price $20.
Three pairs Red $14, old price $20.

ers throughout New England are expecting great things of the Maine mile track

J Jie

a

Two pairs Cardinal Chenille Curtains, border top and bottom $3.50,
old price $5.00.
Three pairs Terra cotta with heavy fringe $5.50, old price $8.25.
Two pairs Yellow with heavy fringe $5.50, old price $8.25.
Three pairs Blue with dado $3.75, old price $5.50.

all the guests.
NEW

and half pairs of
high class Chenille and Turcoman Portieres
which never get shown because they are not
cumber the stock and we want to be rid

got

willing to lose something to get them out
of the way. They may be just what you want to use
in the renovation which you are to begin on so soon.
This list helps to an idea of what they are, a look at
the goods themselves is much better.
of

received there with eager enthusiasm,
and many of the most prominent breed-

26,

Friday, March 18,1892.

WE’VE

long remembered.

The rusli to

our

Basement Sale

of the MISS E. M. OWEN STOCK

continues.
Hundreds of

our

customers can

And fourteen other small

to the SPLENDID BAR-

testify
GAINS

This

offer.

we

They

each

not all gone

are

—A

EastmanBros. Bancroft

one

not

pairs
prices.
through

and two
former

continue

sold will be

restore^
(

prices.

OWEN,

&

will

and

when all the curtains

The sale is for Cash

SATURDAY.

AND

corresponding
begins today,

a

sale

to the former

The Sale will continue

TODAY

at

lots of

reduction from

Saturday,

yet.

only.

v.

MOORE

&

SALE

CASH

^

AND-

fit Association of the New England
HiStates Veteran Firemen’s League:
ram C. Jordan, Charles L. Goodhue,
Henry IV. Goodhue, IV. P. Waterhouse,
Daniel Glazier, James H. Norris, George
IV. Green.

an
SATURDAY, MARCH ICTH
-AT

Thursday.—Peter AV. Couden, intoxication;
days in the county jail.
Chester L. Britt and Andrew Britt, obstructng an officer; bound over to the grand jury in
;he sum of §500 each.

BATHING.

LUXURIOUS
Kotsd

Who Hare Indnlgad In
Unknown at Present.

Beauties

Prodigality

“A thousand years without baths!”
writes a historian of the middle ages,
to state that in the

that a nobleman of
the time, who chanced to be of a wondering turn of mind, asked a friend why
it was that people in aristocratic society were accustomed to wash their
hands and not their feet.
Still it would seem to he a fact that
while our ancestors on the male side
were more than careless in the matter
of bodily cleanliness, the women of
olden times fully appreciated the important role which water plays in assuring us sana mens in corpore sano.
Some of the famous beauties of by-gone
generations enjoyed baths of such luxury as would be scarcely known by the
wives and daughters of modem milwas so

uncommon

lionaires.
Isabeau de
tate the wife of

Bavier, wishing to imiNero, used to have her

porphyry hath
milk or with the
berries.

tub

filled with asses’
crushed straw-

juice of

Anne Boleyn was not only accustomed to take baths, hut used as a
special mark of her favor to allow some
favorite nobleman to pledge her health
in a glass of water taken from the tub.
Diane de Poitiers used to plunge into
a bath of rain water every morning.
Marie Zetvvcrtynoska, the friend of

Alexander I. of Rnssja, never bathed
in a tub filled with Malaga wine,
which was afterward rebottled and sold
at a much higher price to people who
knew perfectly well the use to which it

except

had been

put.
Marie Antoinette, in addition

to the

bains which she took in the deminamed after her, used to take
what slie called her great baths in a de;eoetion of wild thyme, laurel leaves,
sweet marjoram and a little salt.—Chi-

mi-

baignoir

cago Herald.

.....

__—

RINES

There is still good picking
from the Winter Overcoat
Also
and Ulster Counters.
the window is full of “em.”
Your choice for $10 for this

30

Mr. Milo Qilson,
A stalwart teamster In the employ of the
Glens Falls, N. Y., Lumber Company, says
that both he and Ills wife highly recommend
She
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
lailed t0 galn 3trensth after
felt
misBBB €* Is a severe Illness,
erable, could not sleep, and had no appo’tite. When she took Mood’s Sarsaparilla
she began to pick up and was soon allright.
His own experience was that in the spring
he was all run down, had weakness and disHood's Sarsaparilla
tress in she stomach.
B round all
brought him inaa
i9now better
right, and he
■ BB VM than for
and heavier
years past. Thousands, yes almost Millions
of People, testify to the wonderful value of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla for that tired feeling
or weakness of mind, nerves or body. It is
the helping hand which restores full health
and strength. Mr. John J. Scully, President
of the Seamen’s nsa
B"
11 M ©T
Union, 250 Catherlna Street, Detroit,
as
follows:
Michigan, voluntarily writes
C. I. Hood St Co., Lowell, Mass.:
bound
to tell
"Gentlemen: I feel in duty
Cf the benefit I deks
8
from
rived
Hood’s
JS
B W H €A
Sarsaparilla. I havs
been troubled with nervous dyspepsia, was
tired and languid, with no ambition to
So I began
work; my sleep was Irregular.
taking Hood's Sarsapam
agkH
rilla. From tbo very first
W W w 0>Sw it seemed to be Just the
thing for me. The nervous dyspepsia has
now entirely gone, my appetite is excellent,
I can eat heartily without distress afterwards; I sleep well,
jtpfo
and can now go about
w&T
a, B
E 8
my work without that
tired
so frequent befdro I took

g I3T@0

§=»

case

of Bed

ONLY 59 CENTS EACH.

week only.
Some for $5, $6 and $7
that are worth from two to
five dollars more.
Will you buy one now or
wait for regular prices next
season.
Figure the dividend on your investment
and decide today or to-

The attention of customers is called to choice
Spreads at 98 cents and $1.25 each.

OUTINO FLANNEL AT 5 CENTS PER YARD.

We shall also sell Outing Flannel at the same
time at 5 cents per yard.
Remember the day, SATURDAY, March E9th.
morrow.
Look for bargains in other departments for MonSpring goods are arriving
every day. Spring Overcoats day, March 21st.
are now

ready.

Look at our Unlaundered
Shirt and say it’s the best in
town for half a dollar.
!

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD
Formerly Farrington Bros.,

rvCSIng

hW|

BROTHERS.

We shall place on sale one
Spreads, Marseilles patterns, at

mcLutfit

congress Street.

RINES

BROS.
____

REAL SCOTCH GINGHAMS
——AT=—

If

12 1-2 Cents Per Yard.
cent Scotch GingWe liavc secured another case of those 23
we shall sell at the same price as bewhich
inches
32
wide,
hams,
tine quality, half price.
fore, 12 1-2 cents per yard. Perfect goods,
A genuine bargain.

IMfiJI]

&

feeling

^

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
I havo taken six bottles and recommend It as
the King of Medicines.” J. J. SCULI.Y.
il!*’ constipation,
biliousness, Jaundice, sick headache, indigestion.

HOOD'8 PtLLS

cure Hver

AUCTION SALES.

fToT

BAILEY &

COT,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IS
F. O

BAILEE.

mar

14

Exchange

WILLETT, EVAMS & CO.,

Street.

C. W.ALLEN.
UU

mans

^

/

C O.

BED sm

in the Bene-

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD,)
642 Congress Street.
J

IV. the use of the bath

Business

Ban-

manderp, Knights Templar,

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

reign of Henry

Society of Art.
The Portland Society of Art offers an
evening of entertainment to its members
and friends at Baxter Hall tonight, when
the Camera Club will give an exhibition
Tickets sent to
of stereopticon views.
members last month for the entertainment, which was necessarily postponed,
will be good on this occasion. The views
shown eomprise every variety of subject, and represent the work of the Camera Clubs of Cincinnati, New Orleans,
Waterbury and New Britain.

a

advertisements.__

MUNICIPAL COURT.

attend.

cal for all.

Eady Friend* by

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

on

meeting that the knowledge which she
imparts is extremely useful and practi-

Their

Thursday—Some months ago Commissioner
Band sued to recover certain fees disallowed by
he treasury department. There was a hearing
pefore Judea Webb, and judgment was entered
u favor ot Mr. Rand.
Today notice has been
■eceived that the treasury department lias apthe
pealed the case to
Supreme Court of the
United States.

and then goes

Mrs. Stevens has become so well versed
in Parliamentary rules for conducting a

A

Maine Mile

money. At ten minutes past eight
Mayor sent to the police station for an
pfficer, who in due time reported at the
He was
i government rooms for duty.
;hen given a list of absent members of
he council and ordered to bring them in.
But a few minutes later, however, Alderin and before the
nan Hines dropped
souncilmen knew what was up the Mayor application
some

all persons interested in this

subject to
By both experience and study

Entertain

quet East Evening,

of the
meeting of tlie directors
was held
Association
Track
pened to drop
at the Preble House yesterday afternoon,
Mr. Lewis McDonald, were favored with
President
This
Burnham presiding. A numlobster.
i view of a bright blue
of
ber
influential citizens werepresent
lobster was caught off Cape Elizabeth by
to show their interest in the matter.
i Peak's Island fisherman, and yesterThe various committees appointed at
The color was deiay was still alive.
of the the previous meeting reported progress,
the
different
from
green
cidedly
and all the reports were highly satisfac.
crdinary lobster. On the back the blue
to
tory. The meeting was an enthusiastic
Bras of that deep variety that belongs
and one as it became apparent that only a
extremities
towards
the
and
indigo,
to
ander parts shaded off to a fainted but very little now remained unpledged
on with
to

Visitors to Portland Pier who hap-

will continue the instructive and inter-

Hathaway & Co., commission merchants, 31 Central wharf and 224 Atlantic
avenue, Boston, who assigned several
months ago, have been petitioned into
insolvency by Burnham & Morrill, H. F
read by Samuel A. Drakg of this city, Webb & Co. and Thompson & Hall, all of
and a fragmentary sketch of some pri- Portland.
J. M. Dyer & Co., dry goods dealers,
vateers fitted out in this locality during
the Revolutionary period was contributed Portland, have assigned.
by S. P. Mayberry of Cape Elizabeth.
Heal Estate Transfers.
In the evening a very interesting acThe following transfers of real estate in
count of ite early settlement near the
tills county have been recorded at the
mouth ol the Kennebec of Huguenot
registry of deeds:
Hon.
was
given by
refugees from France,
to
Chas. E. Allen of Dsesden.

White*

River

Saco

Directors Confident That th° Tracl£

new

new advertisements.

KNIGHTS of ST. ALBAN

ASSOCIATION.

be Bull*.

crustacean.

Congress street horse

Hon. George F. Emery presiding.
The coroner’s inquest in the case of exAddresses by Eev. H. C. Mabie, D. D., and
on
killed
who
was
Conduetor Woodman,
Eev. J. E. Clough, 1). D.
the Grand Trunk at Yarmouth Monday,
Sailing of the Mongolian.
will be held in this city at City Building,
of the Allan line sailed
The
Mongolian
Saturday, at 2.30 p. m.
is said to he the
The silver jubilee of Vicar General yesterday with what
of grain ever taken from
cargo
Sunlargest
will
be
celebrated
John W. Murphy
this port. There were in the hold of the
day evening, April 3, at St. Dominic’s
or 88,136
church. A testimonial will be presented vessel, Jn bulk, 165 car loads,
were also 5159 barrels of
There
bushels.
to the popular prelate.
were from Maine.
A bell weighing 3,000 pounds has been apples, 3678 of which
Also 15,683 cheeses and 400 cattle. There
church
and
to
St.
Dominic’s
presented
intermediate and
will ring for the first time on Easter Sun- were three cabin, three
Miss Devine
nine steerage passengers.

Hew York.

and Others

tor on the

is a

TUESDAY EVENING.

PERSONAL.

Blue One

of ex-Alderman Thomas Hassett of
Ward 2.
Mr. Emery, the other patrol wagon
driver, has been for some time a conduc-

Hassett, patrol wagon driver,

Mr.

his cattle.

day morning.

a

obster recalled other queer lobsters that
lave been seen in Portland. Not long
igo Mr. W. S. Trefetlien had a lobster
that was half green and half red. A
straight, perfectly distinct line ran from
lead to tail along the back of the

son

At the regular monthly meeting of the
Falmouth Loan and Building Association applications for loans were received
to the amount of

and

be
tackling the job; and
auditor

Whei.

BRIEF

city clerkship,

still at his accustomed desk.

When she

McDonald Has

Are Red and

The changes are taking place slowly at
City hall. Charles J. McCarthy, Jr., telegraphs from Florida that he will not acMr. John S.
cept the treasurership.
Russell is still in the doldrums about

New Wants. To Let. For Sale. Lost, Pound
snc! similar advertisements, will be found under
tbeir appropriate headings on page 6.

Mr.

Bnilding.

FINANCIAL,
Georgs F. Duncan.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Camera Club.
Gilbert's Dancing Academy.
EIGHTH PAGE.
F.ines Bros.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Milictt. Evans & Co.
Farrington & Bickford.
Eastman B:-03 & Bancroft.

MILE TRACK

QUEER LOBSTERS.

THE OFFICES.

317 Congress Street.

,.
awt

